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- heat transfer surf ace area, ft 
- effective heat transfer surface area per unit 
2 length, ft /ft 
- heat capacity rate of the colder fluid, WC , p BTU/hr°F 
- heat capacity rate of the hotter fluid, WC , BTU/hr°F 
. p 
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- exchanger heat transfer effectiveness 
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- configuration correction factor 
- gravity acceleration, ft/sec 2 
2 
conversion factor, lbm-ft/lbf-sec 
- fluid enthalpy, BTU/lb 
2 0 
- film heat transfer coefficient, Btu/hr-ft - F 
- thermal conductivity, Btu/hr-ft-°F 
fluid path length from 0 to any point in the 
exchanger, ft 


























- logarithmic mean temperature difference, °F 
- number of shells 
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2 0 
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- volume per unit length, ft 3/ft 
- fluid velocity, ft/sec 
- flow rate for the hotter fluid, lb/hr 
- flow rate for the colder fluid, lb/hr 
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- the sample mean 

















- increment for the accuracy of sample estimate 
- pressure drop due to abrupt change of direction, 
lb/ft2 
- tube side pressure drop, lb/ft 2 
2 
- total pressure drop, lb/ft 
- viscosity of fluid, centipoise or lb /ft-hr 
m 
- population mean for a variable 
- fluid density, lb/ft 3 
-population standard deviation for a variable 
. 2 
- heat transfer surf ace area, ft 
inside of tube 
- outside of tube 
- tube 
- tube wall conditions 
- unless otherwise specified, integer 1 refers to con-
ditions at the inlet of a heat exchanger 
- unless otherwise specified, integer 2 refers to con-




A major problem constantly faced by heat exchanger designers is 
to predict accurately the performance of an already designed single 
heat exchanger or a system of heat exchangers or modify the design so 
that it will perform the duty with a minimum cost. This is largely 
due to the existing uncertainties in the input variables and in the 
heat transfer characteristics and whether these uncertainties have 
been accurately accounted for in the design. 
The ability of a designer to predict the performance depends upon 
the heat exchanger configuration, the heat transfer process, and the 
streams involved. His accuracy is also limited by the design methods 
chosen and the correlations employed. Even among nominally identical 
exchangers there are variations in dimensions due to manufacturing 
tolerances which lead to significant differences in performance. In 
addition, in any plant there are variations in feed stream compositions, 
conditions, and flow rate. Superimposed on all of these are daily and 
seasonal changes in air and cooling water temperatures. 
Background 
The method usually used by heat exchanger designers is to ignore 
in the original calculations all fluctuations in feed stream tempera-
ture, flow rates and heat exchanger dimensions and their effect on the 
1 
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heat transfer and fouling coefficients. Then, the exchanger is first 
designed according to the nominal values of the variables involved. 
After the area has been calculated, it is multiplied by a safety factor 
assigned by the designer to make sure the exchanger will perform ade-
quately. The safety factor assignment is based mostly upon the de-
signer's experience and judgment and can vary from 15 percent up to 
100 percent with some designers to make sure that the equipment 
will be at least adequate (8). Such method can unnecessarily add to 
the cost of the equipment in capital investment. 
Buckley (1950) was the first to use a statistical approach to the 
sizing of process equipment (8). For the sizing of a countercurrent 
heat exchanger, he suggested that first the size be calculated from 
the nominal values for temperatures, flow rates, heat capacities, and 
heat transfer coefficient. Then based on the assumption that uncer-
tainties follow the normal probability curve, he determined the standard 
deviation for each assumed variable. From the individual uncertainties 
(standard deviations) the effect of each on the overall uncertainty of 
the area is determined and hence the overall uncertainty in the area aA 
is calculated. Once aA is known, the over-sizing can be determined 
according to the desired level of assurance or, as it is called, the 
confidence level. This method, although it gives a better idea of the 
safety factor needed, is not accurate in that it yields high safety 
factors and does not accurately represent the stochasticity of the 
process. 
Another statistical approach to the determination of uncertainty 
in sizing process equipment has been suggested by Berryman and 
Himrnelblau (5) in 1973. Their method consi~ts of the use of the 
Monte Carlo simulation of the process equipment where random but real 
fluctuations in the input variables and parameters are introduced in 
each simulation. Knowing the uncertainty in each variable and para-
meter involved, a random number generated from a normal distribution 
having the same mean and standard deviation of the variable considered 
to be fluctuating is substituted for the variable and the stochastic 
model for the process is solved. By having as many simulations of the 
process equipment as desired, the overall uncertainty in the size 
can be determined from the calculated standard deviation of the out-
put sample and the level of confidence required. 
The Monte Carlo Method has been commonly used in risk analysis 
of chemical plants to estimate profitability. The factors contri-
buting to profitability are usually assumed to be normal even if it is 
known that they are not (17) because only normal and Poisson distri-
butions can be easily manipulated mathematically. 
For a steady state countercurrent heat exchanger Buckley used 
3 
the integrated form of the design equation whereas Berryman and Himrnel-
blau used the same equation in the differential form and integrated 
along the exchanger, which resulted in lower safety factors for the 
same exchanger. Although Berryman and Himrnelblau's method reflects the 
stochastic behavior of the process better than Buckley's method, it 
requires both temperatures at one end of a countercurrent exchanger 
to be known to avoid trial and error procedure in each simulation. 
This is not always the case; often the inlet temperatures of the 
shell and .tube sides are known and the outlet temperatures are 
4 
to be calculated. The integration procedure for the temperature 
difference between the shell and tube becomes involved also when there 
is more than one tube pass per shell in the exchanger. 
All this background indicates the degree of difficulty faced 
by heat exchanger designers in their quest for a design which could 
perform the duty assigned with a certain degree of confidence. If 
several heat exchangers are interco~nected as in a crude preheat train, 
the task becomes greater and a method has to be found to both calcu-
late the size of heat exchangers and estimate the probable performance 
of the exchanger system especially when the effluent streams are sensi-
tive to small deviations above or below certain temperature limits. 
In this study an attempt will be made to develop a computational 
procedure and a computer program which will simulate any system of 
shell and tube heat exchangers with a minimum of one exchanger and 
a maximum of 98 exchangers in a system. Each exchanger may have one 
to n tube passes per shell where n is an even number. The procedure 
will be somewhat similar to the one used by Berryman and Himmelblau 
in that it uses the Monte Carlo technique in generating and intro-
ducing normally distributed random numbers for all the input variables 
and exchanger parameters presumed to have uncertainties in them. 
The two methods then differ in the type of model equations used. 
Depending on the job to be performed, the present method makes 
use of either the conventional exchanger design equation 
Q = U A MTD 
0 0 
(1-1) 
or the NTU-Effectiveness method. The first is utilized in the 
calculation of the heat exchanger surface area and the latter is 
utilized in the calculation of the outlet temperatures. 
Whether the surface areas or the temperatures of the effluent 
streams from the system are calculated, the mean and standard devia-
tion of each are also computed, upon where a confidence interval for 
each can be calculated corresponding to the specified confidence 
level. 
as: 
From the results obtained certain questions can be answered such 
1. For a specific confidence level, say 99 percent, what is 
the range of the effluent stream temperature for an 
existing exchanger? 
2. Would an existing system of heat exchangers achieve the 
desired performance? 
3. Which variable or parameter most affects the performance? 
4. What is the surface area required in a heat exchanger if 
the designer is to be 95% confident that the outlet tempera-
ture is not lower than a certain temperature? 
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The answers to these questions and others can be found by 
performing the necessary statistical calculations. For question number 
3, the answer is obtained by comparing the ratio of variances for 
the responses when all variables and coefficients are made to fluctuate 
and also when only one at a time is allowed to be randomly generated 
in each run. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Heat transfer equipment, in general, is made in several different 
geometric shapes and flow arrangements depending on the function 
required from the specific equipment in a process. Shell and tube heat 
exchangers are utilized in the recovery of sensible heat between two 
process streams. They are also employed in heaters and condensers 
where the latent heat of a condensing stream is recovered by another 
process stream. All types of heat exchangers, their functions, and 
methods of calculation have been covered in length in the heat transfer 
literature (1) t4) (20) (21) (22) (25). This work is concerned mostly 
with the effect of uncertainties in the process stream variables and 
shell and tube heat exchanger parameters on the effluent stream tem-
peratures an~ heat exchanger areas. In this chapter a brief look at 
the main features of shell and tube heat exchangers, methods of cal-
culation and the role of uncertainties in the prediction of their 
performance is presented. 
Conventional Shell and Tube Heat Exchanger 
Design Features 
One of the most commonly used type of heat exchangers in the 
industry is the shell and tube heat exchanger. In this exchanger, 
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heat is exchanged through the surface of a number of tubes laid out on 
either square or triangular patterns with one fluid flowing through 
the tubes and the other fluid outside the tubes. There are two tube 
sheets - one at each end of the tubes with matching holes into which 
the tubes are either rolled or welded to the tube sheet. The tubes 
are supported by crossbaffles on the outside; the baffles commonly 
used are called segmental baffles. These are drilled plates with 
heights equal to a fraction of the shell inside diameter (generally 
75%). The baffles support the tube bundle and help to maintain the 
shell fluid in crossflow, which results in higher heat transfer 
coefficients. They are held together by baffle spacer rods screwed 
into the stationary tube sheet. 
Figure 1 shows a one tube pass fixed tube sheet heat exchanger. 
The tube sheet is welded to the shell at both ends. This type can be 
built in almost any size (1). 
Figure 2 shows a typical floating head heat exchanger with a 
removable tube bundle, giving one shell-side pass and two tube-side 
passes. There is a stationary tube sheet clamped between the shell 
flanges at one end of the tube bundle and a floating tube sheet which 
is clamped betwen the floating head flange and its backing device. 
By opening up the shell flanges, the tube bundle can be withdrawn 
from the channel end. 
Figure 3 shows another type of shell and tube exchanger, the 
U-tube heat exchanger. It consists of tubes bent in a "hair-pin" 
7 
shape and both ends of each tube are rolled into the tube sheet. 
Various arrangements for the types mentioned above exist in the litera-
ture. Some are more suitable than others for the kind of process under 
Figure 1. One Tube-Pass Fixed Tube Sheet 
Heat Exchanger 
Figure 2. 1-2 Floating Head Heat Exchanger 
Figure 3. U-Tube Heat Exchanger 
8 
consideration in providing efficient heat transfer between the two 
streams. Some practical matters should be considered when choosing 
the mechanical arrangement such as preventing leakage from one stream 
to another, and ease of mairitenance and servicing. 
9 
Materials of construction used in shell and tube exchangers are 
chosen on the basis of fluid being handled, process conditions and the 
total cost. The entire exchanger or some components of the exchanger 
can be constructed from a variety of metals such as carbon steel,. 
stainless steel, copper, copper alloys, nickel, nickel alloys, aluminum 
and other special alloys. The conventional shell and tube exchangers 
can be produced in large quantities because of readily available 
standard materials and a well known manufacturing technique. For 
these reasons and the simplicity of the design, shell and tube heat 
exchangers are relatively inexpensive compared to most other possible 
heat exchanger configurations and lend themselves well to an enormous 
variety of services and process conditions. 
Performance 
Fluid on the shell side flows generally in cross flow outside 
the tubes. The number of parallel tubes per tube-pass is determined 
by the flow on the tube side (tube side velocity) and the number of 
tube-passes is determined by the heat transfer area required and the 
length specifications. The spacing for the cross baffles is established 
from the cross flow velocity on the shell side, which is in turn con-
trolled by the pressure drop and vibration limitations. 
10 
Basic Fluid Flow and Pressure Drop Correlations 
in a Heat Exchanger 
The shell side and tube side fluids are forced to flow through 
the exchanger passages by the pressure difference between the entrance 
and exit. This press~te difference is caused by either a pump or by 
hydrqstatic head. The latter can be caused by changes in the density 
due to heating or cooling of the fluid, as in thermosiphon operation. 
Heat exchangers are designed to give pressure drops approaching the 
limits placed on the streams. Increased pressure drop allows increased 
velocities, which improve heat transfer. 
If the tube fluid velocity is v, total length of the fluid path 
is L, tube inside diameter is Di' the fluid density is p, and the vis-




where f is the Fanning frlction factor read from a plot as a function 
of Reynolds Number (Re = vpD) for the fluid. The friction factor 
n 
plot can be found in most fluid flow literature (23). The ratio of 
the fluid viscosity at the wall temperature and the viscosity at the 
bulk stream temperature is called the Sieder-Tate factor. Additional 
pressure drop in the tubes is due to the abrupt change of direction 







sp = specific gravity 
n = number of tube passes 
v = velocity 
g = gravity acceleration 
The total pressure drop 8PT is the sum of the two pressure drops 
8PT = 8P + 8P t r (2-3) 
For the shell side fluid pressure drop, the calculation is more 
complex than for the tube side. It basically involves the assumption 
of pure crossflow in tube bundles and the correction of the ideal 
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pressure drop for leakage and bypass. One such method is the Delaware 
Method by K. J. Bell (3) (4). 
Heat Balance 
In a shell and tube heat exchanger if there is no heat loss to 
the surroundings, the heat given off per unit time by the hot fluid 
is assumed to be all taken up by the cold fluid. If the stream flow 
rates, terminal temperatures and specific heats were defined as W, 
T1 , T2 , Cp for the hot fluid and w, t 1 , t 2 , cp for the cold fluid 
respectively, the heat balance equation is 
(2-4) 
This equation is valid as long as there are no physical or chemical 
processes occurring which require or liberate heat energy (such as 
boiling or condensing). Equation (2-4) can also be expressed in 
terms of enthalpy which will include any change of phase of a fluid 
Q = W (H -H ) 1 2 (2-5) 
where W is the mass flow rate and H1 , H2 are the fluid enthalpies at 
inlet and outlet conditions respectively. 
Theoretical Limitation of Terminal Temperature 
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Since in a heat exchanger the heat gained by one fluid is the heat 
lost by the other fluid as seen in the heat balance equation, the out-
let temperature of the two fluids are bound to each other by Equation 
(2-4). 
(4~a) (4-b) (4-c) 
Figure 4. Terminal Temperature Limits for Countercurrent 
Flow (a,b) and Cocurrent Flow (c) 
For the countercurrent flow, limiting temperatures can be calcula-
ted by setting the outlet temperature of the fluid of the largest tern-
perature change equal to the inlet temperature of the other fluid as 
shown in Figures 4-a and 4-b above and solving for the outlet temperature 





For cocurrent flow, the ·Outlet temperature limit is found by setting 
the outlet temperature for both fluids T2 and t 2 equal in Equation 
(2-6) as shown in Figure 4-c and solving for the temperature. In 
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either case, in order for the exit temperatures to approach each other, 
an infinitely large heating surface is ne~ded. 
Analysis of the Shell and Tube Heat 
Exchanger Design Equation 
The conventional design equation for heat exchange between two 
streams in a shell and tube heat exchanger is 
Q U A MTD (2-7) 
where 
Q = total heat flow rate 
U = overall heat transfer coefficient 
A heat exchanger surface area 
MTD = the mean temperature differences between the two 
streams 
The overall heat transfer coefficient based on the outside area 













h = film heat transfer coefficient 
R = fouling film resistance f 
r = tube radius 
Ef fin efficiency 
K = tube wall thermal conductivity 
w 
L = fluid path length 
Subscripts o, and i, indicate the outside and inside heat transfer 
surfaces of the tube respectively. Fin efficiency Ef is introduced 
when the tube surface is finned, extended, or enhanced. For bare 
tubes Ef is equal to 1.0. 
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The overall heat transfer coefficient can be based on any surface 
area but the outside surface area is the most commonly used. 
The Mean Temperature Difference 
In a shell and tube heat exchanger, the two fluids undergo tempera-
ture changes along the tube length for both countercurrent and cocurrent 
flow arrangements which may not be considered linear (21). Figures 
5 and 6 show the plot of the temperature profile for both counter and 
cocurrent flof · 
At each point in Figures 5 and 6 the temperature difference (T-t) 
between the two fluids is different and ~ mean value should be arrived 
at. The derivation of the logarithmic mean temperature for concentic 
pipe heat exchangers can be easily seen when T-t is plotted against 
Q as has been discussed in Parker, et al. (25). The basis for the 
derivation is the set of assumptions stated in Kern (21) as follows: 
15 
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Figure 5. Countercurrent Flow Figure 6. Co current Flow 
1. The overall heat transfer coefficient U is taken to be con-
stant over the entire length. 
2. The flow rate is constant. 
3. The specific heat is constant for both fluids over the entire 
length. 
4. There is no partial phase change in the system. 
5. There is no heat lost or added to the system. 
The steady state and the heat balance equations in the differential 
form for countercurrent flow are 
dQ = U(T-t)dA 
dQ = WC dT = we dt p p 
(2-9) 
(2-10) 
By integrating Equations (2-9) and (2-10) in the same direction and 
rearranging as shown in Kern (21) the result is that 
i 
MTD = LMTD (2-11) 
where (T1-t2) and (T2-t1) are the differences in the two tempera-
ture at both ends of the path. For cocurrent flow the final equation 
is 
MTD = LMTD = 
(2-12) 
Configuration Correction Factor FT 
In a 1-2 heat exchanger the log mean temperature difference LMTD 
derived for pure countercurrent and cocurrent flow does not represent 
the true temperature difference in this case. The 1-2 heat exchanger 
is a combination of both parallel and counter flow as shown in Figure 
7 and a new method is needed for the prediction of the true MTD. The 
method is based on the same assumptions mentioned in the derivation 
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of LMTD for pure counter flow with the addition of two more assumptions 
(21). 
1. The shell fluid temperature is an average isothermal tempera-
ture at any cross section. 
2. The heating surface in one pass is equal to the heating 
surface in the other pass. 
A detailed derivation of FT for a 1-2 exchanger is in Kern (21) 





t2 t t* 
t1 tr 
J_.. 
Figure 7. Flow Pattern and Possible Temperature 
Profiles for a 1-2 Heat Exchanger 
MTD foi ln <11::s) 





FT is a correction factor which when multiplied by the LMTD for 
a true counter flow results in the mean temperature difference for a 
1-2, 1-4, ... , 1-n shell and tube heat exchanger where n is even. 
For heat exchangers with 2 shells in series and n tube-passes 
17 





Equations (2-13) and (2-14) are usually presented in the form of curves 
for different number of shell-passes and tube-passes in terms of R and 
S to make it easier for the heat exchanger designer·· · These curves can 
be found in the standard literature ( 21) ( 26). 
NTU Method 
Another method for calculating shell and tube heat exchanger 
performance is called the effectiveness-number of heat transfer units 
method or NTU-Method. This method relates the exchanger heat trans-
fer effectiveness E as a function of the number of heat transfer 
units, the ratio of the smaller capacity rate to the larger one, and 
the flow arrangement. The terms are defined as follows 
where 
and 
C = WC p 
C = WC p 
NTU = AU c 
min 
c . 





where C . and C are the smaller and larger heat capacity rate 
min max 
respectively. 
The general expressions for the relations between the heat trans-
fer effectiveness and NTU for different flow arrangements were derived 
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For heat exchangers with m shell passes and an overall countercurrent 
flow arrangement as shown in Figure 8, the total effectiveness ET is 
expressed as (20) 
-Figure 8. Three Shell-Pass Overall Countercurrent Flow 





















where E is the effectiveness calculated for each pass from Equations 
(2-17) to (2-19) and m is the number of identical shells. 
Influence of Certain Variables on the 
Design of Heat Exchangers 
Three different kinds of data are required to design a heat 
exchanger: 
Process Data: Mass flow rates, terminal temperatures, and 
allowable pressure drops of both fluids. 
Design Variables: Such as cross-sectional area, number of tube-
passes, number of shells, etc. 
Physical Properties: Density, specific heat, thermal conduc-
tivity, and viscosity of both fluids. 
Heat transfer coefficients and pressure drops for the shells and 
tubes are usually evaluated from correlations of the process data.and 
passage design. From these correlations a relationship between the 
variables can be established. 
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Depending on the conditions of the problem at hand, some parameters 
may be fixed such as the heat flow rate Q to be transferred or the 
heat exchanger size defined by the cross-sectional area, the length 
L and heating surface. It is desirable to know how significant is the 
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effect of changing one of the other independent variables on the results 
expressed in one of the performance characteristics or heat exchanger 
dimensions. 
The correlations for the heat transfer coefficients in both the 
tube side and shell side are expressed in terms of the dimensionless 
numbers Re, Pr, and Nu (4) (25). For the tube side when Re > 10,000 
and L/D > 60, the heat transfer coefficient can be calculated from 
the following equation 
Nu• 0.023 Re0 · 8Pr113 (~) 0 ' 14 (2-21) 
when 
Re = Reynolds number 
c n 
Pr = Prandtl number _.2_ K 
Nu Nusselt number hD = K 
When the values for Re, Pr, and Nu are substituted into equation 
(2-21) we have the following relation for the tube side coefficient 
For the pressure drop equation (2-1) for the tube side, it can 
be expressed in the following form 
A 1 44 0.67 1.67 D-1.33 0.19 0.14 Ll.O up = . p • v • • n • n . • 
t w 
(2-23) 
Equation (2-23) is based on the assumption that the tube side friction 
factor can be approximated by 
f = 0. 72 Re-· 33 (2-24) 
Equations (2-21) to (2-23) show the impact of changing one vari-
able while holding others constant for heat transfer coefficient h and 
pressure drop 6p in the tubes of a conventional heat exchanger. A 
change in the flow rate of one fluid or both for example will change 
the heat transfer coefficient in the tubes by an amount proportional 
0.8 to v 1.67 For 6P,.the change will be proportional to v assuming 
all other variables are constant. In this case when only v, the 
velocity is allowed to change. h and lip can be expressed in the form 
h. 
l 
6Pt = C vl. 67 2 
(2-25) 
(2-26) 
where c1 and c2 are constants. The same procedure can be applied to 
the shell side. Fluid velocity and diameter and length of a heat 
exchanger are dependent on each other and no one variable can be 
changed without affecting the others. 
Pressure drop is usually limited by the effluent specified con-
ditions and determines the velocity of both fluids, which in turn 
affects on the heat transfer coefficients. 
Also, inlet temperatures limit the heat to be exchanged because 
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the temperature difference between the two fluids is the driving force 
by which heat is transferred from the hot fluid to the cold fluid. 
Any fluctuation in one inlet temperature will require a change in the 
design heat transfer area if other variables, including the outlet 
temperature of the same fluid, are held constant. 
Statistical Approach to Uncertainties 
Fluctuation of the incoming flow rates due to sizing of tubes, 
maladjustment of valves and other process control equipment induced 
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some fluctuations around the nominal values assumed for the flow rates 
of the heat exchanger's inlet fluid streams. 
In addition to the flow rates, the temperatures of the inlet 
streams also fluctuate around their nominal values even in normal 
operation due to malfunctioning or maladjustment in the process con-
trols up the streams, and due to fluctuating ambient temperatures. 
These fluctuations in the flow rates and inlet temperatures translate 
into variations in the local heat transfer coefficients as seen earlier 
in Equation (2-22). Inlet temperature changes will affect on the 
physical properties and the flow rate will affect both velocities. 
Such fluctuations result in a changing overall heat transfer coefficient, 
which will induce a change in the performance of a system of heat 
exchangers. In addition, there are always some uncertainties inherent 
in the ability to predict heat transfer coefficients from the given 
correlations and in our ability to estimate fouling resistances. 
Since the incremental change in each of the variables mentioned 
above is mostly concentrated around the nominal value for each and 
there is little known about their distribution, it is usually assumed 
that each variable is normally distributed. This assumption is used 
because the normal distribution is the most amenable to simple mathe-
matical manipulation. 
The Monte Carlo Method 
The Monte Carlo Method or as it is sometimes called, the method 
of statistical trials, is a system of techniques which makes it possible 
to simulate various types of random processes on a computer. The name 
Monte Carlo for a computation which employes random numbers was first 
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applied by von Newmann and Ulam during the years of World War II when 
they used random numbers to simulate the behavior of neutrons. 
Several problems can be solved by the Monte Carlo Method. For each 
problem a random process is constructed where the parameters of the 
process equal to the required quantities of the problem. From obser-
vations of the random process and computation of its statistical 
characteristics, the quantities may be estimated which are approximately 
equal to the required parameters. 
For example if µ is the mathematical expectation of a certain 
random variable, the Monte Carlo Method for determining the approximate 
value of µ is carried out by making N series of independent tests 
(N-sampling) of the value of the variable x: x1 ,x2 , ... ,xn and com-
puting the mean value 
x = 
where according to the law of large numbers 
x ::: µ 
x which has been determined by observations of the random process is 
approximately equal to the required quantity µ for a sufficiently 
large N. 
The Monte Carlo method includes various degrees of simulation 
ranging from the simulation of actual physical systems to investigation 
of classical mathematical problems such as systems of linear algebraic 
equations. For further information concerning a specific technique 
refer to the literature in the field (14) (27). 
The Normal Distribution 
The most widely used continuous probability distribution is the 
normal distribution. 
If X is a continuous random variable and the probability that X 





e ax (2-27) 
X is said to be normally distributed and the constants µ and a are 
the mean and standard deviation of X respectively. FN(x) is called 
the cumulative normal (Gaussian) distribution as shown in Figure 9. 
The derivative of FN(x) with respect to x is called the probability 






The normal distribution curve, Figure 10, is completely determined 
by the mean µ and standard deviation a where µ locates the center of 
the distribution and a measures the dispersion of the individual mea-
surements. All standard tables in the literature for normal distribu-
tion are for the distribution with µ=0 and cr=l called the standard 
normal distribution. Equation (2-28) is rescaled to correspond to 
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where z is called the standard normal deviate or the standard score. 
Although the population mean and standard deviation are seldom known, 
they can be estimated from random samples. If X i·s drawn from a normal 
population, X the sample mean is an estimate of µ and s, the sample 
standard deviation is an estimate of a where 
N 
l: X. 
i=l 1. x N (2-31) 
and ;:ii!-s = 1 (2-32) 
As shown in Figure 10 the normal curve is symmetrical about the 
mean; in the standard normal distribution, Z=O. The total area under 
the curve is 1.0 and the area (24) between Z=O and Z=l.O is equal to 
0.3413; between Z=-1.0 and Z=l.O is 0.6826. This is equivalent to 
saying that the probability of drawing a value from a standard normal 
distribution between µ±cr is .6826. It is then practically certain 
that any value drawn from a standard normal distribution will be 
between -3.9 and +3.9. 
Confidence Interval 
The confidence interval for a given population parameter indicates 
that in repeated sampling, N times, a known proportion (e.g. 99%) of 
the intervals computed by the same method will include the value of 
the parameter estimated. The percentage (99%) is called the confidence 
level and the interval ends are called the interval limits. If a 
variable X is drawn from a normal distribution, the probability is 0.95 
that X lies in the interval µ-l.96cr to µ+l.96a. This is called 95% 
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confidence interval for X. The population mean µ and standard 
deviation a can be estimated by the sample mean X and standard 
deviation s if they are not known. The same procedure can be applied 
to calculate the confidence interval for the population mean µ. If a 
sample of N values was drawn from a normal population with a sample 
mean X and standard deviation s, the 95% confidence interval for the 
population mean µ is calculated as follows: 
The standard normal deviate Z for a 95% confidence level is 
equal to 1.96 and the standard deviation of the mean is equal to a/./li 
where s can be substituted for a when the latter is not known. The 95% 
confidence limits for the estimation of µ are given by 
X - 1.96 s/./li 2_ µ < X + 1.96 s/./li (2-33) 
In general, the confidence interval corresponding to any confidence 
level is 
X - Z a//"N 2_ µ 2_ X + z a/./li (2-34) 
when Z corresponding to the confidence level indicated can be read 
from the cumulative normal table provided in most statistics books 
(9) (29). 
The one tail confidence limit is either the upper or lower limit 
for the parameter, but not both. Since the total area under the curve 
is equal to one and the curve is symmetrical about zero as discussed 
earlier, then for any confidence level p we find Z such that the area 
beyond Z in one tail is 1-p. For the upper limit of a 95% confidence 
level, the area from - 00 to 0 is 0.5 and from 0 to Z is 0.45 and Z has 




Sometimes it is needed to know how large a sample one must take in 
order for the parameters to be meaningful. Such an answer is not 
readily available but an estimate can be made. If one sets a limit to 
the accuracy of one's sample estimate, say within£~, then for the 95% 
confidence limit we know that X lies between µ + 1.96 
or approximately 
N = 
and for 99% confidence level 
2 
0 
N = 6.6 ~2 







One of the earliest methods of applying the statistical approach 
to heat exchanger design is the one that had been suggested by Buckley 
(8) in 1950. The method is based on the mathematics of probability 
which provide quantitative evaluation of the uncertainties in the depen-
dent variables which then permit a direct evaluation of the safety 
factors for a given level of assurance. 
The procedure can be stated as follows: If Y is a function of 
several variables say x1 , x2 ... ,xn and crxi (the standard deviation of 
xi) is the uncert~inty in the variable xi' the uncertainty in Y due 
ClY to the uncertainty in xi is equal to 3 crx.· The overall uncertainty 
xi i 
in Y is oy and is expressed in terms of the individual uncertainties 




Knowing the value of Y at the average conditions, an upper limit y~ 
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for Y is calculated based on the confidence level desired. The ratio of 
y~ over Y is the safety factor needed. 
An example cited by Buckley is a countercurrent heat exchanger 
which is to be designed to heat an organic fluid flowing at the rate 
of 25,000 lb/hr from a temperature of l00°F to 175°F. The specific 
heat for the cold fluid is 0.90 Btu/lb°F with a standard deviation of 
0 0.05 Btu/lb F. The hot fluid is another organic liquid with inlet 
temperature of 200°F and outlet temperature of 180°F. The specific 
0 heat of the hot fluid is precisely 0.86 Bt.u/lb F. The overall heat 
transfer coefficient is assumed to have an average value of 55 Btu/ 
(hr.ft. 2°F) and a standard deviation of 5 Btu/(hr.ft. 2°F). 
The heat transfer surface needed is influenced by the two uncer-
tainties in the cold fluid specific heat and the overall coefficient. 
Buckley calculated the average area and the influence of uncertainties 
on it using the design equation 
where 
Q U A MTD 
Q =heat duty= wcp(t 2-t1) 
= 25,000x0.9 x (175-100) = 
MTD LMTD = 47.5°F 
6 1. 69xl0 Btu/hr 
Average Area, A 






The uncertainty in Q due to c is p 
Cp<JQ R = wlltcr ()c <Jc c p p p 
= 25,000 x 75 x .05 4 9.38 x 10 Btu/hr. 
The uncertainty in A due to Q is 
1 
U MTD 0 Q 
1 1 4 
= 55 x 47.5 x 9.38 x 10 
2 36.0 ft. 
The uncertainty in A due to U is 
()A = _JL_ x Cl) 




x -- x 5 
55 2 
The overall uncertainty in A is 
2 
- 59.0 ft. 
+ 69 ft. 2 
For a 95% confidence level, the standard normal deviate Z is 1.645 and 
the total area needed is 
A~= A+ Z crA = 650 + 1.645 x 69 = 764 ft. 2 
On .a later date (1973) Berryman and Himmelblau (5) discussed the 
application of Monte Carlo simulation approach to study the effect 
of stochastic inputs and parameters on process analysis and design. 
For a heat exchanger the suggested method is the following: Assuming 
that all assumptions made for the derivation of the mean temperature 
difference are valid, the feed stream variables (temperature, flow 
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rate, and specific heat) and the exchanger parameters (h., h, Rf'' 
. 1 0 1 
Rf0 ) are to be generated randomly each from a distribution character-
istic of the variable or parameter for each new simulation. The model 
equations are then integrated numerically along the exchanger in one 
direction. By repeating the simulations as often as needed, a sample 
of the required outputs is generated and the mean and standard devia-
tion of thesample are calculated. From the resulting standard devia-
tion of the specific outputs, statements can be made about the influence 
of uncertainties in inputs on outputs. 
Berryman and Hirnmelblau compared their stochastic procedures with 
Buckley's method by working the same example of the countercurrent heat 
exchanger discussed above. Instead of solving the design equation for 
the area as Buckley did, they integrated the following differential 
equations 
dt u (t-T) 
-= dA c w (2-40) p 
dT u (T-t) 
-= dA c w (2-41) p 
T = 180°F A = 0. 
The deterministic solution of Equations (2-40) and (2-41) for 
a cold fluid outlet temperature of 175.07°F using the same determinis-
2 tic values mentioned earlier yielded an area of 650.0 ft. When the 
uncertainties in the cold fluid specific heat and the overall heat 
transfer coefficient were taken into effect by generating the value 
of each randomly from a normal distribution having the same mean and 
standard deviation as stated previously for each, the to:tal area 
needed for the upper limit of a 95% confidence level was 715 ft. 2 . 
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This results in a safety factor for the area of 1.10 compared to 1.175 
calculated by Buckley. The difference was attributed by Berryman and 
Himmelblau to the use of the wrong stochastic model by Buckley. 
The first method does not satisfy the first law of thermodynamics 
in the sense that the heat gained by the cold fluid was not equal to 
the heat lost by the hot fluid which in turn penalizes the outlet 
temperature of the hot fluid and mean temperature difference. It also 
is too conservative in that the designs are for the most extreme con-
ditions which have a very low probability of occurring. 
The second method uses the correct stochastic procedures but the 
integration processes become difficult for exchangers with more than 
one tube-pass. To integrate the difficult equations it is necessary 
to specify the value of outlet temperature of the hot fluid at the 
inlet of cold fluid. The calculated uncertainty in the inlet tempera-
ture of the hot fluid may not be equal :to the actual uncertainty and 
this contributes an error in prediction of uncertainties in the output 
temperatures. 
CHAPTER III 
METHOD OF CALCULATION AND PROGRAM 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
Method of Calculation 
The main purpose of this research is to try to simulate the actual 
conditions for a given system of shell and tube heat exchangers in 
order to be able to estimate the performance of the system. The random 
fluctuations in input variables and heat exchange parameters will be 
reflected either in the outlet temperatures or the individual heat 
exchanger areas depending on which is to be calculated. 
Model of Study 
Although the study could be applied to any type of heat exchanger, 
the present study is restricted to a steady state shell and tube heat 
exchanger that is commonly represented by the integrated form of the 
design equation 
where 
Q = U A MTD 
0 0 
Q = total rate of heat transferred 
(3-1) 
U = overall heat transfer coefficient based on the outside 
0 
area 
A = outside surface area of heat exchanger 
0 
MTD = mean temperature difference between the two fluids. 
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Several assumptions have been made in order for Equation (3-1) 
to be applicable. These assumptions are (for each heat exchanger in 
the system): 
1. Each stream flow rate is constant once it enters the heat 
exchanger. 
2. Specific heat is constant for each fluid. 
3. There are no partial phase changes in the heat exchanger. 
Evaporation or condensation does not exist in only a part of 
the exchanger or in only part of a fluid mixture. 
4. The shell fluid is assumed to be completely mixed and its 
temperature constant across any cross-section. 
5. The overall heat transfer coefficient is constant. 
6. There are no heat losses to surroundings. 
7. For heat exchangers with more than one tube-pass, area and 
flow are distributed uniformly among the passes. 
For heat exchangers which are arranged in either cocurrent or 
countercurrent flow, the mean temperature difference between the two 
fluids is the logarithmic mean temperature difference, defined as 
Countercurrent flow: 
MTD LMTD (3-2) 
Cocurrent flow: 
MTD LMTD (3-3) 
where t 1 , t 2 , T1 , and T2 are the inlet and outlet temperatures of cold 
and hot fluid respectively. 
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For heat exchangers with two or more tube passes MTD is not equal 
to LMTD and a correction factor FT is introduced in Equation (3-1) to 
correct LMTD for countercurrent flow, so that MTD = FTLMTD and Equation 
(3-1) becomes 
Q = U A FTLMTD 
0 0 
(3-4) 
For heat exchangers with n tube-passes where n is even, the correction 
factors are 
1-n heat exchangers (one shell-pass and n tube-passes): 





2-2n heat exchangers (two shell-passes and 2n tube-passes where n=2,4, 
6' ... ) : 
2(R-l) 
~ ln[(l-S)/(1-RS)] 
ln[2/S-l-R+2/S J (1-S) (l-RS)+ff+i J 
.· 2/S-l-R+(2/S) J(l-S) (1-RS)-Mi 
In the above equations, 
R and 
(3-6) 
The overall heat transfer coefficient U is computed from the local 
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Rfo = shell side fouling resistance 
Rfi = tube inside fouling resistance 
D = tube outside diameter 
0 
D. tube inside diameter 
i 
a = tube effective outside area per unit length 
0 
ai tube effective inside area per unit length 
K = tube wall thermal conductivity. 
w 
NTU Method 
The use of Equation (3-4) requires the knowledge of all the termi-
nal temperatures for both fluids. This may be a disadvantage because 
we are often interested in calculating outlet temperatures and a trial-
and-error technique will be involved. The use of the number of trans-
fer units (NTU) or as it sometimes is called - the heat exchanger 
effectiveness method - makes it possible to avoid any trial and error 
in determining the outlet temperatures when the surface area, configu-
ration of heat exchanger, flow rates, specific heats, and heat exchanger 
coefficients are given. 
Heat exchanger effectiveness is defined as the ratio of actual 
heat transferred to the maximum heat which could be transferred in a 
heat exchanger with an infinite surface area and purely countercurrent 
flow: 
E Qactual ~ax 
= __ w_c ...... P_<_T_1-_. T_2_)_ 
C . (T1-t1 ) min 
wcp(t2-t1 ) 
Cmin(Tl-tl) 





The same assumptions made in arriving at Equation (3-4) can be 
applied to the NTU method. NTU is defined as 









Kays and London (20) have shown that the heat exchanger effective-
ness is a function of NTU, B and the flow arrangement, and can be 
expressed as 
Countercurrent exchanger: 
1-ex -NTU(l-B)] E = 1-Bexp -NTU(l-B) (3-11) 
Cocurrent exchanger: 
E = 1-exp[-NTU(l+B)] 
l+B (3-12) 
1-n exchangers (one shell and n tube-passes, n is even): 
2 E = ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
(l+B) +U [.l+exp(-r)] l [ 1-exp(-r)] 
(3-13) 
where 
. r = NTU J;;;;f 
When there is more than one shell-pass in series with each pass 
having the same effectiveness E and the overall flow is countercurrent 
as shown earlier in Figure 8, the overall effectiveness is expressed 






In this case, m is the number of identical shell-passes, and E is 
the effectiveness of each shell. The individual shell-passes can be 
arranged in any one of the basic flow arrangements mentioned above 
as long as the fluids are mixed between passes and they are identical. 
Application of Monte Carlo Technique 
To simulate the effect of uncertainties in input variables and 
heat exchanger parameters involved in calculation of the performance of 
a system of heat exchangers, the Monte Carlo technique is utilized. The 
Monte Carlo method has been discussed in Chapter II and is simply a 
method of computation which uses random numbers and generates a large 
number of successive solutions for the system. . The outputs from these 
solutions make up a sample where the ensemble mean and standard devia-
tion for the system output can be computed. 
The heat transfer coefficients and fouling resistances are usually 
assumed to be evaluated from experimental values by the least squares 
method (6) so each one can be estimated by a normal (Gaussian) distri-
bution. These distributions are characterized by the given statistics 
of each parameter (such as the mean and standard deviation). A new 
normal random number is generated for each coefficient and fouling 
resistance in each simulation and each parameter is assumed to be con-
stant during the simulation once it has been generated. 
The uncertainties in the feed stream conditions (temperature, 
flow rate, and specific heat) are mostly distributed around their means 
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(nominal values) and each can be approximated by a normal distribution 
of a given mean and standard deviation. For each simulation a different 
normal random number is generated for temperature, flow rate and spe-
cific heat if the nominal value and the standard deviation are specified. 
In case the standard deviation for any of the variables cannot be 
evaluated from experimental data, an estimate of the standard devia-
tion can be taken as one-eighth of the range of certainty (the differ-
ence between maximum and minimum values). For all practical purposes 
this estimate is justified, since it is more than 99.99% certain that 
a random number will be within + 4cr from the specified mean value. 
Flow rates are assumed to stay constant for the system for each 
simulation. This is to say that fluctuations due to maldistribution 
among exchangers in the system are neglected for a system of two heat 
exchangers or more. It is assumed that any maldistribution in flow 
rates will be compensated for in the heat transfer coefficients which 
will be generated randomly and independently of each other. 
Description of Random Variables Used 
Since it is assumed that uncertainties in variables and coeffi-
cients will mostly be comprised of small differences from the expected 
value for each rather than large differences, the normal distribution 
(when only the mean and variance are known) , represents .the maximum 
information known about the random variable in consideration. Two 
distributions are involved in the generation procedures of normal 
random deviates: the uniform and normal distributions. The methods 
are illustrated in the following: 
1. Using an arbitrary seed, consisting of an odd integer with 
nine or less digits on the first entry, a nonrepetitive 
random integer is computed for the subsequent uses. 
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2. Using the random integers, uniform random deviates between 0.0 
and 1.0 are generated with mean 0 and variance 1/12 (14) (19). 
3. From the uniform random deviates, a normal random error (Y) 
with mean 0 and variance 1.0 is computed (19). 
4. The normal random variable (Y) computed is then adjusted to 
the given mean and standard deviation y~ = Yo + X where X is 
the deterministic value of the variable and a is the variable 
standard deviation. The random numbers generated by this 
method have been extensively tested by chi-squared tests to 
verify that the random numbers were truly taken from normal 
distributions. 
General Description of the Program 
General Processing 
A general purpose computer program has been written to simulate 
any system of shell and tube heat exchangers when there is no feed back. 
The program performs heat and mass balance calculations for any system 
configuration. Using selected process data, the program will calculate 
all process stream flow rates including some recycle streams without 
any special input by the user. It will also estimate the size (area) 
of each heat exchanger, calculate outlet temperatures, and calculate 
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Six different process elements can be simulated by the program. 
These elements are: 
Input (INPT) 
Output (OTPT) 
Stream Adder (ADDR) 
Stream Divider (DVDR) 
Heater or Condenser (HRCR) 
Heat Exchanger (HEX) 
Inputs. The required inputs vary with the type of elements 
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needed and the task to be performed. Depending on the job to be done, 
some or all of the following inputs are required. 
1. flow rates, temperatures and specific heats for each feed 
stream 
2. standard deviations for each of the flow rates, temperatures 
and specific heats 
3. ·heat transfer coefficients and fouling resistances, 
and their standard deviations 
4. heat exchanger sizes and flow arrangements 
The user may want to input certain control data like: 
1. whether the simulation is for only the deterministic model, 
or for both deterministic and stochastic models 
2. number of iterations for the stochastic simulation 
3. input and output units 
Outputs. Outputs are printed in the same manner and will contain 
the following: 
1. problem identification on each page of the output 
2. the process elemen·t description in the same order specified 
by the user including calculation results for unknown 
variables 
3. all input process data in the input system of units and the 
results of calculations in the output system of units 
specified 
4. results of the Monte Carlo simulation for either outlet 
temperatures or areas 
5. error comments to help the programmer to identify mistakes 
in input 
A case problem is studied in Chapter IV and a complete computer 
output of the problem is included in Appendix A. 
g_e_scription of Process Elements 
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Process Element Input-INPT. The Input element function is to 
serve as a feed tank for the whole system. All feed streams to the 
system must be included as product streams from the INPT element. The 
Input element has no feed streams and a maximum of· 20 product streams. 
The temperatures, flow rates, and specific heats of the feed·· (product) 
streams are part of the input data. 
Process Element Adder-ADDR. The Adder element function is to add a 
maximum of four feed streams into one product stream. The temperature 
and specific heat of the product stream are determined on the basis of 
a constant enthalpy process. 
Process Element Divider-DVDR. This element function is to divide 
one feed stream into a maximum of four product streams. Only one feed 
stream and two to four product streams can be specified for this 
element. '.J.'he fraction of the feed stream going into each product stream 
should be specified and the sum of all fractions must be equal to one. 
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Heater or Condenser Element-HRCR. In this element, a shell and 
tube heat exchanger is simulated in which a one-component fluid is con-
densed or boiled either in the shell or in the tubes. The temperature 
of the condensing or boiling fluid is assumed to be constant throughout 
the heat exchanger since only the latent heat is to be exchanged. The 
Heater or Condenser element has only one feed stream (the nonisothermal 
stream) and a corresponding product stream. The temperature of the 
isothermal fluid should be given to make the calculation possible. 
Heat Exchanger Element-HEX. Process element Heat Exchanger simu-
lates a shell and tube heat exchanger where only sensible heat is 
exchanged between the two fluids. It is assumed that there is no phase 
change in either fluid at any point in the exchanger. Two feed streams 
and two corresponding product streams must be specified for this ele-
ment. If the feed and product streams are not specified in their 
designated places on the data card, execut.ion of this element will not 
take place. 
Process Element Output-OTPT. This element serves as a product 
tank to the whole system. All product streams from the system are 
included as feed streams to the output element. There are no product 
streams for this element and as many as 20 feed streams can be 
specified. 
A summary of the process element is shown in Table I. 
Preparing Input Data 
To prepare the input data, specific instructions should be 
followed regarding the format for all input cards and the sequence of 

















SUMMARY OF FUNCTION 
Serves as feed tank to the 
system. 
Serves as product tank to the 
system. 
Adds as .many as two to four 
streams together and gives 
a single product. Constant 
enthalpy process. 
Splits a single stream into two 
to four streams. All streams 
have identical composition, 
temperatures, pressures, and 
molar enthalpy. 
Simulates either a heater or 
condenser (an exchanger with 
one isothermal stream). 
Simulates either cocurrent, 
counterc·urrent, or counter-
cocurrent heat exchanger. 
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elements order. In order to avoid any problem failure due to mislocat-
ing an element in the system the following steps are suggested. 
1. Draw a schematic flow diagram for the system. 
2. Number all the elements in the system from 1 to 100 including 
the input and the output tanks. It is preferred that the 
numbering is in the same order that the calculation is to be 
carried out but it is not necessary. 
3. Number the streams in and out of each element between 1 and 
200 with no consideration given to the ordering of stream 
numbers. 
4. Order elements (cards) in the order the calculations are to 
be carried out, paying attention to the continuation of flow 
of information from one element to the one next in lfne. 
5. Input element should always be the first element in the 
sequence. 
6. Output element should always be the last element in the 
sequence. 
Card _Qy Card Instruction 
Problem Identification. This is the first card in the data set 
cards and 1 to 72 alphanumeric characters can be assigned. If none 
is assigned, no identification is printed but a blank card should be· 
included instead. 
Control Data Card. 
--------
There are seven data spaces in this card. 
They are: 
1. Number of Elements. An integer between 3 and 100 should be 
entered here. The number iridicates how many elements are in the 
system including input and output elements. The minimum 
integer is 3 since for only one heat exchanger the., user will 
need input, heat exchanger, and output elements. 
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2. Monte Carlo Simulation. An integer value of 1 will cause the 
program to execute the Monte Carlo simulation. An integer of 
0 will cause the program to perform only the deterministic 
simulation part. If no value is entered, the program will 
set the value to 0. 
3. Number of Iterations. If Monte Carlo simulation is specified, 
then an integer in the range 1 to 500 should be entered here. 
If left blank, it is assumed that the Monte Carlo simulation 
is not specified. 
4. The Seed Integer. An odd integer number with nine or less 
digits is needed to start the random numbers generation process. 
If only the deterministic simulation is specified, this space 
should be left blank. 
5. Cumulative Probability Curves. An integer value of 1 should 
be entered in this space if the cumulative probability is to 
be calculated and a plot for each effluent stream temperature 
is to be included in the printout. If the Monte Carlo simula-
tion is specified and this space is left blank, no probability 
curves will be printed. 
6. Y-ordinate Scale. If the cumulative probability curves are 
specified, an integer number 1 to 60 (representing the number 
of intervals the total probability consists of) is entered 
here. The total probability is 1.0 and for an increment of 
0.02, the number of intervals will be 50. If this data space 
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is left blank an integer number of 50 is assumed. 
7. Temperature Increment. In order to calculate the cumulative 
probability for a certain temperature, the difference between 
the maximum and minimum value for the temperature is divided 
into intervals. The total number of intervals resulting is 
dependent on the temperature increment specified here. If 
cumulative probability curves are needed and this space is 
left blank, an increment of 1.0 degree is assumed for a total 
number of intervals 100 or less. If the temperature difference 
between maximum and minimum temperature is more than 100 
degrees, an increment of 2.0 degrees is assumed. The tempera-
ture increment used will be evident in the X-ordinate for 
the plot. 
Process Element Card. Each element must have a Process Element 
Card. In this card, an element.is identified by certain features 
specific to the element. There are five data spaces in this card. 
1. Element Number. An integer in the range of 1 to 100 should 
be assigned to each element and the specific number is entered 
here, right adjusted. 
2. Number of Feed Streams to the Element. An integer in the 
range of 0 to 20 is entered here, right adjusted. The integer 
is dependent on the type of element under consideration as 
illustrated in Table II. 
3. Number of Product Streams from the Element. An integer in 
the range of 0 to 20 is entered here as shown in Table II. 
If this space is left blank, a value of 0 is assumed.: 
4. Input Units for the Element. An integer of 1 or 2 is entered 
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TABLE II 
SUMMARY OF THE ENTRIES TO PROCESS ELEMENTS 
NUMBER OF NUMBER OF 
ELEMENTS FEEDS PRODUCTS COMMENTS 
Min Max Min Max 
INPT 0 0 1 20 No feed streams to INPT 
OTPT 1 20 0 0 No product streams from OTPT 
ADDR 1 4 1 1 
DVDR 1 1 1 4 
HRCR 1 1 1 1 
HEX 2 2 2 2 Each product stream must 
correspond to the feed 
stream on the same side. 
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here depending on the system of units the variables are 
given in. If the input variables are in the British system 
of units, enter integer 1, and if they are given in the 
International system of units, enter integer 2. If the space 
is left blank, a value of 1 is assumed. 
5. Output Units for the Element. An integer of 1 or 2 is entered 
here depending on the desired output system of units. If 
there is no value assigned, a value of 1 is assumed. 
Since the heat transfer coefficients are usually given either in 
2o 2 Btu/hrft F or W/m K, there are only two types of units allowed for 












2 Btu/hrft F 














The program will convert from one system to another if one is 
specified as input and the other as output. 
Process Element Input 
Process Data Card. For each product stream of element Input, 
one process data card must be included in the data set. This card 
consists of seven data spaces: 
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1. Stream Number. An integer between 1 and 200 is assigned to 
each stream. 
2. Flow Rate. The stream flow rate in the input units specified. 
3. Temperature. The stream temperature in the specified units. 
4. Specific Heat. The stream fluid specific heat. In the case 
where the fluid is a mixture of components and partial conden-
sation is occurring inside the heat exchanger, an approximate 
procedure is used where a pseudo-specific heat for the mixture 
is calculated by dividing the enthalpy difference between 
inlet and outlet temperatures by the temperature difference. 
C (pseudo) = p 
5. Flow Rate Standard Deviation. If Monte Carlo simulation is 
required and the stream flow rate is to be varied randomly, 
a value for the flow rate standard deviation in the same 
units as the flow rate must be specified. Otherwise this 
space is left blank. 
6. Temperature Standard Deviation. If Monte Carlo simulation is 
required and the stream temperature is to be varied randomly, 
a value for the temperature standard deviation in the, same 
units as the temperature must be specified. Otherwise this 
space is left blank. 
7. Specific Heat Standard Deviation. If Monte Carlo simulation 
is required and the specific heat of the stream fluid is to 
be varied, a value for specific heat standard deviation in 
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the same units as those of the specific heat must be 
specified. Otherwise this space is left blank. 
Process Element Adder 
Process Data Card. This card consists of five data spaces. The 
first four spaces are designated for feed streams, and the fifth space 
is for the product stream. An integer number in the range 1 to 200 is 
entered for each feed stream and the product stream. For elements 
with less than four feed streams, a data space is left blank for each 
missing stream. 
Process Element Divider 
Process Data Card 1. This card consists of five data spaces for 
one feed stream and four product stream numbers. An integer in the 
range 1 to 200 is entered in each space. For elements with less than 
four product streams, a data space is left blank for each missing 
stream. 
Rrocess Data Card 2. This card consists of four data spaces, 
a space for each fraction of the feed stream going into the corres-
ponding product stream. All fractions are positive numbers ranging in 
value from 0.0 to 1.0 and the sum should always be equal to 1.0. For 
each product stream missing, a corresponding data space is left blank. 
Heater or Condenser Element 
Process Data Card 1. There are four data spaces in this card. 
They are: 
1. First Feed Stream Number. An integer number in the range 1 to 
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200 is entered here for the first feed stream, which is the 
nonisothermal of the two feed streams. 
2. Second Feed Stream Number. This data space is assigned for 
the hotter stream where an integer in the range 1 to 200 is 
entered here. For the HRCR element only the nonisothermal 
stream is specifj_ed and this space should be left blank. 
3. First Product Stream Number. This space is assigned for the 
first product stream number corresponding to the first feed 
stream. An integer in the range 1 to 200 should be entered 
here. 
4. Second Product Stream Number. This space is assigned for the 
second product stream corresponding to the second feed stream. 
It is the hotter product stream which for the HRCR element 
should be left blank since only stream number is 
entered. 
Process Data Card 2. This card consists of seven data spaces: 
1. Heat Duty. The total heat flow rate in Watts or Btu/hr to be 
transferred can be specified or left to be calculated. If it 
is specified, it should be in the E-format. 
2. Heat Exchanger Area. This is the total surface area of the 
heat exchanger. It should be specified if the temperature 
of the outlet cold stream is to be calculated and the heat 
duty is not given and cannot readily be calculated. 
3. The Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient. If the overall heat 
transfer coefficient based on the outside area is known, it 
should be entered here - if not, it should be left blank. 
4. The Tube Inside Coefficient. If the overall coefficient is 
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not known, a value should be entered here for the tube inside 
heat transfer coefficient. 
5. The Shell Side coefficient. If the overall coefficient is 
not specified, the value of the shell side coefficient should 
be entered here. Otherwise this data space should be left 
blank. 
6. Tube Inside Fouling Resistance. If the inside fouling 
resistance is known and the overall coefficient is not speci-
fied, the value of the tube inside resistance should be 
entered here. Otherwise this data space should be left blank. 
7. Shell Side Fouling Resistance. If the shell side fouling 
resistance is known and the overall coefficient is not speci-
fied, the value of the shell side resistance is entered here. 
Otherwise this data space is left blank. 
Process Data Card 3. This card consists of seven data spaces: 
1. Tube Inside Effective Area. This data space is for the tube 
inside effective area per unit length of the tube. 
2. Tube Outside Effective Area. The tube inside and outside 
effective area should be in the same units. 
3. Isothermal Stream Temperature. This is the condensing stream 
and its temperature should be specified if the heat exchanger 
area is to be calculated~ 
4. Isothermal Stream Flow Rate. If the heat duty of the 
exchanger is not given and it is to be calculated from the 
flow rate and the latent heat of the condensing vapor, the 
flow rate is entered here. Otherwise this space is left blank. 
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5. The Fluid Latent Heat of Condensation. If latent heat of 
condensation is needed, it is entered here. Otherwise the 
data space is left blank. 
6. First Product Stream Temperature. This is the outlet tempera-
ture of the colder stream. If the heat exchanger area is to 
be calculated and the heat duty is not specified, a value for 
the outlet temperature is entered here. Otherwise this space 
is left blank. 
7. Second Product Stream Temperature. This is the outlet tempera-
ture of the hotter stream. For the HRCR element this data 
space is left blank. 
Process Data Card 4. This card consists of seven data spaces: 
1. Cold Stream Specific Heat. If a pseudo specific heat of the 
cold fluid, or an average value calculated for the inlet 
and outlet specific heats of the stream is needed, the desig-
nated value is entered here. A specific heat value entered 
in this space overrides the value designated for the stream 
fluid from a previous calculation on the basis of a constant 
specific.heat assumption. If specific heat is constant, this 
space is left blank. 
2. Hot Stream Specific Heat. For HRCR element, this data space 
is left blank. 
3. Tube Inside Diameter. The tube inside diameter is entered 
here if the resistance due to the tube wall is to be calculated. 
If tube wall resistance is not to be considered, this space 
is left blank. 
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4. Tube Outside Diameter. The same rules applied to tube inside 
diameter also apply to the outside diameter. 
5. Tube Wall Thermal Conductivity. 
6. Flow Arrangement. For Heater or Cooler element only one type 
of arrangement is possible, namely countercurrent flow. In 
this case this data space is left blank. 
7. Number of Shell Passes. The number of shell passes in series 
should be entered here. This number is an integer always 
greater than zero. 
Process Data Card 5. There are seven data spaces in this card. 
These spaces are designated for the standard deviations of the para-
meters; overall, tube inside, and shell side coefficients, tube inside 
and shell side fouling resistances, cold and hot fluids specific heats 
respectively. If Monte Carlo simulation is specified, the standard 
deviation of the variable which is to be varied randomly is entered 
in the appropriate data space as shown in the input data forms (Figure 
12). 
Heat Exchanger Element 
Process Data Card _!_. There are four data spaces in this card: 
1. First Feed Stream Number. The colder stream of the two feed 
streams is the first feed stream. An integer in the range 
1 to 200 should be entered in this space. 
2. Second Feed Stream Number. This stream is the hotter stream 
of the two feed streams and the integer assigned for this 
stream is entered here. 
3. First Product Stream Number. This stream corresponds to the 
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Figure 12. Input Data Forms 
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Figure 12. (Continued) 
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first feed stream. An integer in the range 1 to 200 is 
entered here. 
4. Second Product Stream Number. This stream corresponds to 
the second feed stream. It is the hotter product stream 
and an integer in the range 1 to 200 is entered here. 
Process Data Card 2. This card consists of seven data spaces: 
1. Heat Duty: The total heat flow rate in Watts or Btu/hr is 
entered in this data space in the E-format if it is to be 
specified. If the heat duty is not specified, the space 
is left blank. 
2. Heat Exchanger Area. This is the total surface area of the 
heat exchanger. It should be specified if the outlet 
temperatures are to be calculated and the heat duty is not 
specified. 
3. The Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient. If the overall heat 
transfer coefficient is known, it should be entered here. 
Otherwise this space should be left blank. 
4. The Tube Inside Coefficient. If the overall coefficient 
is not known, a value should be entered here for the tube 
inside coefficient. 
5. The Shell Side Coefficient. If the overall coefficient is 
not specified, the value of the shell side coefficient should 
be entered here. Otherwise this data space should be left 
blank. 
6. Tube Inside Fouling Resistance. If the inside fouling 
resistance is known and the overall coefficient is not 
specified, the value of the tube inside fouling resistance 
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should be entered here. Otherwise this data space is left 
blank. 
7. Shell Side Fouling Resistance. If the outside fouling 
resistance is known and the overall coefficient is not 
specified, the value of the shell side fouling resistance 
is entered here. Otherwise this data space is left blank. 
Process Data Card 3. This card consists of seven data spaces: 
1. Tube Inside Effective Area. This data space is designated 
for the tube inside effective area per unit length. A value 
should be entered here. 
2. Tube Outside Effective Area. A value for the tube outside 
effective area per unit length should be entered here. The 
tube inside and outside effective area should have the same 
units. 
3. Isothermal Stream Temperature. For the element HEX this 
data space is left blank. 
4. Isothermal Stream Flow Rate. This data space is left blank. 
5. The Fluid Latent Heat of Condensation. This data space is 
left blank. 
6. First Product Stream Temperature. If the outlet temperature 
of the colder stream is specified, its value is entered here. 
Otherwise this space is left blank. 
7. Second Product Stream Temperature. If the outlet temperature 
of the hotter stream is specified, its value is entered here. 
Otherwise this space is left blank. 
Process Data Card 4. This card consists of seven data spaces: 
1. Cold Stream Specific Heat. As in the HRCR element, if a 
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pseudo-specific heat of the colder fluid, or an average value 
is needed, its value is entered here. Otherwise this data 
space is left blank. 
2. Hot Stream Specific Heat. The pseudo or average specific 
heat for the hotter stream is entered here if required. Other-
wise this data space is left blank. 
3. Tube Inside Diameter. If the resistance due to the tube wall 
is to be calculated and the overall heat transfer coefficient 
is not specified, a value for the tube inside diameter in feet 
or meters is entered here. Otherwise this space is left blank. 
4. Tube Outside Diameter. The same rules applied to tube inside 
diameter also apply to the outside diameter. 
5. Tube Wall Thermal Conductivity. 
6. Flow Arrangement. An integer number 1, 2, or 3 is entered 
here for the type of flow arrangement specified. The integer 









1-n, 2-2n, etc. (n=2,4,6, ..• ) 
7. Number of Shell Passes. The number of shell passes in series 
should be entered here. This number is an integer and always 
greater than zero. 
Process Data Card 5. There are seven data spaces in this card. 
These spaces are designated for the standard deviations of the para-
meters; overall, tube inside, and shell side coefficients, tube inside, 
shell side resistances, cold and hot fluids specific heats respectively. 
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If Monte Carlo simulation is not specified for the process, this card 
is included as a blank card. 
Process Element Output 
Process Data Card 1. This card contains fourteen data spaces. 
Each space filled with a feed stream number. If there are less than 
14 feed streams, the remaining data spaces are left blank. 
Process Data Card 2. This card contains six data spaces as shown 
in Figure 12. Each space is filled with a feed stream number. If 
there are 14 or less feed streams, this card should be included in the 
data set but left blank. It should be noted here that all integer 
numbers should be adjusted to the right when entered in the appropriate 
space and each variable is entered in the appropriate format specified 




To demonstrate the effect of uncertainties in feed stream condi-
tions and heat exchanger parameters, and to illustrate the use of the 
computer program, a typical problem from industry is chosen (18) (28) 
for this purpose. The problem is a crude preheat exchanger train for a 
distillation unit. 0 A crude charge at 94 F temperature is to be pre-
heated up to 385°F before it is fed to the flash tower. The preheating 
is done by utilizing the overhead and side streams of the fractionation 
towers. The bottom product of the flash tower is also heated from 
a temperature of 347°F up to 477°F.before it is fed to the crude 
stabilizer. A schematic diagram of the optimized design for the pre-
heat train is presented in Figure 13. It is important that the speci~ 
fied temperatures for the crude feed to desalter, the crude feed to 
flash tower and the hot crude feed to the stabilizer be achieved and 
that the variation be within a small range of the nominal values. If, 
for example, the temperature were higher than expected, partial vapori-
zation of the crude might occur inside some of the heat exchangers, 
which will have an effect on the efficient operation of the system 















L.G.O. KERO. VAC DIESEL VAC I NTR. 
OHS RESID. P.A. 
Figure 13. Schematic Diagram of the Optimized Design for the 
Crude Preheat Train 
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When the temperature change for any stream is relatively large 
in a heat exchanger the difference in specific heats between inlet and 
outlet temperature becomes significant and the assumption of constant 
specific heat will not apply. 
In order to rectify this, the arithmatic average specific heat 
between the inlet and outlet temperatures is used for each heat ex-
changer when the temperature change warrants it. 
Problem Solution 
First, each stream in and out of an element in the process is 
assigned an integer number in the range of 1 to 200 as shown in Figure 
14. Then, adding the input and output elements to the system, each 
element is also assigned an integer number in the range of 1 to 100 
as shown in Figure 15. The input data for the feed streams to the 
system is given in Table III. The heat exchanger heat transfer coeffi'.""" 
cients, fouling resistances, sizes and flow arrangements are specified 
in Table IV. Simulation of the heat exchanger system was then carried 
out for both the deterministic and stochastic models. Results of the 
calculations for the effluent stream temperatures are presented in 
Table V. The nominal values in Table V indicate the deterministic 
solution based upon the expected values for variables and parameters 
given in Tables III and IV. Fluctuation in feed stream conditions 
and heat exchanger coefficients and fouling resistances were not con-
sidered in this case. Another simulation of the system using the 
stochastic model has been made where uncertainties in input data were 
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Figure 15. Element Number Assignment for the Crude Preheat Train 




.FEED STREAM CONDITIONS 
Number 1 10 16 30 45 50 55 60 70 75 80 
Variable 
Flow Rate lb/hr 171,310 10,380 712,670 712,670 69,062 94,220 361,150 63'" 300 91,216 l44, 039 86,166 
Temperature °F 284.0 306.0 94'.0 226.0 413.0 491.0 509.0 '367 .0 579.0 631.0 642.0 
Specif ic0 Heat 2.943* 16.433* o. 550 0.550 0.668 0.657 0.640 0.626 o. 70 1. 20* 0.730 
Btu/lb F 
* Pseudo Specific Heat 
TABLE IV 
SPECIFIED VARIABLES FOR EACH HEAT EXCHANGER 
6 10 11 13 14 17 20 
Area Ft2 /Shell Pass 1650.0 l650.0 1420.0 1278.0 1420.0 1278.0 2015.0 1060.0 
Tube Wall Thermal Con-
ductivity Btu/.ft. hr°F 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 
Tube Inside Heat Transfer 
Coefficient, Btu/hrft2°F 450.0 450.0 460.0 460.0 460.0 460.0 160.0 222.2 
Shell Side Heat Trans1er 
Coefficient, Btu/hrft °F 295.0 295.0 150.0 140.0 150.0 140.0 120.0 192. 3 
Tube Inside Foul~ng 
Resistance, hrft °F/Btu 0.00375 0.00375 0.00423 0.00450 0.00423 0.00450 0.00780 0.00300 
Shell Side Fouling 
Resistance, hrft2°F/Btu 0.00160 0.00160 0.00300 0.00320 0.00300 0.00320 0.00550 0.00160 
Ef fecti;;re Tube Inside 
Area Ft /Ft 0.2048 0.2048 0.2048 0.2048 0.2048 0.2048 0.2048 0.2048 
Effectiie Tube Ol\.tside 
Area Ft /Ft 0.2618 0.2618 0.2618 0.2618 0.2618 0.2618 0.2618 0.2618 
Tube Inside Diameter Ft 0.06517 0.06517 0.06517 0.06517 0.06517 0.06517 0.06517 0.06517 
Tube Outside Diameter Ft 0.08333 0.08333 0.08333 0.08333 0.08333 0.08333 0.08333 0.08333 
Flow Arrangement* 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
Number of Shell Passes 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 
Specific Heat of the 
Cold Fluid**, Btu/lb°F 0.493 0.493 0.5020 0.5020 0.5020 0.5020 0.550 0.580 
Specific Heat of the 
16.433t 16.43} 2.9430t 
-1-
2.9430 t 2.6412t 0.653 0.668 
Hot Fluid**, Btu/lb°F 2.6412' 
........ 
........ 
TABLE IV (Continued) 
--------------~------------- --· .. ----- ------- . ·----·--- -- ·-·--·--·--·----
' Area Ft-/Shell Pass 
Tube Wall Thermal Con-
ductivity Btu/ft hr°F 
Tube Inside Heat Transfer 
Coefficient, Rtu/hrft2°F 
Shell Side Heat Transfer 
Coefficient, Btu/hrft2°F 
Tube Inside Fouling 
Resistance, hrft2°F/Btu 
Sllell Side Foulin§ 
Resistance, hrft2 F/Btu 
Effective Tube Inside 
Area Ft2/Ft 
Effective Tube OutSide 
Area Ft 2 /Ft 
Tube Inside Diameter Ft 
Tube Outside Diameter Ft 
Flow Arrangement* 
Number of Shell Passes 
Specific Heat of the 
Cold Fluid**, Btu/lboF 
Specific Heat of the 



























24 25 27 29 
·---------------· 
659.0 1825.0 935.0 1440. 0 
30.0 30. 0 10.0 JO.O 
312.5 284.0 413.0 385.0 
35 7 .1 196.0 600.0 290.0 
0.00206 0.00500 0.00150 0.00246 
0.00180 0.00470 0.00066 0.00150 
0.2048 0.2048 0.2048 0. 2048 
0.2618 0.2618 0.2618 0.2618 
0.06517 0.06517 0.06517 0.06517 
0.08333 0.08333 0.08333 0.08333 
0.594 0.nOO ~J.566 0.626 
n.612 0.657 .). 640 0. JO 
f{ The integer numbers entered in the. table for flow arrangements indicate the following flow flrrangemeTJt 
1) Cocurrent Flow 2) Counter Current Flow 3) Co-Counter Current Flow 
31 32 
3272.0 1610.0 











** An arithmetic average specific heat is computed for each feed streAm to a heat exchanger whenever there is a re1ativeJy large change ]n the 
temperature of the -stream between the inlet and outlet. 




























































1% and 5% Coeff. of Variation* 
Mean Temp. Standard 
(Calc)°F Deviation °F 





329.006 4. 716 
405.825 5.603 




5% and 10% Coeff. of Variation** 
Mean Temp. Standard 




385.056 15. 274 
267.834 10.905 
329. 722 11. 953 
405.790 16.309 




* Coefficient of variation (£. x 100) is 1 percent for inlet temperatures and 5 percent for flow rates, 
heat transfer coefficientsµand fouling resistances. 
** 
· Coefficient of variation is 5 percent for the inlet temperatures and 10 percent for flow rates, heat 
transfer coefficients, and fouling resistances. 
-...J 
\0 
case the coefficients of variations chosen were 1% for the inlet 
temperatures and 5% for the flow rates, heat transfer coefficients, 
and fouling resistances. These coefficient of variation estimates 
are conservative and would illustrate the significance of uncertain-
ties in input data and their effect on output temperatures. In the 
second case, the coefficients of variations were taken to be 5% and 
10% respectively. 
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For each one of the two cases mentioned above two runs were made. 
One run is to calculate the statistics for the outlet stream tempera-
tures and in the other the statistics for the individual heat exchanger 
areas were calculated. The calculation of the areas was performed by 
fixing the outlet temperature for each heat exchanger in the system 
according to the predetermined nominal temperature. 
Results of the calculations for both cases are shown in Table V, 
VI and VII. The cumulative probability curves for the outlet tempera-
tures are also included (Figures 16-26) as part of the standard output 
for the computer program developed in Chapter III. These curves are 
the results of 500 simulations for the second case. 
The crude charge ef flu:ent stream (number 43) is found to have an 
average temperature of 384.915°F and a standard deviation of 5.882°F 
in the first case and an average temperature of 385.056°F and standard 
deviation of 15.274°F for the second case as shown in Table V. The 
average temperature in both cases for 500 simulations is found to be 
very close to the nominal value and the magnitude of the uncertainties 
in input data is reflected in the calculated standard deviation in each 
case. 
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Tables VI and VII show the outcome of the area calculation for 
each heat e.xchanger for 500 simulations in both cases. The nominal 
area listed in the tables for each exchanger is the area required to 
calculate the nominal temperatures listed in Table V. For each ex-
changer the outlet temperature of the cold stream is assigned a determi-. 
nistic value calculated from the deterministic simulation and the outlet 
temperature of the hot stream is then calculated from the heat balance 
between the two streams. Two situations arise when calculating the 
area of a heat exchanger using the stochastic model. The first one is 
when the cold stream inlet temperature generated is equal to or greater 
than the specified outlet temperature. In this case the exchanger is 
not needed and the area required is zero. The other situation is when 
the outlet temperature of the hot stream calculated is less than or 
equal to the inlet temperature of the cold stream or the specified 
outlet temperature of the cold stream is greater than or equal to the 
generated inlet temperature of the hot stream. In this case the speci-
fied cold stream outlet temperature cannot be accomplished even with 
an infinite area. Both situations are listed in Tables VI and VII in 
addition to the mean and standard deviation of the area for the simula-
tions where the area is greater than zero but finite. 
The effect of the number of simulations on the outcome of the 
statistics of the effluent streams has been tested and the results are 
shown in Table VIII for effluent streams number 43 and 67. These two 
streams were chosen because they reflect the composite effect of more 
heat exchanger elements than the others. It is shown, as expected, 
that the more the number of simulations the closer the sample mean to 
Heat Nominal 
Exchanger Total 2 
Number Area Ft 
6 1651. 610 








34 813. 770 








RESULTS OF HEAT EXCHANGER AREA CALCULATIONS FOR THE CASE OF 
1% AND 5% COEFFICIENT OF VARIATIONS 
Total Number of Number of Mean Area 
Number of Simulations Simulations for the 
Simulations Where Heat Where Outlet Remaining 
Exchanger Temperature Simula~ions 
is Not Needed Cannot be Met Ft 
500 1 1733.760 





500 56 1477.141 
500 1621.165 
500 3 3519.823 
500 824.835 
500 148 3362.662 
500 1075.314 
500 56 1175.106 
500 69 2554.318 
500 1884.039 

























Exchanger Total 2 
Number Area Ft 
6 1651.610 








34 813. 770 
17 3972. 800 







RESULTS OF HEAT EXCHANGER AREA CALCULATIONS FOR THE CASE 
OF 5% AND 10% COEFFICIENT OF VARIATIONS 
Total Number of Number of Mean Area 
Number of Simulations Simulations -for the 
Simulations Where Heat Where Outlet Remaining 
Exchanger Temperature Simulations 
is Not Needed Cannot be Met Ft2 
500 67 1774. 608 
500 67 1781.471 
500 115 2693.821 
500 4 1482.068 
500 115 2672.297 
500 4 1484.085 
500 36 189 940.319 
500 1 1731.052 
500 112 3285. 611 
500 32 909.510 
500 8 210 1801.689 
500 30 1164.127 
500 153 958.088 
500 157 2185.177 
500 46 2047.865 
500 142 683.624 
























EFFECT OF NUMBER OF SIMULATIONS ON THE STATISTICS OF 
THE CRUDE EFFLUENT STREAM TEMPERATURES 
Effluent Nominal Number 1% and 5% Coeff. of Variation* 5% and 10% Coeff. of Variation** 
* 
Stream Temperature of Mean Standard Mean Standard 
Number OF Simulations 0 Deviation °F 0 Deviation °F Temperature F Temperature F 
43 384.920 200 374.248 5. 369 365.799 12.548 
300 375.540 5.065 365.827 12.168 
400 382. 577 5.893 382. 725 14.517 
500 384.915 5.882 385.056 15.274 
67 476. 920 200 480. 411 5.448 490.014 18.684 
300 481. 496 5.342 497.386 16.839 
400 475.021 5.283 466.896 16. 774 
500 477.069 5.201 4 77. 306 16.858 
Coefficient of variation is 1 percent for inlet temperatures and 5 percent for flow rates, heat trans-
fer coefficients and fouling resistances. 
** Coefficient of variation is 5 percent for inlet temperatures and 10 percent for flow rates, heat 























0.00---ii...--------'-----.....___... ___ _ 
190.0 210.0 230.0 250.0 
TEMPERATURE, °F 
Figure 16. Effluent Stream Number 28; 
Temperature Cumulative 
Probability Curve for 



























200.0 220.0 240.0 2·60.0 
TEMPERATURE, °F 
Figure 17. Effluent Stream Number 8; 
Temperature Cumulative 
Probability Curve for 






















150.0 170.0 190~0 
TEMPERATURE, °F 
Figure 18. Effluent Stream Number 15; 
Temperature Cumulative 
Probability Curve for 


























O.OO 220.0 240.0 260.0 280.0 
TEMPERATURE, °F 
Figure 19. Effluent Stream Number 72; 
Temperature Cumulative 
Probability Curve for 

























. 240.0 260.0 280.0 300.0 
TEMPERATURE, °F 
Figure 20. Effluent Stream Number 47; 
Temperature Cumulative 
Probability Curve for 






















0.00------..__ ______ __.___ 
260.0 280.0 300.0 320.0 
TEMPERATURE, °F 
Figure 21. Effluent Stream Number 78; 
Temperature Cumulative 
Probability Curve for 


























0.00-----........__-____.. ____ _ 
300.0 320.0 340.0 360.0 
TEMPERATURE, °F 
Figure 22. Effluent Stream Number 52; 
Temperature Cumulative 
Probability Curve for 






















380.0 400.0 420.0 440.0 460.0 
TEMPERATURE, °F 
Figure 23. Effluent Stream Number 56; Temperature 
Cumulative Probability Curve for the 



























. 360.0 380.0 . 400.0 420.0 440.0 
TEMPERATURE, °F 
Figure 24. Effluent Stream Nµmber 43; Temperature 
Cumulative Probability Curve for the 
























480.0 500.0 520.0 540.0 560.0 
TEMPERATURE, °F 
Figure 25. Effluent Stream Number 81; Temperature 
Cumulative Probability Curve for the 


























o.oo-_.... ___ .__.. _ __.___i..._........_ ___ __.__"""""--___,. 
440.0 460.0 480.0 500.0 520.0 
TEMPERATURE, °F 
Figure 26. Effluent Stream Number 67; Temperature 
Cumulative Probability Curve for the 
Case of 5% and 10% Coefficients of 
Variation 
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the population mean in this case the nominal temperature. It is also 
shown that 500 simulations are sufficient in this case. 
Application of Results 
Being able to calculate the statistics of any particular outlet 
stream in the system, an engineer will have some means of predicting 
the performance of the whole system for a given confidence level. The 
criteria for the system performance can be specified in more than one 
way. Some examples of the criteria specification and applications of 
the results for this problem are as follows: 
a. Suppose that the designer wants to make sure that the crude 
charge effluent stream (number 43) temperature should not be 
0 less than 385 F for a 95% confidence level. To see whether 
this condition has been satisfied or not, we need to calculate 
the lower limit for the 95% confidence level using the one 
tailed test procedure. 
The score Z, for 95% confidence level is read from the 
table of areas under the standard normal curve given in most 
statistics books (9) (29), and the standard deviation for 
the population is estimated by the calculated outlet tempera-
ture standard deviation. The lower limit for the temperature 
is then calculated from the equation 
T T - Zs 
where T is the average temperature computed for the sample. 
For the 1% and 5% case, the calculated lower limit for 
a 95% confidence level was 375.24°F, and for the 5%-10% case, 
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0 the results was 358.93 F. It is obvious that the system will 
not perform adequately in each case and that some additional 
surface is needed. 
b. Another insight into the performance of the system can be 
gained by calculating the interval limits of the temperature 
for the same stream for a confidence level of 95%. After 
calculation, it was found that for 95% confidence level the 
expected temperature of stream 43 will lie in the interval 
373.39-396.44°F for the first case and 355.12-414.99°F for 
the second case. The flash tower calculations are greatly 
affected by the crude feed temperature and it is important 
to know range of the expected value. The probability of 
getting a certain temperature or lower can be also read 
from the cumulative probability curve supplied by the compu-
ter program as a standard output when requested for each 
outlet stream. Figure 24 shows the probability of obtaining 
a certain temperature or less for stream number 43. 
Additional surface area needed for the whole system can 
be calculated from the statistics of individual heat exchangers 
areas. For the case where the designer wants to be 95% sure 
that the outlet temperature for the crude is 385°F or higher 
each heat exchanger in the system involving the crude charge 
should be increased according to the equation 
A~ = 
where 
A + 1.645 s A 
A~ = new surface area 
A = average surface area for the heat exchanger cal-
culated 
sA standard deviation for the heat exchanger area. 
The average surface area and standard deviation for each heat 
exchanger are read from Tables VI arid VII for the first and 
second case respectively. 
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CHAPTER V 
COMPARISONS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Two procedures have been reported in the literature, each employ-
ing statistical methods in the sizing of heat exchangers. The methods 
are those of Buckley (8) and Berryman and Himmelblau (6) discussed 
earlier. Buckley provided the following example: 
Assume that a countetcurrent heat exchanger is to be designed to 
0 heat 25,000 lb/hr of an organic liquid (fluid 1) from 100 to 175 F. 
0 The specific heat of this fluid has an average of 0.9 Btu/lb F and a 
standard deviation of 0.05 Btu/lb°F. The hotter fluid (fluid 2) is 
0 
another organic liquid with a precise specific heat of 0.86 Btu/lb F, 
which is to be cooled from 200 to 180°F. The overall heat transfer 
coefficient U had been determined to have an ensemble mean of 55 
Btu/hrft2°F and a standard deviation of 5 Btu/hrft2°F. It is also 
stipulated that the designer wants to be 95% confident that the heat 
exchanger will be adequate. 
Buckley solved the problem employing the design equation 
Q = UA(LMTD) (5-1) 
2 
and calculated the deterministic area to be 650 ft • This area is 
based on the average values for C and U. The uncertainty in the 
pl 




2 Buckley to be 69 ft • This is the same as the standard deviation for 
the area. The final area needed for an upper 95% confidence level was 
then calculated to be 764 ft 2 • The ratio of the stochastic area to the 
deterministic area was 1.175. This ratio is called the over.design 
factor. 
The same problem has been solved using the procedures pro~osed in 
this study and equation (5-1). For 200 simulations where the values 
for C and U were generated randomly for each simulation, the calcu-
P1 
lated mean and standard deviation for the area were 654.16 and 71.39 ft 2 
respectively. The total area for a 95% confidence level was then 
calculated to be equal to 771.59 ft 2 and the over design factor was 
1.187. Although the difference between the over design factors is not 
very significant the present method is a better estimate of the actual 
stochastic process. The recommended method allows for heat balance 
between the two fluids, whereas Buckley's method does not. When the 
heat transfer rate increases in the tube side due to an increase in 
the specific heat C , the shell side outlet temperature will be reduced 
pl 
accordingly since.all other variables except U are assumed to be con-
stant. A change in any end temperature will produce a change in LMTD 
which Buckley's method doesn't consider. 
Another example is the one provided by Berryman and Himmelblau. 
It is assumed that 10 gallons per minute of water is to be cooled 
in a concentric tube 50 ft long by 10 gallons per minute of brine. The 
flow is countercurrent and the brine inlet temperature is 470°R. The 
uncertainties in the variables and parameters are represented by the 
coefficient of variation for each. For.the inlet temperatures the 
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coefficient of variation is 0.01 and for the flow rates and heat trans-
fer coefficients it is 0.05. For a 99 percent confidence level, what 
. 0 
is the length of the pipe if the brine outlet temperature is to be 487 R 
or more? Table IX shows the physical properties given for the fluids 
and heat exchanger tubes. 
The authors approached the problem in a similar way as has been 
suggested in this study in regard to the use of Monte Carlo method to 
introduce the random variables in the heat exchanger model equations. 
The difference is in the choice of the model equation used. Berryman 
and Himmelblau used the two coupled differential equations resulted 
from an energy balance on the fluids and tubes 
dT 1 
-=----dQ. (pvC V) p 0 
dt 1 
dt = (pvC V). p 1 
with boundary conditions: 
t (R.=O) t 1 
T (,Q,,=O) T2 
A. 
1 












PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE FLUIDS AND THE EXCHANGER 
TUBES OF EXAMPLE 2 
Inner Pipe Properties 
Weight/Length (eV) 2. 272 lb/ft 
w 
ft 2/ft Wall Area A. 0.36125 
1 
ft 2/ft A o. 43458 
0 
Specific heat CPw 0.113 
0 Btu/lb F 
Pipe Volume Per Length 
3 Inner tube V. 0.01038 ft /ft 
1 
ft 3/ft Annulus v 0.01822 
0 
Brine 
Density pi 77. 044 lb/ft 3 
Specific heat CPi. 0.68 
0 Btu/lb F 




Density Po 62.46 lb/ft 3 
Specific heat CPo 1.0 
0 Btu/lb F 
Flow rate v 10.0 gal/min 
0 
Heat Transfer Coefficients 
2o Brine to inner pipe h. 265.0 Btu/hrf t F 
1 2o Water to inner pipe h 178.0 Btu/hrft F 
0 
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They integrated those equations in one direction starting from 
one end of the heat exchanger where the boundary conditions are 
specified to avoid the trial and error procedure. When the integration 
was carried out, the calculated overdesign factor for the concentric 
pipe was found to be 1.60. The heat exchanger was then simulated 
according to the present method where the deterministic solution of 
the differential equations, the design equation, was employed. The 
calculated overdesign factor for this procedure was found to be 1.738. 
The extra area required here is mainly due to the different boundary 
conditions used in the two models. When the design equation is used 
the inlet temperature of the water is allowed to fluctuate instead of 
the outlet temperature as has been used by Berryman and Himmelblau. 
This adds extra uncertainty since the inlet temperature of the hot 
fluid, namely water, is always greater than the outlet temperature. 
When the brine inlet temperature and the water outlet temperature 
were allowed to vary the calculated overdesign factor using the present 
methods was 1.58. It is believed that any approximation built into 
the design equation is outweighed by the relative ease of its use 
especially when there is more than one tube pass in the heat exchanger. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A method for estimation of the performance of systems of heat 
exchangers has been suggested. This method includes uncertainties 
in input data and uses a general computer program developed for this 
purpose. Upon the previous discussion of the method and the tests 
made the following conclusions are drawn: 
1. The recommended method predicts the performance of heat 
exchanger systems for as many as 98 heat exchangers in a system with 
a reasonable accuracy. 
2. When the method was compared with others in the literature 
it was found that the suggested method yielded values for the over-
design factor and the outlet stream temperatures statistics not far 
from both methods. 
3. Use of the heat exchanger design equation instead of 
integrating the governing differential equations (Equations 5-2, 5-3) 
through the heat exchanger gives similar values for the overdesign 
factors when the boundary conditions considered are the same. 
4. The precision of predicting the performance of the system is 
as good as th~ assumptions put into the procedures. This is evident 
in the case of the coefficient of variation chosen for each variable 
and how close it is to the actual variation, and in the calculated 
sample mean and standard deviation for the output and how they 
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resemble the mean and standard deviation for the whole population. 
The latter part is a function of number of simulations carried out. 
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5. The coefficient of variation for the input variables and 
parameters should be chosen wisely so as to reflect the actual process. 
Too large a coefficient of variation might not produce the proper 
standard deviations for the outlet streams and design parameters. 
Extra work needs to be done to facilitate the understanding of 
the various relationships involved in the calculation of heat exchangers 
performance. The following recommendations are suggested for further 
work: 
1. Modification of the program to include multiple shells 
which are not in pure series or parallel arrangement but a mixture 
of both. Such an arrangement requires trial and error in the calcula-
tion of outlet temperatures for each shell and has not been accounted 
for. 
2. Expansion of the program to include other types of heat ex-
changers. 
3. Study the effect of violating some of the assumptions made 
in the deviation of the design equation for heat exchangers, such as 
the assum,ption of constant overall coefficient, on the performance 
of the system. 
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APPENDIX A 
RESULTS OF THE TEMPERATURE CALCULATION OF THE CRUDE 
PREHEAT TRAIN FOR THE CASE OF 5% AND 10% 
COEFFICIENTS OF VARIATION 
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PAGRLE" IDENTIFICAT!~~·••C•JJ~ ?•ErtEAT TRAIN 
STREAM orv [JE< 
FEED P<Jcu::T 
STREAI< .~UMBER 16 17 23 :J 0 
FU1 iol RATE LS/H il 712670.00 350335.00 356335.JJ J.J ) . ') 
fE"PERATURE,iJEG F 94.00 '14 .J) 94 .JO J.O 0. '.l 
~EAT CAPACITY. eTU/LB F 0.4930J J.4'130J o. 4<?3JJ J.:) o.o 
FLOW RA TE STD, LB/rtR 35633.50 17816.75 L7dl6.75 o.o J.J 
TEMPERATURE src.oEG F 0.94 0 .~ '+ 0.94 :J ,J J.J 
HEH CAPAC !TY STD, BTU/LB F o.o o.o o.o o.o ll. 0 
NUl'BER JF FEEJ STREA~s·· I ~U~B~~ OF PRGDUCT STRE&~s·· 2 
FE:EJ 
5TREiM ,_U'IBE;! IJ 
FLCW RATE L9/H" 103dJ .OJ 
TEl'PERATUR E, D~ G F 3 Jb. 0 0 
HE AT CAPACITY, 2TU/LB F 16.43300 
FLOW RA TE STLJ, LB/HR 519.00 
TE~PERATURE src.oEG F 3.06 
HEAT CAPACITY sro. dTU/LB F o.o 
P~ .:;,) u:: T 
I l 1.3 
5190.JJ 5 l 9J.UO 
306.JO 30ti .·}Q 
lb.t,331)'.) lo.433JJ 
25'1. 5J 2 59. 5 0 
J.Jo 3 .o 6 




















ELEME'-f NUMBER*" 5 
F~E1 P<JQU'.:T 
STRfAM NUl"BEQ. 2 5 0 0 
FL Ow RATE Ld/H Q l713lJ.00 d565>.JO d Sc 55. JO J.J J. ) 
fEl'l'ERATUR ~, JE G F 294. 00 28 ... JJ 2114.Ju J.J J.J 
HEAT CAP~C [TY, ETU/l e F 2.94300 2.94300 2. 'l't3)0 o.o J.o 
FLOW RATE STD.LB/HR 8565.50 4282.75 42 82. 7 5 O.J o. 0 
TEMP ER AfURE sro,o::G F 2 .84 2.a't 2 .; 4 J.l J.J 
HEAT (,>PAC!TY STD, 8TU/Li3 F O.J J.O a.a o.o J.O 
PROBLEM IDENTIFICATICN•••CRUDE PREHEAT TRAIN 
t-EAT EXCHANGER 
FLE'1ENT l'.U'IBFR** b 
NU~BER OF FFED STREA'1S** 2 NU'IBER OF PRODUCT STREA'1S** 2 
FEED 
STREA"' NL'1BER 17 
FLOW RATE ,LB/HR 
TE'IPERATURE.OEG F 
356335.00 
HEH CAPACITY, eTU/L B F 
FLCW RATE STD,LB/HR 
TE'1PERATURE STC,DEG f 
HEAT CAPACITY STD, !HU/LB 
HFAT EXCHANGER DATA 
F 
94.00 





INSIDE COEFF.,ETU/SOR FT HR D~G F 
OUTSIDE COEFF.,BTJ/S~R FT HR OEG F 
INSIDE FOULING FACTR,SJ~ FT HR OEGF/BTU 
OUTSIDE FOULl~G FACTR.SOR FT HR DEG F/BTU 
OVERALL COEFF. ,BTJ/$0f; FT HR DEG F 
TUBE WALL THER ~AL (['JJlY.tlTU/FT HR OE\; F 
TURE INSIDE WALL AREA SORFT/FT 
TUBE OLTSIDE ftALL AREA SORFT/FT 
PAR-U:T ~ 









ISOTHERMAL SHEA'1 FLJ. R:.Tr l.O LB/HR 
ISCT~E~MM STRE~~ E~T~ALPY 0.3 ATU/LB 
AREA RECUl'<EU · lG50.00 SCP FT 
11 
519J.OO 


























PRGBLE~ lDENTlflCAT IO~***CRUUF PREHEAT TRAIN 
HEAT E XCHAN~E R 
EL FMFNT r.u,.BF.~ ** 1 
NUMBER Of FEEJ ST•EA~S•• 2 NUMBfK OF PRCDUCT STREAMS•• 2 
F EEO 





FLO~ RATE STQ,LB/rlR 
TEl'PERATURE src.oEG F 
HEAT CAPACITY 5TlJ,BTl./L~ F 







INSIDE CCJEFF., eTU/S~G. FT HR D~G F 
OUTSIDE CUEFF. ,oTJ/S.;;R FT HE DEG F 
INSIDE FOULING FACTP,SuR FT Hk DEGF/aTU 
OUTSIDE FOULll.C FACT;>.,SCJR FT HR DEG f/BTU 
OVERALL CDEFf-. ,'lTi.J/S.)' FT HR DEG F 
TUBE kALL THEk,AL CC~DTY,ttTU/FT HQ DEG F 
TUBF !~SIDE WALL ~REA soqFT/FT 
TURE OLTSinE :.ALL APEA S;,,tlFT/F T 
FLOW AR~ANGE''1~f\T PAR-cr,T~ 










ISCTHERVAL STRE~U E~ThALPY o.o flT U/ LB 
HFAT TP~'JSrfkE [ J. l 1:>'1F•Oo eTU/f'~ 
A<;.E~ REwtJIRFD 165'.l.JO SWP, FT 
1 3 
~1'10.00 














l 59. ) 8 












PRrHLE~ IDENTIFICATIL~***CPUDE PREHEAT TRAIN 
STl<.EA'1 DIVIDER 
NUMBER rJF FEhJ ST~EA':s~~ 1 ~iU'.1BrR or PRODUCT STf<.FAMS•• 2 
FEED P':I OJUC.. T 
ST Rf AM ~LJ'IBER 13 19 21 u 0 
FLl"'ll RATE LB/llR 3~6335.00 178167.~0 1781"7.?0 J. J J.O 
T f'1 PER AT LJ~ E, :J E G F 15'1.98 159.»3 l 5CJ. '-) b ,) . ) o.o 
HEAT CAPACITY, eTU/Lf\ 0.49300 [').4'130) C.493JO o. 0 .). 0 
FLCW PATE STO, l!l/HR o.o o.o o.o ) . ' C.J 
TEMPERATLJ~E STC,DEG F \) .o 0 .() J.0 J. J J. a 
HEAT CAPACITY 5Til.flTJ/L5 F a.a o.o a.a o. J J.J 
PRCaLE~ IDE~TIFICATICN•~•CRUDE PREHEAT TRAIN 




HEAT CAPACITY. ~TU/Lll 
Fl[W RATE STJ,LH/HP 
TEO:PERATu'l.E STC,DEG f-
H~AT CAPACITY ~TD,BTU/LH 
HEAT EXCH~N~E~ UATA 
INSIUE COEFF •• ~TU/50R FT HA DFG F 










INSIDE FOULl~G FACTR,SOP FT HR DEGF/RTU 
OUTSIDE FUlJLlNG FAC l~.Si.iP. FT HR DEG F/BTU 




0 .. 0031JQ 
54. 96 ld5 
TUHF \.ALL THrR~:.t CCt.DTY,t:ITU/FT HR DEG F 
TUPE INSIDE •ALL AREA SURFT/FT 






1scr.-.E~"tL srr .. ~A:~ t:NThALPY o.o f-.TU/lb 
J. 8320f+07 ~llJ/H:; 
AR~A P[Cd!P~u H2G.OO SCP FT 
2 
5~655.00 








z 53. [) l 
O.'JC2JO 
ST::> 
23.;; lOJ 0 
7.5JJJO 
O. OC Oi 1 
O.Ju015 
o.o 









*.._• 0...:Tt>UT ll.:.Tit-..:; ••• 
FEED 




HEH CAPAC!TY,ETU/LE F 
FLOW RATE STD,L~/HR 
TE~~ERATURE STC,OEG F 
HEAT CAPACITY oTCl.dTU/L'3 F 






'llOM!NAL V .!LUE 
INSIDE COEFF.,BTU/SQR FT nR OEG F 
QUTSIDE CtJEFF. ,f\T JI SOR FT H? JEG f 
INSIDE FOULING FACTR,S~R FT H~ DE~F/~TU 
OUTS!OE FOULING FACTk,$~k FT "R J~C F/BTU 
01/E~ALLCOEFF •• BTJ/S.;RFT H'l JE::; F 
TUBE WALL THER,.AL CG•DTY,B TU/FT HR DEG F 
TUtlE [N)[OE WALL AREA SOil.FT/FT 
TUBE OLTSIDE WALL APE~ SO~FT/FT 
FLCW ARRANGE~E~T ?A'l-CNTR 









!SOTHER,'\AL SrKEAM FLtJ;.. RATE 0. 0 LB/HR 
ISOTHERMAL STREAM E~THALPY O.J STU/L~ 
HEAT TRANSFEREC 0.3E52E•01 oT~/HR 












2 3. OJ '.JJ 0 
7.QOGCO 
















ELE'll'~f "Ul'BER •• 12 
FEED PR COUCT 
STREAM NUMB FR 29 24 26 0 
FLCW RATE LB/HR 356335 .oo !7.H67 .5J 17dib7 .,a ) .J J.J 
TEMPERATU<\E,LJEC F 159. 9 8 l59.98 I S'l. 9 d J.J J.J 
HEAT CAPAC I TY, ETU/Ltl F 0.49300 0.49300 0.49300 o. 0 J. 0 
FLOW RATE STD, LB/Ho{ o.o J. 0 :).8 ).J '.l •. J 
TEl'PERATURE ST C, DEG F <) .o a.a O.J J .I.) ll. J 
HEAT CA?AC I fY 5TD,6 flJ/LB F o.o :J. 0 o.o o. '.) o. a 
hEAT EXCHANGER 
ELEME~T ~UMdER•* l3 
NUMBER GF FEED ST,EAMS•• 2 NUMBE~ ~F ~ROW~T STREl~S•* 2 
FEED 




HEAT CAPICITY,eTU/LB F 
FLOW RATE STO,LB/HR 
TE~PERATURE STC,DEG F 
HEAT CAPACITY ~TO,tlT~/Ld F 
HEAT EXChA~GER JATA 






INSIDE CCEFF •• eTU/SOR FT h~ DEG F 
nt;TSIDE CUEFF. ,tH'J/S\JR FT HR iJEG F 
INSIDE FCULING FACTR,S\JR FT HK DEGF/BTU 
OUTSIDE FOULING FACTR,SOR FT ~R DEG F/BTU 
OVERALL CDEFF. ,BTU/S\JR FT rlR ::lEG F 
TUBE WALL THER~AL CONCTY,3TU/FT HR DEG F 
TUl\E INSIDE WALL ARE~ SCRFT/FT 
TUBE OL TSI OE ~All AREA SORF T /FT 
FLOW ARRANGEME~T PAR-CNTR 









ISOT~ERMAL STREAM FLOW R•TE O.O LB/HR 
ISOTHERMAL STREAM E~THALPY 0.0 BTU/LB 
HEAT TRANSFEREC 0.~320E+07 BTU/H~ 














O. JO 02 l 
O.JOOl 5 
o.o 











. 0 .o 
o. 0 
?ROBLE~ IOENTIFICATIC~*~*CRUOE P~EHEAT TRAIN 
HEAT EXCHANGER 




HEAT CAPACITY,8TU/L8 F 
FLCW RATE STD.LB/HR 
TE~PERATURE STC,DEG F 
HEAT CAPACIT~ STD.STU/LB F 
HEAT EXCHANGER DATA 
INSIDE COEFF.,eTU/SCR FT HR DEG F 










INSIDE FCULING FACTR,SOR FT HR OECF/oTU 
OlTSIDE FOUL! NG FAG TR.SOR FT HR OC:G FltHU 





52. 04 05 7 
TURE WALL THER~AL CCNDTY,8TU/FT HR DEG F 
TUBE INSIDE WALL AREA SORFT/FT 
TUBF OUTSIDE ~All AREA SORFT/FT 
FLCW ARRANGEME~T PAR-CNT~ 
NUMbER CF SHELL-PASSES 
ISCTHERMAL STREAM FLOW RATE 'J,J LB/HR 
30. JOOOO 
o. 20430 
(), 26 lBO 
ISOTHERMAL STREAM ENTHALPY O.J BTU/LB 
HEAT TRANSFEKEC 0.3B52E+07 BTU/HR 












203. :J 4 





7. '.lJO'J 0 
O.O'.l02 3 








••• OuTwuT Ll5T!N~ ••• 
PROBLEM lOENTIFICATIG'•***CRUJE P;<EHEAT TR.l.[\ 
ELEMENT !\UMBER*" a 
NUM~ER Of fEED STREAMS•~ 2 NUMBER ~F PRODUCT STREAMS** 
FEED 
STREAM i\UMi1E"- 12 14 
FL Cw RATE LB/HR 51YG.Ou 5190.00 
TEMPERATURE DEG F l 7J • to 170.lO 
HEAT CAPACITY ETU/LB f lb.43300 l&.43300 
FLOW RATE STD LB/HR J.D o.o 
TEMPERATURE STC,DEG F '.) .o J.O 
HEAT CAPAC l TY STD oTU/LB F O.J J. J 
0 0 
J. u u.O 




o.o o. 0 
PRlJD•J c r 
15 
lOJa1.00 








PROBLEM !OE'IT! FIC.~ T1or.u•CRUDE PREHEAT TRAIN *** OJH'UT l [5 ll N~ ... ,. 
STREA"I ACDER 
NIJMB'°R OF FEEJ STQ.EAMS"'* 2 NUMBi~ OF PPOJUC T STRE.1.'4 S** 
F EEJ ~•.co;CT 
STREAM il<UMBER 4 7 0 0 a 
FLO>< RATE Lfl/ HP d5655.00 d5o55.00 o.o }.Q l7l3lJ.JO 
TEMPERATURE DEG F 233 .9 7 233.'>7 o.o o.o 2 33. 9 7 
HEM OPAC !TY eru1u1 F 2.6H20 2.64120 o.o 0. 0 2.64 l2J 
FLCW RATE STD LB/rlR J.O o.o 0. :J o.o J.O 
TEMPERATURE STC.DEG F o.o o.o 0 .J o.o J.0 
HEH CAPAC I TY ST::> iHU/LB F o.o J. J o.o o. 0 J.J 
STREA" ACDER 
STREAM NUMBER 20 
FLOW RATE Lil/HP L7Blo7.5ll 
TEMPERATUl!E JEG F 253.0l 
HE AT CAPAC !TY ETU/L6 F 0.5020G 
FLOI< RATE STD LB/HR o.o 
TEMPERATURE ST C, DEG F o.o 




203.04 25 3 .:n 
o.502JO 0.50200 
o.o o.o 























ST RE~" NU'l BER bO 
FLO~ ll ATE, LB/HR b3430U.QJ 
TEMPERATURE .OEG F 36 7 .o 0 
HEAT OPACITY. eTU/LB F O. bl60C 
F LC;; RATE STD, LB/HR H7l5.00 
TEMPERAT\JRE STC,DEG F 3.67 
HEAT CAPAC ITV ST D.13 TU/LB F o.o 
HEAT EXCHANGE~ DATA 
NOMINAL VALUE 
INSIDE COEFF.,STU/S.J~ FT HR OfG F 
OUTS IDE COEFF. ,dTU/ S.Jil FT HR DEG F 
INSIDE FOULl'IG FACTR,SCR FT HR DECF/BTU 
OUTSIDE FOULl'lG FACTR,SOR FT HR DEG F/BTU 
OVERALL COEFF.,BTJ/SOR FT HR JEG F 
TU6E WALL THE~~AL CCNCTY,eTU/FT Hq DEG F 
TUBE INSIDE WALL ~REA SQRFT/FT 
TUBE CUTSIOE WALL AREA S~RFT/FT 
FLCW ARRANGEME ~T PAR-CNT R 









ISCTHER'lAL STREAM FLG" RHE J.a Lil/HR 
ISCTl-ER~AL ST~EAM ENTHALPY a.J ilTUILIJ 
HEAT TRANSFEqEc 0.1C76E+Oo 3TU/HR 












l 9. 2 ~ JJ 0 
l4.5.JOJa 
O.JJOLZ 
a. J') l)Q ti 
o.o 
















?RQ8LEM IDENTIFICATION*••CRUOE PREH~AT TRAIN 
*"'"' GUT 0 UT Ll5T[~j:J "'*"' 
STREA.!'4 ::J IV !Di:~ 
ELEMENT NUM!3E~ •• 30 
NUl'~Ell OF FEED STREA)1S** l NJu"E? JF PRJJUCT STREA'1S*"' 2 
FEED P>.JJUCT 
STRE-1"1 NUl'dER 61. 62 63 0 0 
FLOI< RATE Ul/!i R 6343DO .oa 3l 71.50 .JJ 3l7l50.JO O.J '). 0 
TEMP~RATURE, DEG F 3'14. l 4 394.H 39+ .1.:, •J .J '). J 
HEH CAPACITY, ETU/l8 F O.o260G '0.626JJ 0.62600 o.o J. !) 
FLC.i RATE STO,Lt;/HR 0 .a a.a I) .o a.a '). () 
TEMPERATURE STC, DEG F a.a O.J !) .o O.J O.J HEH CAP AC ITY STD.BTU/LB F o.o o.o o. 0 o. a \). 0 
HEAT EXCf,ANGER 
ELE"IENT ~HJMdE<'. •* 12 
F EEO 
STREAM ~HJMdER 62 
FLOW RATE.Lil/HR 
TEMPERATURE.DEG F 
3 l 7l50 .oo 
HEAT c A p AC l TY .• ET U/ Le 
FLO~ RATE STO,LB/YR 
TEMPERATURE ST(,QEG F 
HFAT CAPAC lTY STD, iHU/LB F 







INS l DE COE FF •• BTU/ SuR FT HR uE& F 
OUTSIDE CJEFF. ,1HU/S<JR FT HR DEG F 
!NSlDE FCULING FACfR,SQR FT HR DEGF/BTU 
OUTSlDE FOULING FACTR,S<JR FT MR JEG F/BTU 
OVE><ALL COEFF. ,IJTU/SQR FT HR DEG F 
TUBE WALL ff-IER"~L CCNOTY,t!TU/~T flR DEG F 
TUBE INS !OE WALL AREA SQRFT/FT 
TUBF O~TS!OE WALL AREA SQRFT/Ff 
FLOW ARKANGE"IE~T PAR-OHR 









ISOTHERMAL STREAM FLUio R~ TE O.a LB/HR 
lSOT~ER~AL STREAM ENT~ALrY O.O STU/LB 
HEAT fRANSFERE C O. l J<> 7E+08 6 T:J/H'l. 













T. l ~ OC C 
O.OJ013 
o. JJ JJ 5 
O.J 












PRGBLE~ [OENT[f!CAT !CN***CRUDE PREHEAT TRAIN 
HEAT EXCHANGE'< 
ELEME'H NUMBER*"' l l 
NU,..BER OF FEE,J STREA"'5*" 2 'llL1'1dE< CF PRCDUCT STRE'IMS""" 2 
FEO:J 
STREAM NUMBER 63 
FLOW RATE, LB/HK 
TEMPERATURE.DEG F 
3 l 7l 50. 00 
HEAT CAPICITY,eTU/Ld F 
FLOW RATE STD,LB/H~ 
TEl'PERATURE STC,OEG F 
HEAT CAPACITY STO.tlTU/Lt3 
HEAT EXCHANGER JATA 
INSIOE COEFF.,!fU/SCR FT HR DE~ F 
OLTSIDE COEFF. ,BT~/S(JO FT HP. DEG F 
INSIDE FOULING FACTR,SUR FT HR DE~F/6TU 
OUTSIDE FOULIN~ FACTR,SQ~ FT ~R JE~ F/BTU 
OVERALL COEFF. otlflJ/S.;..{ FT nR LlEG F 
TUBE WALL THE~~IL CCNCTY,dTU/fT HR DEG F 
TURE !~SIDE WALL AREA SQRFT/FT 
TUBE OUTSIDE '~ALL AREA SQRFT/FT 
FLOW ARRANGEM~NT PAR-CNTR 







l 9 l. 30 ·JD 0 
O.oJ027G 





[SOTHER~AL STREA~ FL01. RATE G.O LB/HR 
lSOTHERMlL ST~ EA" El\THALPY 0.0 BTU/ LB 
HEAT TRANSFEREC O.l3B9E+03 BTU/HR 





























PRCdLE~ !DE~TIFIC~T[C~•••CRUDE PREHEAT TRAIN 
STREA:-1 ADDE~ 
ELE'1ENT '<U'18ER •* 33 
NUMBER OF FE!=O ')T~EA:~s·· 2 NUl"EE"- OF PRODUCT STREA,.,s•~ 
STQEM1 NUMcEI< 
FLCI< RATE LB/HR 
TEMPERATURE DEG F 
HEAT CAPAC !TY eTU/L'l F 
FLOW RATE STJ LB/HR 
TEMPERATURE STC,OEG'f 
HEAT CAPACITY HD BTU/Lo F 
64 
31715J.OO 














0 0 66 
J .'.) 0 .o 6:i430J .OJ 
O.J J.O 45·1. <;Q 
o.o o. 0 0.6&d')Q 
J.'.l J.u J .a 
0 .ll ·a. o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
PRCBLE~ lDE'lT!F!CATIC~**•C~UJE PREHEAT T~A[N 
HEAT EXCH~'lGEi< 
NUM8ER CF FEED STREAMS** 2 ~H.l'IBE~ 'JF PRODUCT .>TREA."S*"' 2 
F E:OJ 
STREAM NU'<tlER 66 
FLC'-1 RATE, LB/HR 
TEMPERATURE,OEG F 
634300.0C 
HEAT CAPACITY, BTU/LB F 
FLGW RATE STD.LB/HR 
TEMPERATURE STC,OEG F 
HEAT CAPAC !TY STD.BTU/LB F 
HEAT EXCHANGER OATA 






INSIDE COEFF. ,8TU/S~R FT HR DEG F 
OUTSIDE CDEFF. ,BTJ/S<JR FT HR DEG F 
INSIDE FCULING ~ACT~.SOR FT HR DEGF/BTU 
OUTSIDE FOULING FACTR,SOR FT HR DEG F/BTU 
OVERALL COEFF. ,BT J/SQR FT HR DEG F 
TUBE WALL THEK~AL CCNDTY, BTU/FT HR DEG F 
TUBE li'<S!OE >IALL AREA SIJRFT/FT 
TUBE OUTSIDE WALL AREA SQ~FT/FT 
FLOW ARRANGEME~T PAR-CNTR 
NUMB.ER OF SHELL-PAS SES 
327.:JOUJJ 
360. 00000 
0. JO ZJO 
J .oo 166 




ISCTHE~MAL STREAM FLOW RATE O.J LB/HR 
ISOTHER.'IAL STR EAt~ E~THALPY O.O iHU/LB 
.HEAT TRANSFEREC 0.7560E•07 BTU/H~ 




































Fl Cw RH E, l Bl HR 
TEMPEll..ITURE,iJEG F 
712670.00 
HEAT CAPAC!TY.eTU/LB F 
FLOW RATE sro.LB/HR 
TE"PERATURE STC,DFG F 
I-EAT CAPAC lTY STD, a TU/LB F 






:><OM !NAL VALUE 
INSIDE COEFF.,BTU/SQR FT HR DEG F 
OUTSIDE COEFF.,BTJ/S~R FT HR JEG F 
lNSIOE FOULING FACTR,SCR FT H'< DEGF/dTU 
OUTSlDE FOUU~G FACTR,SOR FT HR DEG F/BTU 
OVERALL CCEFF. ,BT•.J/SOR FT t<R. DEG F 
TUBE kALL THER~AL CC~CTY,BTU/FT H~ DEG F 
TUBE INS !OE WA LL AREA SQRFT/FT 
TURE OUTSIDE ~All AREA SORFT/FT 
FLCW ARRANGE~E~T i>AR-OlT 'l 









ISOTHERMAL STREAM FLC" RHE '.l.O LO/HR 
!SOTt<ERMAL STREAM cNTHAL?Y O.J BTU/LS 
HEAT TRANSFE~EC 0.92S7E•J7 BTU/rlR 





























PRCilLE" !DENT l FI CAT l:J'l**"'f.i'.UJ':O P~E,.;EAT TRAIN *" * CU TO U f L l i T l N:; "'~ = 
STREA"I ulVlJEK 
NUMBE~ OF FEED ~f~EA'15'"" l '<1J'1f;E~ OF P~GCUCT STRE.\MS*" 2 
FEED P" QOUC T 
S TRI' A.~ r.u~BE~ 3l 32 34 0 
FL Cw RA TE Ld/H ~ 7l26TO .OO 356335.00 356335.00 J.J J. :i 
TE'4PERArURE, DEG F 249. 0 <; 249.t.9 249 .6 q ) . ) J. 0 
HE AT CAPAC[ TY, ETU/LB F o.5;ooc 0.5500J o. 55000 o.o '). 0 
FLCOI RATE STD. L!'./HR I) .o o.o O.J J.J J. ') 
TEl'PERHURE STC,DEG F J.O u .::J O.J J.J O.J 
HEH CAPACITY STD,BTU/ld F o.o ::J. 0 o. 0 o. ::J ). ::J 






HEAT CAPACITY. ETU/LB F 
FLO• 0.ATE STD, Ltl/,;O. 
TEMPERATURE STC,DEG F 
HEAT CAPACITY STO, i!Tc.J/LB F 







INSICE COEFF.,8TU/5QR FT HR OEG F 
OUTSIDE COEFF. ,ilTJ/SOR Ff HR DEG F 
INSIDE FOULING FAC TR, SOR FT HR DE .;F/ilTU 
OUTSIDE FOUL INC FACTk,S~R FT HR OEG F/BTU 
OVERALL COEFF. ,BTU/S~~ FT HI< JEG F 
TUBF WALL THER~AL CONOTY,dTU/FT H~ DEG F 
TUBE INSIDE WALL AREA SO~FT/FT 
TUBE OLTSIDE WALL AREA SO~FT/FT 
FLOW ARRANGEME~T PAR-CNTR 









ISOTl-ERMAL ST?EAM FLJw IUT!: O.O LB/Hi\ 
ISCTHERMAL STREAM ENTl-AL?Y O.J BTU/UI 
HEAT TRANSFEREC 0.5ll4E+OI ~TU/H~ 
AREA REQUIRED 1J60.00 SC:R FT 
45 
61062.0Q 
'<l 3 .oo 
0.66d00 
3453.lO 



























FLOW RATE, LB/HR 
TEMPERATURE.OE( F 
356335, JO 
HEAT CAPACITY,8TU/LB F 
FLOW RATE STD.LB/HR 
TE~PE~ATURE STC.DEG F 
HEAT CAPACITY STo.aTU/LB F 





NLJM !"'AL VALUE 
INSIDE CDEFF.,eTU/SOR FT ~R DEG F 
OUTSIDE COEFF. ,dTJfS;JR FT HR JEG F 
INSIDE FOULING FACTR,SOR FT H~ OESFIBTU 
OUTSIDE FLIULINC FACTR,SOR FT HR JEG F/BTU. 
LIVERALL COEFF •• ar JfSOk FT HR DEG F 
TURE WALL THER~AL CONUTY,~TU/FT HR DEG F 
TUBE INSIDE WALL AREA SQRFT/FT 
TUBE OLTSIOE WALL AREA SQRFT/FT 
FLOW ARRANGE~ENT PAR-CNTR 
NU~BER OF SHELL-PASSES 
200.0DO'JO 
l 54. 00000 
0.00400 





ISCTHER'1AL STR EAH FLOn RA TE C.O LB/HR 
ISOTHERMAL ST~EAM E~ThALPY Q.O dTU/ U! 
HEAT TRANSFE~EC O.l400E+Q7 BTU/HP 
























! 6&. 7q 
0.59500 
o.o 
o • .i 
o. c 
PRGdLEM lDE~TlflClTIC~*~•~q~JE PREHEAT TRA!~ 
STRE.A'I ADDER 
NUMBE~ SF FEEO ST~EAMS•• 2 ~~~B~~ OF PRODUCT STR5AMS•• 
STREA~ NUMBER 
FLC'I RATE LB/HR 
TE~PERATURE DEG F 
HEAT CAPACITY BfU/LB F 
FLC~ RATE STD LA/HR 
TE"PeRATURE STC,OEG F 
HEAT CAPACITY >TD BTU/LB F 
33 
350335.00 













.:> 0 C:DJCT 
0 0 3o 
J.O 0 .J 7126 7J .co 
0 .o J.O 265. 72 
o.o o.o o. 57 000 
I). J a.o J .o 
u.o a.a u.o 
O.J o.o a.a 
t-EAT E XCHA"lGE=>. 
NUM8E~ OF FEEJ ST~EIMS** 2 ~UM3ER OF PPOOUCT STREAMS** 2 
STRES'I NUMBER 
FLOW RATE, LB/HR 
TEMPERATURE,OEC F 
HEAT CAPACITY.BTU/LB F 
FLO~ RATE .STD.LH/HR 
TEMPE~ATURE STC,OEG F 
HEAT CAPACITY HD,ilTU/LB F 
HEAT EXCHANGER JATA 
INSIDE CDEFF. ,BTU/SCR FT HR DEG F 










INSIDE FOULING FACTR,SOR FT HP DEGF/BTU 
OUTSIDE FUULlNG FSCT~.SOR FT HR QEG F/8TU 






TUBE WALL THER~AL CC"lDTY,8TU/FT HR DEG F 
TUllE 11'.SILlE WALL AREA SORFTIFT 
TUBE OUTSIDE WALL AREA SJRFT/FT 
FLCW ARRANGE'IENT PAR-UHR 
NUMBER OF SHELL-PASSES 
ISOTHERMAL STREAM FLOW RATE J.O Ul/H~ 
30. 00000 
o. 204d0 
o. 26 tao 
ISOTHERMAL STREAM ENTHALPY 0.1 BTU/LB 
HEAT TRANSFEREC 0.154GE+Od 9TU/H~ 
AREA REQUIRED 2496.00 S..JR FT 
77 
























PRC8LE~ IDE~T!FlCITIC~•••CA~OE PREHEAT TRAI~ 
FEED ~0 ooucr 
<;TRE AM "IUM2ER 37 38 ... o 0 0 
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FEED 




HEAT CAPACITY, BTU/LB F 
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1110'1 INAL VALUE 
INSCOE COEFF.,BTU/SJR Ff HR DEG F 
OUTSIDE COEFF.,8.Ti.J/SiJP FT HR JEG F 
INSIDE FOULING FACTR,SOR FT HR OEGF/tiTU 
OUTSIDE FOULING FACTR,SOR FT ~R JEG F/BTU 
OVERALL COEFF. ,ST JI SQR FT HR ·lEG F 
TUBE ~ALL THER~AL CCNDTY,dTU/FT HR JEG F 
TUBE INSIDE WALL AREA SORFT/ff 
TUBE OUTSIDE WtLL AREA so•FT/FT 
FLCW ARRANGE'1E~T PAR-CNTo{ 





4 7. 5 3 69 l 
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o. 2040 0 
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HEAT C6PACITY, eTU/LB F 
FLOk RATE STD, LB/HR 
TFMPEK6TUKE STC,DEG F 
HEAT C6P.ACITY STD, BTU/UI F 






NOMINAL II ALUE 
INS I CE COE FF., 8TU/ SOR FT HR aEG F 
OUTSIDE COEFF.,dTU/SOR Fr HP JEG F 
INSIDE FOULING FACTR,SOR FT H~ DEGF/BTU 
OUTSIDE FOULING FACTK,50~ FT HR DEG F/BTU 
OVERALL COEFF. ,BTU/SJ~ FT i"R DEG F 
TUBE WALL THEO.~AL CCNC>TY,BTU/FT HR OEG F 
TUBE INSIDE WALL AREA SO~FT/FT 
TUBE OL;TSIOE WALL AREA SORFT/FT 
FLOW ARRANGEME~T PAR-CNTO. 
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INS[O~ COEFF.,3TU/SQk FT HR OtG F 
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CUTSIOE FO~LlNG FACTR,SU~ FT rlq DE·; F/ETU CeC0320 
OVE~ALL CO~FFe,BTU/SO~ FT~~ DEG F 52.04057 
TUBE •ALL THER~A.L CCNOTY,BTU/FT H~ CEG F 30.coooo 
TUBE INSCOE WALL ~REA SORFT/FT Oe204~0 
TUBE J~T5!0E WALL AREA SURFT/FT 0026180 
·FLOll A.RR 4.NGE\f:ENT. P.>R-CNTR 
NUMBER OF 5HELL-PASSE5 
lSCTHE~~AL STRtAM FLOW R~TE 
ISOTHERMAL STREAM ~NT~AL~Y OeO ETU/LE 
HEAT TRANSF~QEO ~.3S~~E+~7 ~TU/H~ 





























STREA'"' DIV I OE~· 
FLOW KATE Ld/HR 
T~~p~~~TURE.O~~ F 
HE~~ CAPA:tTY,BTU/LS c 
FLO~ RATE STD,La/HR 
·~E~PE~~~UR~ 3TO,CEG F 
















*** OUT?UT LISTING ••~ 
Pi<OuUCT 
26 0 0 
179.167e50 o. 0 o. 0 
!60o00 o.o o.o 
0049300 o. 0 o. 0 
o.o o.a a. o 
o.a o.o a.a 
o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
t-':AT .:=:x.:nA:-..!GER 
FL()W ~ ~T=:' L!3/rlR 
TE~PE~ATUK~,OEG F 
HEAT C4P~CITY,aTl../LE F 
FLOW ~AfE STD.LS/HR 
T=~PE~ATU"E STD,CEG F 
HE~T Cl~ACITY STD.dTU/Ld F 









"C."'1 INAL VALL;E. 
INSID~ C~EFF •• dT~/S~R FT nR D~U F 460.0000C 
OUTSIO~ coEFFa.BTU/SQR FT Mk VEG F 1sc.cc~oo 
I~SIDE FJULlN~ FACTR,SUR FT rl~ ~EGF/:T~ 0.0042~ 
auTst~E FOULING FACTq.s~Q FT H~ c=G f/ETU 0.00300 
OVERALL COEFF.,BTU/SO~ FT hR CEG F 54.S6te5 
TUBE IALL THE~~AL CONDTY,6TU/FT Hq c=G F ~0.00000 
TU~~ INS[D=. 'M.\LL AR!:A SQKFT/t=T 
TUBE ~UTSIDE ~ALL AREA SQRFT/FT 
FLOW AQRANGEMENT PAR-CNTR 
NUMBE~ OF ~HELL-PA3S~S 2 
ISCTHC~~AL STREA~ FLO~ HATE 
MEAT TRANSF2"?ED Oe6.318E~07 BTl../H~ 
































••• OUTPUT LISTING **• 
FLOW R..:..TE.L.3/HR 
TE~P:RATuR:.DEG F 
MEAT CAPACITY.~TU/L6 F 
FLO• ~AT~ STD.LB/HR 
TEMPERATURE STD,DEG F 
HEAT CAP~CITY 5TD,BTU/L3 F 









N.OM INAL VALl..=: 
lNSlOE C.JE.rF. ,dTU/5U~ PT H.:< )c=.G ~ 4-t:c.coooc 
OUTSIDE CUEFF.,6TU/$QR FT H~ OE~ F 140eCOOOC 
INSIDE FOULING FACT~.S~R F~ HR CEGF/ETL Oe00450 
OUTSlDE FUULlNG FACT~.su~ FT HQ DEG f/ETU OeC032C 
OVE~ALL COEFF,..,dTU/3UR FT HR C~G F ~2.04057 
TUBE •ALL THE~~AL CONOTY.~Tu/FT HH DEG F ~OeOOOOO 
TU9E lNS[L)C •ALL A~E.A S'l~FT/FT Oe204~Q 
TUBF ~UTS!OE •ALL A~EA S~~FT/FT 0025180 
NUMBER 0F 5HELL-PAS~~s 
ISOTHSR~AL STR~AM FLOW C~TE 
ISOTHERMAL STREA~ E~THALPY OoO ETU/Le 
~EAT T~ANSFEREC O•J346E+~7 BTU/HR 
AREA REQUIRED 12750 02 50" FT 
c5t.5s.oo 


























FL(.h1 ?ATC 1-6/HR 
TE~PE~AT0~E DEG F 
HEAT CAPACITY- 9TV/L8 F 
FLC• ~ATE STU LB/HR 
T~MP~~ATURE srv.c~G F 
H~AT CAP~CITY STD 8TJ/L3 F 
12 
5190.00 






! A a 
5190• OQ 
t 73e :)5 
l5.4.310C Oo 0 
o. 0 
Oo 0 
o.o o. 9 
*•* GUTPUT LISTlNG *** 
PRODUCT 
0 15 
o.o o. 0 10380. 00 
o~o o.o 1 70 •OS 
o. 0 l6a43298 
o .• o o. 0 Oo 0 
Oo 0 o.o o.o 










































"' u .. 
') '.:) 
0 ~ 


































































0 0 (\J 0 0 
. .... . . 
r:> .it «d' 0 0 
... "'"' 
0 
l'l N . . 
... N 0 
... 
00 oo 





. . . . 
0 0 00 
0 0 
. • 0 0 
"0 0 
OONOO 
. .... . . 
In <J .. 00 
l{J f"1"" 0 




0 0 0 
OONOO 




If> "' "' 
0 
"'N . . 












u. ::i '(j 0 
>- m .... 
ry ,., m ....J a tn 
r 111 ... 
'0).. I') t/),.. 
., ..... ... 
_J Ill...,. !fl LJJ -
ry u re '} 
Ill JC( 111:) <c;( 
' 
,_ n. .... I- a. 
" "<f " .. " CY O' u.,. l'.t u 
IU UI 
• Cl ... JI a. ... 
a ~ .. 0 1 
" ..J tu u,; ..J W LU u. ,_ 1 u.. 1-·I: 
FL8W ~AT2: t...:i/rlR 
TCMPE~~~uR: DEG F 
~EAT"CAP,ClTY BTU/LB F 
FLO• ~ATE STD L~/H~ 
TEMP~P.AfUK~ STD.CE~ F 










1 7 ~1-:,7'.50 l 7dlo7.50 
203.00 2.53.00 
o.~o~oc c.50200 
Oo 0 o. 0 
Oo 0 o. 0 


















HEAT CAPAC[TY,BT~/L8 F 
FLOW ~ATE STD1L8/HR 
TEMPEqAru~c STC.C2G ~ 
HFAT CAP~C[TY STD.a;u/L3 F 










[NSICE COEFFe18TU/S~R FT h~ DEG F 3e5eOOCCC 
OUTS[OE CQEFF.,dTU/SOQ FT HR 0EG F 2~0.aooco 
INSIDE F~ULING F~CT~.5JR FT H?. JEGF/eT~ c.C024C 
CUTSIVE FOUL[N~ FACTR,5Y~ FT H~ CE~ FIETU o.co1so 
OVERALL CGEFFe1BTL/~OR FT ~R OEG F 85,0717~ 
T-usc ••LL THERMAL :::oi\,l;:)TY,BT\.J/FT t-.::i: CEG F ""30.COOOO 
TU13E INSlaE "ALL AREA SOi>FT/FT Oo204o0 
TUBE OUT.:ilOE lll~LL A~1=...\ .;iQRFf/FT Oe26180 
NUMBE~ OF 3HELL-PAS~ES 
[SOTHERMAL ~TREAll' FLO·• ~~TE O.,O L8/t-C1 
[SOTHE~MAL 3TREA~ E~TH~LPY ~10 ETC/Le 
HEAT T~ANSFE~ED Oel072~+08 dTU/H~ 






















































































































0 0 0 0 
.. 












0 0 0 
0 ri,., 0 0 
•• ..0 ••. 
0 ct N 0 0 
\fl 0- •O (") 
...t ,., • • 




f\J ,. • "' •• 













U) I)' '('I 0 
.... (f\ 0 • 
" 0 0 
000 
0 0 0 0 0 
• e ..v • • O ct N O O 
0 a- '° 0 I"') ,., • • 





u. ' , .. :::> 
"' ... 
.J ."'( .,, ::c 
' r uJ 
u. J ' a o 
I- al • I-
rr v rn .J '..l tn 
I IC • • 1-
, o >- c in>-
ITJ-. ~I- .,_ 
.J 'II .... 11"1 UI ..,. 
rr u er u 
Ul ""\ 4( U1 ":> .If 
~- ~· a. I- I- 0. 
-1 '1 "'(' <("'"" 
rr rr u rr er u 
ltl llJ 
• Q t-- • u. 1-
(.1 '1 c 0 ,_ <l 
..J '1/ IJ..l ..J LLJ UJ 
u. ..... J: l.L ~ :r 
180 
~LO-.. qAT.'.":., L:3/+-iQ 
TEM?EQAT0~~ 1 0EG" F 
H~AT CAP~CITV,dT~/L~ F 
FLCW qATE ST~,La/Hq 
TEMPE~ATU~C STO,CEG F 
HEAT C~P•CITY STU,BfU/LO 









INSIDE COEFF.,dT~/SQ~ FT H~ DEG F 200e00000 
WUTSl~E COEFF.,dTU/S~R FT rl~ JEG F 142•~99qQ 
INSIDE ~OULING F~C7~.5a~ FT Mrl c=~F/ETU o.C027C 
UUTSIDE F00LING FACT~,;Q? FT H~ C~G F/ETU OeOOlOO 
OVEGALL COEFF •• aru/~J~ FT r~ D=j e :4.~~~0C 
TUR€ WALL THEQMAL CONDTY,2TU/FT hQ CEG F ~0.00000 
TUB~ INSIDE WALL AREA SQ~FT/FT Oo20A80 
TUBE OUTSIDE WA.LL AREA SQRFT/FT Co26180 
NU~8EQ ~F SHELL-PASSES 
ISCTHE~."'4AL ST~.EA,. ::."'THAL?Y J.,O ET~ /L~ 
HEAT TRANSFEH:E.O Oe 139dE+-09 6Tl.JHO 



























*•* ~UTPUT LISTING *** 
FLOM RATE.Ld/t1R: 
TEMPEQAIUQE.DEG F 
HEAT CAPACITY,BTU/Ld F 
FLOW R~TE 5TD,L9/HQ 
TEMP~~4TUPE 5T~.~EG F 
HEAT CAP~CITY 5TC.8TV/LB F 
HEAT E~CHA'<GER uATA 








"C"" [1'AL VALUE 
CUTSI~E CCEFF •• STU/5~~ FT~~ DEG F 





INSIDE FOULING FACT~,S~~ FT H~ OEG~/~TL 
CUTSIDE FOULING F~C7R,50~ FT H~ D2G F/ETU 
OVERALL CQEFF~.~TL/SQ.~ FT H~ 0~G F 
TU~E. •ALL THE~~AL C~N0TY,9TU/FT h4 ~EC F 
ruee [NSlOC WALL AREA s~~FT/FT 
TUBE OUTSIDE •ALL A~EA SJ"FT/FT 
FLOW ARRANGE"4E'<T 
NUMSER OF SHELL-PASSES 
:Je 0 LE!/t-iR 
3C• 0000 0 
o.2o•gc 
0026180 
ISOTHER~AL STREA• ENTHALPY o.o ETU/LE 
~EAT TRANSFEREQ o.139dE+08 0TU/HQ 
AR EA REOU IRED 
76 
1A4.Q1':;e CJ 





























P~OaLE~ IO~NTIFICAT!:'~-·~c~~c~ ?~~~~AT T~~I~ 
STf(EA"°' .\tJO=:R 
ELEME~T ~u~aER•* 33 
~U~SE~ JF rEEO ST~~4~S~# 2 NU~~E" CF F~~CUCT ST~~~M~•* 
STR::: .$. '4 NU1i4:3=:R: 
FL~• ~~·E L3/HR 
T5~P~~A~u~~ OE~ F 
h~AT CAP~CITY BTU/L~ F 
FLO• ~ATE STD LB/HR 
TEMP=RATU~E ST~,C~G F 

















o,o o. 0 
o.o o.o 
o. 0 a. o 
o. a o.o 
o. 0 o.o 
o.o o.o 













ELE~ENT NUM3ER** 3~ 
FLOW ~ATE: .• Ld/H~ 
TEMPERATU~~.OEG F 
H£4T CAPACITY.STU/LB F 
FLOW RATE STD.LB/H~ 
TE~PER~fURE STO.CCG F 
HEAT ~APACITY STU.dTU/LB F 










INSIDE CO~FF~.BTU/SQR FT H~ ~~G F ~27.00COC 
OUTSIDE C~EFF •• BTU/SQR FT h~ DEG F Jao.00000 
(NSICE FOULING F~CTP.SUK FT HR DEGF/ETL ·a.co2oc 
CUTSIDE FOULING FACT~.S~~ FT HR ~=G f/ETU Oe00166 
OVERALL COEFFe.BT~/SQ~ FT H~ DEG F ~Oe09842 
TUBE •ALL THERMAL CONOTY,dTIJ/FT H~ DEG F 30000000 
TUBE lN3IDC 4ALL A~CA S~RFT/FT 
TUBE OUTSIDE •ALL AR~A SOR~T/FT 
FLOW ARPANGE~ENT ?A?-CNTR 
NUMBEK OF SHELL-PASS~3 
ISOTHERMAL STREAM FLOW RATE OeO LS/H~ 
ISOT~E~MAL STREAM ENTHALPY OeO ETl.o/Le 
HEAT TRANSFERED Oe7504E+07 6TU/HR 





























o •. ..i 
o. 0 






HEAT CAP~CITY.dTV/LS F 
FLOW ~6T~ ~TO,L6/HR 
TE~PE~AT·J~E 5TO·.CEG F 
HEAT CA~~CITY S!Ow9TU/L3 F 
INSIDE CJEFFa ,a TU/SOR F; H~ ~~~ F 
OUTSI~~ COEFF.,8TU/S~R FT MM DCG r 
30 
7121J70.00 





INSIDE F~ULING FACT~. so~ FT rlR OECFIETU 
OUTSIJE FOULING FACTK,SO~ FT H~ D~~ F/ETU 
OVERALL COEFF.,BTU/SO~ F~ h~ JE~ F 





TUBE WALL THE~MAL CONOTY.~TU/FT ~~ CEG F 
'TUBE INSIDE W4LL AREA SUKFT/FT 
TU8E C~TSJOE ~ALL A~EA S~~FT/FT 
NUM9EQ OF 5HELL-PA3SE5 2 
ISOTHE~~~L STR~A~ ~LG~ ~4TE 
HEAT TR~NSFERE3 o.~29UC+J7 dTU/HM 































••• OUTPUT LISTl~G *** 
ST::;cEAM D[·-1IDE~ 
t=LOW ~ATE L9/rlR 
T:MPERATUKE.~~G F 
~EAT CAPACITY18TU/LS F 
FLOW RATE ST01L6/HR 
TEMP~RATUR~ STO.~EG F 
















-*• CUTPUT LISTING ••• 
PRGuvCT 
34 0 0 
T5C~35• 00 o • ..> o.o 
24".;.70 o. 0 o.o 
o.ssooo o.o o.o 
c. 0 o. 0 a.a 
a.o o. a o.o 
a.o o. El o.a 
FLC• ~Ai:::,L:3/HQ 
TEMPE~ATu~=.o~G F 
~EAT CAPACITV,~TU/L2 F 
FLOW QAfE 5TD,L9/HR 
T~~PERATURE STD,DEG F 
H~AT CAP~CITY STC,SfU/LS F 
hEAT ~XCrlANG~~ ~ATA 
l~SIOE C0~FFe,BT~/SU~ FT h~ D=G F 








INSIC~ FOUL[NG FACT~. SUR FT rlW OEGF/ET~ 
~UTSI~E FUUL[NG F~CT~,3Q~ FT MR ~EG F/ETU 






TUBE WALL THCR~~L CC~UTY.3TU/FT ~~ DEG F 
TUBE lNSIDt •ALL ARCA SQ~FT/FT 
TUBE OUTSI.'Jt WALL AKEA S•lt-itFT/FT 
P4P.-C>HR 





ISOTHERMAL STREA~ ~~TH~LPY OeO ETl../U! 
HEAT TRANSFE~ED o.5167~+07 ~TU/M~ 

































HEAT CAP~C!TY,BTL/L3 F 
FLOW RAT= 5T0.L8/HR 
T=~PERATU~E STUtC~G F 
~EAT C~P.CITY STP,JTU/L9 F 









lNSIDE CJEFF •• ~T~/SU~ F~ ~~ D~G ~ 2co.ooooo 
CUTSl~~ CO€FF.,bTU/S~R PT H~ ~E~ F 154 •. Coooc 
INSIDE FOULIN~ FACT~,S~R FT rlR C~GF/ET~ CeC0400 
~UTS10E FOJL[NG F~CTR,S~~ Fl H~ ~:G F/ETU o.00300 
OVE~ALL CUE~F •• 8TU/SUK FT h~ D~~ F 45.86057 
TUBE WALL THERMAL CC~DTY,dTJ/FT HR CEG F 30e00000 
T_U~E {-NSIDE WALL A~=A 5y;::;_FT/FT Oe20.C..d0 
TUBE OuT51UE •ALL AR:A SU~FT/FT o.26180 
NUMRE~ OF SHELL-PAS3C~ 
lSOTH~~~AL STREA~ FLOW ~AT~ 'leO LE/~~ 
ISCTHE~~AL STREAM ENTHAL?Y JaO E!TL/LE! 






























••• ~UT~UT LISTING ••* 
FLCW ~ATC _L:-3/..-1;;! 
TEMP~0AT0~C DE~ F 
HEAT CAP~CITY 8TL/Ld F 
FLO• ~AT~ sro LS/Hq 
TE~PEQATU~t ST0.DE~ F 










.::sc .)35-. 00 
27A• 70 



























HEAT CAPACITY,dT~/LS F 
FLOW R4T: STO,Le/H~ 
TEMPE~~TU~~ 3TO,OEG F 
HEAT CAOACITY STO.dTU/LB F 
HEAT ~XCrlANG~~ DATA 















INSIO: F.JULING FACTR,S~R FT HR D~CF/~TU 
OUTSIDE cauLIN~ FACTR ,5QR FT H~ CE~ F/ET~ 
OVERAL~ COEFFe.BTU/SOR FT HR C~~ F 
TUbE WALL THERMAL CONDTY,3TJ/FT H~ CE( F 
Tue: INS IDC. W4.LL AREA SU~FT/FT 
TUBE CUT310E •ALL AREA sa~FT/FT 
FLOW ARRA;~GEME~T 
NUMBEQ OF SHELL-P~S5ES 
[ SOTHEqMAL STRl:::.AM FLO lit r:<AT.".: .J• 0 L5/ ... C 
30.00000 
0020480 
Oe 261 dO 
1SOTHE~~4.L 5TREA~ ENTHALPY o.o ETU/LB 































































































































o n o o 
. . . . 
00 oo 
0 C> 
.  . 
0 0 
00 00 
0 • • • • 
0 
.. 




0 0 0 
o ..o a o o 
•• IJ'l •• 
1n N l'O 0 0 
,., 0 l(l 0 
,., ,..., ft • 
"' 0 0 
"' ,., 
0 0 0 
0 I() 0 0 0 
o:i • IJlo in • • 











l"l 0 I() 0 
1"1 l"l • • 
.. 0 0 
"' ,.., 
ooo 
o ·o o o·o 
• • U1 •• 
C N QI 0 0 
~ 0 lJ1 0 
Ill 1"1 • • 





II. ' II.:> 
rn 1-
..J Q' !,!) 'O 
'.[ 11.1 lL:>,un 
.... 1%1 .... 
rr.~nJJOU' 
:r l.lJ .... 
'O>-O'n>-
1%1 .. .... ... 1-
J UJ - tn UJ -
rt'. u 0: u 
IJI .., ""( Iii :> ct 
I-· ._ C'I t- .... 0. 
-t ~ < "1'. -1; Cl 1r er u t:r ,.,. v 
llJ UI 
• n. ._. •a. r 
c.: 2. ""- 0 ~ "'{ 
_IHIW..JUJ.l&.I 




HE~T CAPACITY,2TU/LD F 
FLOW ~AT~ 5TD,L8/H~ 
TE~P~R~TU~~ sr~.c~G F 
HEAT CAPACITY ST0,3TU/L3 F 
"HEAT EXCHANGE~ ~Ar~ 
l~S!OE C3EFF.,BTU/SQ~ FT n?. DE~ F 









INSIDE FJULlNG FACT~,S~~ FT HR DEGF/ETL 
CUTSl~C FOULING FACT~.su~ FT Mq CEG F/~TU 





4 7.53~9 I 
TUdE W•LL THERMAL CONCTY,tl7 1J/FT H~ DEG F 
TUBE 1~5I~E ~ALL AREA S~RFT/FT 
TUB~ 0UT310E ~~LL ~~E~ sa~FT/FT 
FLO~ 4R~ANGE~E~T 
NUMSEQ UF SHELL-FAS~ES 




ISCT~eR~AL STREAM ENTrlALPY o.o ET~/Le 
HEAT TRANSFERED o.78~~E~07 aru/~H 



































rlE•T CAPAClTY1dT~/L8 F 
FLO• RATE 5TO,L3/H~ 
T~MPE~~TUR= ST01C~G- F 
~EAT CAPACITY sro.~TU/L8 F 
HE~T EXCHAN~Eq DATA 
lNSIOE C~EFF.,OTU/SG~ rT HK 0EY F 









[~SIDE FOULIN~ F~CT~,3~~ FT 1R OECF/ETG 
:)UTSIDE FCULIN~ FACTR,S~~ F.T H~ :~G f/ETU 





es. 720~ 2. 
TUBE ·WALL TrtE~~AL c...:t-.DTY.aTU/FT .... ~ CEG F 
.TUBE INS lDE WALL AREA SOK FT/FT 
TUBE OUT5IO: •ALL A~EA SYRFT/FT 
PAR-CNT~ 
ISOTHERMAL ST~EA~ FLO• ~ATE OaiO LE/t-i:; 
:?OeOOOOO 
Oe 20A8 0 
0026180 
ISCTt-!:RM4L STQ'.::.A"" E""THAL?Y i.lo.J ETl../L!3 
HEAT T~ANSFEREiJ Oe .203 2E +-07 ~TU/HD 
AREA REQUIRED 660e60 SC.~ FT 
51 
~42~0o.J·J 
























*** GJTPUT L!STI~G *** 
FLC'llf O:.AT;:: LB/HR 
TE~PER~TU~~ oc~ F 
r:AT =APACITV OTU/Ld F 
FLOW ~AT~ STD LB/HR 
TEMPERATJR= STJ.OEG F 









:!5o 335• 00 
33'7. 50 
Oe600 00· 


























HEAT CAP~CITY,8TU/L9 F 
FLOW ~ATE 3TD,LB/HR 
TE~PE~ATU~~ STO,QEG F 
~EAT CAPACITY STC,aTU/Lti F 









INSIC2 CCEFF.,aT•J/SQ~ FT ~R ~~G F 41~.coocc 
OUTSIDE ~O~FFe.~TU/SQ~ FT H~ 0EG F 600e00000 
INSIDE FOULING FACT?.~~R FT HR OECF/ETL c.cotso 
CUTSIDE FCULIN~ FACT~.sa~ FT rl~ ~~~ F/ETU a.ooc6E 
CVEPALL CC~FFe,bTU/~Q~ FT rl~ C~G c 130.19350 
TUBE 4ALL TriE~MAL CDNCTY,JTU/FT HH CEG F ~o.coooo 
TUBE INSIDC WALL A~EA SQ~FT/FT Oe20480 
TUE!E OUTSIDE. 4.0..LL AR!::A 5..:lWFT/FT Oe261!130 
FLOW ARRANGEMENT PA.=l-CN rq 
NUMBEq CF SHELL-PASSE5 2 
ISCTHE~MAL ST~E~M FLO~ P~T~ o,o LE!/HF; 
ISOTHE~MAL STReAM E~TrlALPY OeO 
HEAT TRANSFE~EO Oe2362~+08 HTU/HQ 
AREA "IEUUIRED 1868e 4-:i SOR FT 
55 




























2 QwT~UT LISTING *** 
OUTPUT TANK 
FLO• ~~TE Lti/H~ 
Ta~PEC4~U~E D~G F 
HEAT CAPACITY STU/LS F 
FLO~ R~TE STD LB/H~ 
TEMPE~4TUR~ 5TD O~G F 
HEAT CPY 3TD BTU/L3 F 
FLO<; R .. TE Lo/HR 
T~~PERATURC OEG F 
HE~T CAPACITY dTU/Ld F 
FLOW RATE STD LB/HR 
TEM?~RATURc STD DEG F 


















11 oe: os 2ss. 13. 
lE: .. 432~!3 o.~S3CO 














•** ouT~UT LlSTlNG ••• 
52 56 43 























TOT.AL O\iUM3:::; OF 5IMULA.T [..):"4;5•&503 
NU~8Ert r:~ SIMULATIU,.~S 'lfrlE::,~ "iE.A.T =xc~.t"G=~ IS "OT ~EE .)ED•• I) 
NU~8EQ ~F S!MULATIU ~S •n~~~ TM~ i~~ClF!E~ CCND[TIC~3 CAN NCT c~ ~ET•~ 
~EAN AO~A Fa~ TH~ RE~A!~i~~ 3:·"'uLA~IC~~·· 173].76C SQR FT 
TOTAL t-..U."1BC:q ·.JF S!:•HJLATIUN.i••50,J 
NU~BE~ ~F S[MULATI~r~s •rlE~~ HEAT ~XC~A~G~~ IS NOT ~EEDEO•• 0 
NU1'46-E..\ OF SIMULAT!..Jr.s ~n,;::::;e THC: SP::CIF!EC CCNCITIONS CAN ~:JT e~ MET•* 
MEAN A~~A FO~ rHE ~CMA!Ni~G .:>1"1~L~~IC~5•• 173e.120 SOR FT 
345e ~4= SU~ FT 
TOTAL NUMdER OF SlMUL~~I3N~••500 
."IV~t3£::f: ·JF .:>I:.(LJLATFJ~S 'lllrl~~C: H.:.::AT ~X.:t-.aP.GE;:;, IS "'40T NEEDE~•* 0 
'.\i!UM8Eq OF 31""4~LATIC·~s WH~H:. THE .s=»i:::ctFICD CC,...l>IT[C~S CAN NOT EE "'4E.T•• 0 
MEA~ AR~A FOR THE RCMA[N[NG SIMULAT{("5** 287Ce666 SOR FT 
STANCAqo ~EVIAT[C~ FD~ THE ~~M~IN!NG SI~ULAT1CNS•• 26d.492 5cq FT 
TOTAL ~UMdCR QF 5!~ULATION3••500 
NUM19EK OF 5lMULATIONS •HERE HEAT ::-XCl-Al\GEQ IS NOT "EEDEO•* 0 
NUMSER ~F SIMULATIONS wHE~E THE SP=CIFIEC CCNOITlONS CAN NOT 9= ~ET•• 0 
MEAN A~EA FOR THE ~EMAINING Sl~UL~TICh5*• 12Q7e577 SOR FT 
STANCARO DEVIATION FJR THE REMAINING 5I~ULATIONS** 151• 430 SQR FT 
ELE~ENT NUMBE~*• 13 
TOTAL ~UMBE" OF Sl~ULATIQ~S••500 
NUMSE~ OF SI~ULATIONS •HC~t HEAT ~(C~•~GE" IS N01 NEEDED•• 0 
NUMBER OF SIMULATIONS W~~~ THE ~?~CIFICO CCNOITIQhS CAN NOT EC ~ET•* 0 
MEAN AREA FOR TNE ~EMAlNI~G SlMULATIC~5** 2866.76~ SOR FT 
STANDAqO ~EVIATIC~ FOR THE ~EMAil\lNG St~UL~TIONS*• 27le916 SOH FT 
••• O~TPUT LlSTI~G *** 
.... GTA.L 1'U.,.BC:o; :JF Sl'"'lJL 4TIL~S~11F50:J 
°'ilJM5E~ :;= Sl"'4UL.1.TI.or~.s •ri::;::::: .-;;:.~r =-::..<-::t-A!\.G::::~ rs ""OT ".=:~0€.J•« 0 
·-1u~~.=:--t ::r= ~IMJL~TIC*.5 ,.,....,-::: ... =: -:-r..:: ~:J-.:c 1=1ec cc,~rr::~s ':.l."'-1 ~-:;T ~=MET"•* a 
""4.EA~J .1,J;:::\ F\..;~ -He .-<!~~.:...r.~H-~Y 3.P•H .. L.:.. .... !(r..'3•• 12~7.36'; 
STA~CA~O ~EVlATIJN FJQ THE ;~~&i~!NG ~I~~LATIC~S•• 
TCTAL "'U"-t·~t:.c :J'F 5I.'10L""ThJ . ..t3•-s:5J·J 
5QH: FT 
15J. '5C2 
NUM6E-~ 'JF Sl~UL.e.T!Uf'.S "r1E ~~ Ht.:AT =:x.C~Af\C-=:~ IS NUT N~-7::J::::D•• 0 
SCR FT 
NU~BER C~ ilMULATlJNS ~rl~~,::: TH~ SF~CIFIEC CCNOITIC"S C•N NOT ~E M~T•* 50 
MEAN ~Q=A FOR TH~ RE~AINI~G SI~ULATIC~S•~ 1477.141 SQR FT 
STA"IDARD JEVIATl~~l FO~ THE ~EMAlr-..l~G S!~ULA+IC"'S** 652a860 SCR FT 
TOT..\L "UMdE:o{ ::JF 51Mvl...l.TIO<'.!S=-•SVO 
NU"'40E==l OF 3I~UL.\TIONS wrlC::.~E H:::::.~T EXCt-At-..jE;::t IS l'IOT ~=:::aED•* 0 
"-!UtJee:~ ,JF 3I"4lJLATILJt~S AH:::~E TH!:. Sl=':::ClFIEO ccr-..DITICf'.i5 CAN NOT 3E MET** a 
M~AN AR=A FOR TH: KEM~lN!~G Sl~ULAT!C~5~* 1~21.165 SQR FT 
ST~NCARD OEVIATIC~ FO~ THE ~E~A!NI~G SI~ULATIONS•• 
TQTA.L ~U"4t3E~ OF SIMULAT!'.JNS•25QU 
NUMdE~ ~F SlMULATIO~S •HE~~ ~EAT 5X(~j"GE~ !S ~OT NEEDE0•* 0 
NUM~EQ OF SIMULATIONS ~H~QE THE .3PECI~lED CCNDITIC"'S CAN ~OT EE MET** 3 
MEAN AREA FOR THE REMAINING 5[~ULAT!C~S•• ~51q.a2~ S~R cy 
STA"IOAqo DEVIATICN FS~ THE ~~~AI"ING SI~ULATICNS•• gs~.525 SQR FT 
TOTAL NUMtiER uF Sl~UL~TIONS••SOO 
NUMBER OF SIMULATIONS wHt.R!::: HCAT E.XCt-A"'GER IS P...OT .... EEDEU•• 0 
NUMtiER OF SIMULATIONS ·•HER:O THE SPEC !FIEC CCNO!T!Cl>.S CAN NOT BE MET•• 0 
MEAN AREA FO~ THE REMAINING SIMULATIC~5•* B24.835 SQR FT 




TCTAL ... U'4Scl< OF SIMULAT l<JNS••SvO 
NUMBE;.t :JF SIMULATIO~S MHE.-<t HE~r ::..:C~.!.f\G~" [5· ""'OT NEEoeo··· 0 
"'UMEIER OF Sl'4ULATlONS •HE:~E THE 5;:~Cl"IEO CCNOITIC"'S CAN NOT 6E MET**l48 
~EAN A~EA FOA THE REMAINING SI~UL•T-IChS•• 3~62.66~ SQR FT 
STANDARD ~EYIATIC .. FOR THE ~E~Al .. ING Sl~U~ATICNS*• 1052.3~5 sa" FT 
TOTAL NU~dE~ OF SIYt.A...ATl=hS••500 
hUMBEQ OF SIMULATIGNS •tE~E MEAT E~C~•~GE~ IS NOT p..F:oeo•• 0 
t..UMBER ")F St~ULATlOP..S •r:E~E THE si:ec lFl"EO CCNOtTlONS CA"I NOT SE MET•• 0 
"4EAN -.~El\ FQ~ THE Rl::.MAl!'H ..... ~ SltotUL.ATICf\:S*• l075e314 .:)0~ F"':"' 
5TA~CA~C ~=-vtATIC~ F~~ Trl~ ~~~Al""'l~G st~ULATI.ONS•* 14~.122 SUP FT 
TOT~L P..UMB~~ UF Sl~ULATiONSKa3JU 
"lUMeE~ r')F ;)l~ULATIC1'-S •Hi:::o=. ri~AT -:::xct-.51\GECC IS NOT /\E::::DEO•s 0 
NU.,.q-::::R Ot= StMLJLATI.Jr,3 ,0-1=.::::(.C. TH=. s~SC!Fl~D CCNOITICf\.~ ·.:AS. fl.CT co:: ~€Ts.,: 56 
~~~N A~~A FOR Th~ ~~~Alltl~~ iI~JLATI~~S•* 1175.lCt 3QR FT 
535, 3J2- 3i;;.;, FT 
TJTAL ~U~SE~ UF SIMULATI~Nsc~500 
'IUMEH:.~ 'JF .il"'tULA.TIC;NS •HC~.c:. M~AT EXC!-4P\GE.:( rs 1'0T "'E_S:l')C:O•• 0 
l\UM9~~ GF SP-'UL.lTI'.J.-.iS ,...,.z~c::: T~~ 51==:.::tFl'::.J CCNCITIC""S CA"' ,.._OT -3'E ~ET** 69 
ME~N ~R~A FG~ TH~ c~~Al~l~G SI~~LATICl\.5*• 2~5&~31! 5aR FT 
STA1'CA.;.D OC::Vl.).TJCf\J ,;:::.:J,...: THE lC::.f..\i"iI'-'G '.:l~lJLA.TlCNS•• ec·J, C71 SC~ FT 
TCTAL NU.\4:3.iR •JF ::iiMUL.\TIJNS••SJO 
NU~BE~ JF SIMULATIO~S •H~~~ H~Af ~xc~~~GE~ IS ~OT NE~DEO** 0 
NUMBE~ JF :i:MULA-:-I.Jr1S --~=·::THE SP:::crFt=.·D CCl\iDITlCl\.S C.A"' l\IJT e:. ."'1ET•;'I:' 0 
MEAh ··~· FO~ rH~ qEMA!N[N~ Sl~ULAT!C~S•• 1aa4.03; iQR ~r 
2920 771 501' FT 
~L~M~~T ~U~3~~*• 2~ 
TOTAL NU~e:::~ :tF S_Il'l..iLATI•J•" '11•500 
NU"'1~E'< :JF SI.'"4:ULATIO'\i5 •nEQ MEAT !:X(:t-Al\(;.E:..C 15 l'l.iCT fli.Ec::'V€D•• J 
~UMBEG OF .;I~VLAT~U,.,,5 _.ME~ THE 5PEC1FI".:-·) CCNOITICl'.S CA.:,1 NGT 9E MET** 25 
MEAN A~~A FOR fH£ ~~~~IN:~~ 5lMULATt(~~·• 7bCe7::!2 5QR FT 
STANCA~O OEV{.A.T[C"4 F::OF< THC. ;;EM.\IN[NG ,:{iVULA.T[ONS•• 377• 575 SQR FT 
ELE~E~T ~U~&E~•• 27 
TOTAL ~U~~E~ JF 5[~UL~TlQ~S*•5J~ 
NUM8E:.K ,JF SIMULA.TIUt-.S ··r€~E HC.AT =:xCt-1.,.,.,(;E'~ ts NOT Nf"C'QED•• 0 
NU-..eER OF S['4ULAT1..Jl'4.5 •HE~E THE SPC:::C1Fl::c CCNDITICJ\5 CA"-1 NUT eE ~ET•• 0 
MEA,..,. AREA FOR TrlE ~EMAlNIN(. _SI~UL~TIC,...S:•• lt:!9'1•567 SQR FT 





PART OF THE RESULTS OF THE AREA CALCULATION 
OF THE CRUDE PREHEAT TRAIN FOR THE 
CASE OF 1% AND 5% COEFFICIENTS 
OF VARIATION 
201 
TO~AL NU~dE~ OF S!MlA.....~TIUNJ$•5)0 
:--.u"'c:::.~ :Jt= 5!"'4ULATI;J"'o5 •t-:~,....:: i-tE4.T E;<Ct-.11\G".:~ 15 N'J-:'" "°t::'.:::)C:J** 0 
NU~aE~ 3F SI~ULATIC~S Mh~CE 7n~ SP~CIF!E~ CC,DIT!C'S CA·~ NOT Q~ ~E?•~ 57 
ELEMENT NUMdER•* 7 
TOTAL NU'4t3C::.~ OF SIM'JL~T IG°".5•""'500 
NU~9E~ OF Sl~UL•TIOf.S ~rlE1E ~E~T ~~C~A~GE~ IS ~O~ NE~~ED•* 0 
NUMd~~ OF j[""4ULATICl\.iS Mt"'.=:~::: TN2: C:t=:EC IF IE'J CC"\11)ITIC"s CA"' NOT eE MET•• 67 
._.EAN A~':.A FO~ fHE ~f;.M.J.It-~:r.,,;r 5I"4UL.~f!C!'-.::•• !?8le471 .;i1.l~ FT 
STANOA~O O~vl-ATIJ~ F~~ TH~ ~~MAl~ING 5[~UL4TlC~S•• 742.162 SQQ FT 
TOTAL NU,._.dt:.K :F Si,...U...ATl.J'.S.,z•3.JO 
NU"'10E~ or Sl...4UL..\T[C:"i$ .n ... e:::.t:: rlC:AT =:xct-A'.\G::::q 15 ~o .... ".:::.=:c.:::.:is.- D 
NUMOEG: ~F SIMULATt')r .. s .'lt-<:t::·~~ Ti--!t:: SPECIFI~C CC'-IC(T!Cl\i:i C'-N NOT a= :-4ET*•ll5 
ME~N 'HE~ FQ~ THE ~EMAINING 5IM~LATIC~S•• 2~~Je821 SQ~ FT 
61 ~. 050 SOR FT 
TOTAL NU"'4t3Et::o: •JF sr .... ULA.T IWNS•-11-SO;J 
NU~BER OF SIMULATIONS ~rlEDE rlEAT EXC~•~GEq IS NOT N!E~E~•• 0 
NUMBER OF SlMULATlO~S •rt~E THE SPECIFI€C CCNOITIC~~ CA~ NOf BE MET** 4 
STANOA'~O OEVIATJC"' FOM. TrlE R=MAlf'lrt.[NG Slr•UL.ATIC,,,.S•• 76'1:e 12Q SOR FT 
TOTAL UUM!:JEH .JF SI ."l.Jl... ~T iUNS**..>fJV 
NUMBEM. o;= SI\ottJLATIQf .. 5 •rlER~ HEAT ~.<Ct-AhGER IS NOT "s=:oE·.J•• 0 
NU ... BEQ OF SIMULATIO,..,S •rte:-=:c:. TNC SPECIFIED CCl'tCITIG.NS C.\N NUT '3E MET!fc•t lS 
MEAN AREA FOR THE ~E~Al,ING Sl~ULATfC~S** 2672•2~7 SOR FT 
STANOA~O OCVIATION F~~ THE Ot~AINI~G SIMUL4TICNS•• 630e4E7 SOR FT 




T~TAL NU' .. ~.'=.~ .)F Sl."41.JL4T[C"4S••SOJ 
Nu·.~~=~ .'JF :;:)!"tULATIC:-.s .wHE..:::.::. :-1EA.T =x.:t- Sl\,:;2,t:t 13 ~07 N'E "J'.:D•• 0 
~u~aE~ ~F sI~uLATI8~~ •ME~~ r~e ~~~c!F!E~ cc~~o1rr2~s :A~ ~c~ ~~·~ET•~ a 
ME.\N AREA i=oQ THE:. ~E ... "'1 ..... I~-J .iIML.JLA:tc,....:•• 14134. ... rJ..:5 j,Jf:i FT 
STAND~~~ JEVIATl~~ ea~ T~E c~~~lhl'G SI~uLATIG~S•• 77d.707 5C~ FT 
TOT.\L 'lU~-1::::~ SF S!.""LiL.:l.'!'IC..,.3••5C:J 
NU~H~~ OF 3[~ULATIO~·S ~M~~~ ri~AT ~XC~•~GE~ IS ~OT ~~~~E?** J6 
NUMe=.R OF 31MULATIJNS •H~~E TME S?~CIFI=~ cc~otTtONS c~N NUT BE w~T**l99 
~EAN ~RE~ F~~ THE R~~~fN!NG .5t~~LATIC~5*• ~40.319 5~R ~T 
ST.\NOA~~ D~~IATICN FD~ T~~ ~E~Ai~!NG SI~ULAT!CNS** 811. 875 3CiF' FT 
T8TAL ~U~dER OF S1~ULAT13NS••500 
NU~S~~ OF SI~ULATI~NS ~HE~~ HEAT ~xc~•~GER IS NOT N~EDEO•• 0 
~U~8~K JF Sl~ULATtO~S WH€~E THE SP~CIFIEU CCNDlTIC~S CA~ NOT E~ ~=T•* 
/14EAN .l.REA FOR THC:: RE.~AI~HNU 3l""4ULATIC,.,.S•• 17.Jt.0~2 so~ .=-T 
5TA~D~~D D~VIATION FJP frlE ~=~AI~!~~ 5l~ULATIC~S** 512~562 SQ;:.t FT 
TOTAL NUM'lE'I OF S!MULAT!•JN5••5.)0 
NU'""B'=Q OF :iIMULATIONS 4'HE~~ H€AT =:xc ... .t~GE.R IS .\lOT l"\~:::DEJ•* 0 
NUMB~~ GF SI~ULATIONS #h~~~ TH~ SP~CtFIE2 CCNOITICNS CAN NOT BE ~ET*•ll2 
MEAN AREA FOR THE R~~AINING Sl~ULATIC~s·· 2~es.~11 so~ FT 
STANCARO DEV[ATlCN F~~ THE q~~AlNl~G ~IµULATIONS*~ 1751~203 SQQ FT 
ELEMENT NU~dE~•• 34 
TOTAL NU: ... at:.~ OF SIMULAT IUNS••500 
NUMBE~ ~F SIMULATIONS •HEQ~ HC4T EXC~~~G~q IS NOT NEEDED•• 0 
NUMBER OF SIMULATIONS •HC.:\~ THE SPECIFIEC CCNQ[TIOl'\S CA."' NOT ~t. lllil=T•'* :!2 
MEAN ARezA FOR THE RE~~INING .iL4ULAT!ChS•* 1i09e5lO 5 1.JR FT 




TCiTAL NU~8E~ CF SI ... l..LA.T IOt;S•.asoo 
NUNl!Pc;:C! OF SlMULATICNS WHE~E HEAT EJ(Ct-A~G!=::R IS NOT N!::!::DED** d 
NUMSE« :JF SIMULATIG>.S "t1c..IE THC: <;PECIFIEO CC,.OJT,JONS CAN NOT SE "ET••210 
"EA'< .IHl!:A FO<I THE <>EOUINl"G 51"4\.LATICl\S.•• l!!Olo6B-;J SOR FT 
STAl\CA"0 OEVIATICN FJ't THE .<EMAl"NING :tOIULATIONS•• I ?67o32!i 50'1 FT 
TOTAL ~u~~~~ 3F Sl~ULATiQ"S~•sao 
~U~Cf~ ~F Sl~ULATl~~S ~HE~S ~ElT EXC~AhGE~ IS ~OT N~EOE~•* ~ 
~UM'3::;:;:; --=~ SI\.4L:1_A"!"IC."11S •n.=:.;.=. THE s;:::::If:=l'.::C .:::c~cITtC"-~ c.A"' ~CT ::::- ~ET•• JO 
TOTf:.L MJ""8=.~ ,JF SI1"1l.L a..Tl )N.5.-•5UU 
"'UM'3:::~ fJ·r ~[.\ol!Ul..ATLL~<S wt"':::~t:: :-iE.AT ~XCl-Al'....J.2~ IS NC; l'\E.C:.0ED*• .) 
NU"'CE.~ :F 51."'UL/l.TIC;r·~s "'"';:.-=<~ ~n:::: s 0 i;:::!FIEC CC~i:IT[Cr-..5 C.A."'-1 NUT -ic.. ""Ei .. *153 
MEAN ~R~a F~~ TM~ R~MaINI~G SIMUL~TIC~~*.. S5S.Cd8 SOR FT 
3TA~CARD O~V[ATI~N ~~~TH~ RE~AINI~G 51~ULATiONS** 619s3de SOR FT 
TOTAL NU~3EO OF S(MULAflGNS*c~oo 
NUM8E~ CF 51MULATl0t•S 11i1H=:M:E nEA.T EXCt-Af\C:E~ IS ,...OT N!::E'.)'::0•• 0 
NUMBE~ CF SL\tvLATlCNS "lfrlE.;E.. THE S?e:CIF!E:l CCNOITIC"S CAN N.'..JT SE MET**l57 
~EAN A~E~ FOR TH~ REMAINING SI~ULAf!C"S*• 21es.177 SOR FT 
STANC'R~ O~VIATIC~ F0~ T~E ~~~Al~t~G 5!~ULATfCNS•* 1090.763 SCR FT 
T:JTAL N.J,-1d2:.~ GF S[,"ULATIONS• .. 500 
NU~BE? OF StMULAT[ONS WriEP£ HEAT EXC~A"G~~ [S ~CT NEEDED•• 0 
NUMBEQ ~F ~I~ULATlO~S WHE~~ TME SPE':IFIE~ CC~OlTICNS CAN ~OT aE MET•• 46 
M~AN 'REA Foq THE ~~~At~ING SlM~LAT((hS•* 2oa7.a~s sa~ FT 




TOTAL ~u .... ac:.;; OF :S [MUL .\T !J~~S•*SOO 
NUMBE~ OF SlMULATICNS •H~~~ HEAT EXC~•~GE~ ·IS ~OT ~EEDE~** 0 
NUM8Ert OF 51MULAT1C~5 wnS"E TH= sP:CCFIE~ CCNDITIC~S CA~ NOT =E MET•*142 
s10.6s2 so~ FT 
TOTAL NUMb!::O=;i UF S[fl'ULATJO~S•._'500 
NUMMEM: OF SI°MUL..ATIONS wHE~C. HEAT EXCf-Al'.GER [S l'olQT hEEDE:J•* 0 
NUMBER OF S(MULAT!O"S Nl"<E"'° Tt1E SP~ClFIED CC ... D!TIC"5 CAN NOT BE MET•• 41 
MEAN AR~A FOR THE REMAIN[ NG S(~ULAT(C~s·· lQA9.29e saR FT 










-r_.• ..... _.,_.J~ :-~-1_,~'f':\o\ ''1J_\T·-·; :;~F!.l t..·D TJ~ ·'.'.\T '.=:J<.(."iA.'·L;:;;,s ·~ . .:.!~,,;JJ2J 
)'f'~': 1S :.·.. l--.Jt..:.l':: F .,ii:o •'·l.'i:j(f WY~-'4 J\:'.:'T~{~TIES ':::XIST ~~I\JJ3J 
u:,1\,,, r~: "".-.:-= ..:· .... L ... T c;·~1 .... ,;~. -"4Al~::>)41 
~4INOJ51 
~--•:- .~I:h f'-l;:_:,·d1.-..1l,)Tt.~Jt:)l,ll·.Jfl.J)),Ll~Tf lJ01,~A~( LOJ), '4~l\IOJ60 
S.f7..-~.I Li.)J '4.\l'tJ)BJ 
.;::t.L <.l't'(lC:OJ ~A.INOJ90 
::,_·.1 1 .. :..id!I. lldl "t'.\f"'OlOJ 
c·-., ..... _,: .:/ 0 -l.J .: 'l'f''J·.rT{ 2J ,f·J\;f T( 21 ,f'4UNlT(2J ,EJNI T{2) ,ALUTrl(2J,KJNITIMA lf'IJUllJ 
: Li:) , LU '-I IT l l 0 J l, rJ J'~ IT( 2 J ht~ IN Ol 2 O 
.::)~~~~/A"J/.•J/I.") ~:..ti00,5J-J ),!J..'~l( lJJJ ,I~t:AI l:JO} .·~ucilOJ) .NWCl-00), l'~f"4,.,~ [~0130 
LA{ i-:-:i, 1z..;ci4[ lJ'.J) ~ll.[N014J 
c;..- .. \-~\/L:.f:/rA,r;;;l.:;.,5r.rv, Kl/4><1~l M~IN01so 
:::: "..;~ .... --:·uo._;t iJ/C:>t:( 2JO) ,:.P-1 (2'JJJ' SCPC(~OJ), s:P-1 f?.:')J J, "'~f A(2J;)) '"S." (lO:l .. ~ INOlbG 
l I MAINul 70 
: ~M~·J'1/ A~< TAI• I 2 JJ I , f i 2J 1J o IOP I 2 JJ I , JI l 01 I , UJ ILOO J, HI I I 00 I , ·lJ I l OQ J, MA I>; Ol BO 
I u I I l 'Gl • "FfJ{ LDO I • DI I I JJ,, JO IL o~ I • TI s~ 11 J J J, Fr 11OJI.Tp11 U JI • T P2 I l ·~ 1.~ 0 l 9Q 
2 J l ) , 1'i IS :1 ( l C'J t, HFG{ l 0 l)j, A f l OV), A I ( l 00 j , AJ I l 00 Jr KW MA I"" O~ 00 
: cMM<J'< IS T .~I SW 12 OJ l .S Ti 21 JI , SCP P OJ l, SH l I l J 0 l , S Hld l OJ J, S< FI I l 00 J, S< •I I~ 02 10 
lf'l lJJJ,SJJI lJ.Ol •A INJ?20 
\... -~~'l Y,/ ·u:v s I l l: RR (l J J ), 'II F. L,,., ( l OJ ) 'NX x '~ET~""· NX 'I Pi<' I s:' l x. JX ... ~ I,.,. 02 30 
:JMlU.'lltlU"A/'lF llOOl ,:<~llJJl ,!fll(l.Jll,2Jl.IPDI l:)Q, 20 I 'IU .. lll40 
CJM~J~/TJU~TT/NREAO,NP~NT,1~PN:H M~IN0250 
C'.IMMJN/TCt'P/XAR(lJO),YAR(l00),LIMIT,T'41~"' IY,Tl"C M~IN0260 
: JM":JVVA'.X .. /nMAXI 20 l, ... MINI 20) , BAX 120), TM l~ ll 01 0 110~II2J, 5JJ), TOPT ~A !N0270 
•(LO, 5v01 HA I NO< BO 
s·:~M'J~/MO A:;/~ I ~I !JOI ,HJ~ l!•n 1. RF I~ 1100). <FU• 1100 J, w• ( 2001. T•l 2001 MA !N0290 
l,::P~f20JJ,•J~Oll0:>) MA.IN0300 
ClMM3N//Pf~CTll00,4J MAIN0310 
C.JM."<t._;\/i.;u1 .. 1 f/l iJf\il·_~---i,r~c;.si:,~vc.r<n 10. 1~0320 
C'Jt-1..,:..1\~//I XX Mti. JN033;) 
Of.. T:. i •:HU I • I f'H [ "'0} 4G 
DATA TMt=AN, STt.1.~JiJ/...'.0:(1J.0,2J*O.J/ ~\ IN0345 
MUNOl 50 
INITl.\Lllo VAnAd!.ES MllN0360 
~· !~03 70 
'it'Rd=.l M41N037:J 
NYOPJ=O .. l!N0316 
lXX=O ~·!~0380 
Tlr,C=J,v MAINJ390 
Ol 1 10 l=l,13 M~INO~OO 
!J lc'(ll=!KK ~\l .. 0410 
•i:, tJ I\IT=l,2J1) MA.IN0420 
,;( !UJ=O.~ MO !N0430 














) :.. iJ I I ·,1 J =- -1. J 
: -:,rJ ~!Uf 
Li CS IHX=l,L 













CPHI I HX l=O .O 
ANLIIHXl=O,O 
Al IHXl=O.O 
DO 66 l=l,20 
IF 0 l I HX .I I =O 
!POI lHX,Il=O 
CUNT I NUE 
00 70 I=! .100 
DO 67 N=!,500 








FiJRMA 1(316X, 14J ,IX,19. 21 oX,!41 ,F!0,51 
IJll 100 Is! ,HELl'IT 
ccADINREADo51JXX,NFI JXXI ,NPIJXX ),~UNIT IJXXJ, LUNITI JXXl 
FJRMATl516X,!4ll 
IF llNFIJXX l.EQ.QJ.AND.l~PIJXXI .GE.lJIGO TJ 2!F 
IF I I I NF I JX X l • GT. ll • A >il. I NF I JXX I .LE .4l I .A~ D .I l'lf ( JXX J. E ~.LOI I; J 
IF ( 11 NP IJ XX I • GT. 11 •A NO. ( NP I JXX I • LE .'ti I • A"IO. I NF I JXX). EO. LJ I GJ 
IHINFIJXXl.E<J.ll.ANO.i.PIJXXl.£0.111 GJ TO"' 
If llNFIJXXI .eo.21.A .. O. l'•PIJXXI .E~·Zll GQ [() 45 
IFl~FlJXXI .GE. L.A~O.N?IJXXl .E;J.Ol GO TO 50 
CALL INPT I JXXI 
NELM( ll=JXX 
Gu TO 100 
C.•LL ADDRIJXXI 
NCLMI ll=JXX 
GJ TQ 100 
(,\LL OVOR( JXXI 
".' LMI 11 =JXX 
Gn T 0 llJO 
"'t~ I."04CO 
"Al~0~90 











HAl NO> 10 
MUN0620 
MAl,Ob30 
MA I N0>40 
MA l ~ 06 50 
MA l~ObbO 
MA I N06 70 













MA lN03 lO 




MA INOB BO 
HAIN0890 
TD 35~A I ~0900 
TO 40MAINO~l0 
"ll IN0920 
•A 1~09 30 
HA I N0~40 
•n I N0950 
~A IN0960 
MA I N09 7·J 
HA I N0980 
HA IND990 
HAINLJOO 




















~ L l ..... ::_ .\ J , { J t ; 
;: L'-' t ; I ;J:t / 
r: l)) 
• LL _, T _; "'.' { J 1 ') 
. l ''I l ) ~ J'" 
-,TT .· J' 
'/.,i'::::.T :J" !~'.. :.·.J 0:!.L~J~lrc: J',K·u,.~ '. .. ~o\f~;.L C1"4DIT1J\15 =J .. :A:~ 
;.:l ::'· ~ ·,r • .J" I ~.r !<.=~UL~·) 
NC: Ti<"1=l 
..,~ 27'5 •01.=1,~ 
•).; .?'i- j. ·~x= l, .~ l •-iT 
JX:-t=·~:t ·.11 '-d J 
lr(i,.i='(J'l."J.: •• J.A'.J.·-.iD(JX,_J.;;t-.llUG T~J l..12. 
lf"(:-.F(JX;.;J.~~.l.A~J.~.-'(J;(X).C: .l) J; TJ c!J2 
Ji..:(:.r=tJXXJ .i:J.2 • .\~(J.-"'i>(JX.<l.'.: .ZJ G,-1 TC1 2J.l 
Ff·-~r (JXY.J .i:.J. L.td:J."JD(JXXI .. C. • l.Af'O.t..i.P(Jt:(} .LE.4l G:J TG 21)C.-
!HNHJXX! • .:;T.l .>;U.•IF(JX<l.L .4.ANu.~P(JXXI .oQ.11 ;) TJ 20~ 
!H>.FIJXXI .GE.l.t~O."<'IJXXl.L .ZJ.AND.NP(JXX J.f~.~I r,] TJ lJ'> 
G.J TJ 29J 
Jr-(~<XX.'.:·J.11 1..ALL J~lfS(JX;(f 
C~ 1 TJ 290 
Ii= ( .,,x X.-;:. ~. 1 I ~; 'j T J 21? 
C~Ll t-<:=X·JJ ! JXX J 
r, , TO zqJ 
OU JNIT::i. (JXI J 
CHL HRCK I JXXl 
G:J T~ Z?J 
!f· (tJXX.EJ.11 (,(; T1 217 
Ct. LL dl'.'.XOJ(JXXJ 
'JJ Tl 290 
C~LL Ufl!TS (JXXI 
CALL r-t!: X { J XXJ 
Gu T,J 2·'10 
CALLOVDR IJ XX J 
G:: TJ 290 
CALL A.DO>.{ J XXI 
GO T~ 290 




JrllS~.EJ.OI GD T i l '.>'lO 
MJNTE CARI~ SI "ULI• TI l'i 
"-ic: TRN:::.? 
OJ 25JO JDi;=l,LX 
rw 2oot) 1=1 •. ·~t:l~.T 
JXX=N'L~(ll 
IF(l"-'F(JXXl.!::-::.O).A'.JJ.('~t>lJXX).G[.l)J__,U Tu JlJ 
J!-((1\!f-l(JXX 1.r:u.0 l.~r~lJ.(\if(JXXJ .GE.ll)(j.:/ l :-.: j~J 
I~ l'~F(JXXf.,;T.1.A,rn.-1f-(JXXl.L-"./tef•NO.NP(JAXl .c.;..11 .JO TJ 3:-:S) 
""~I it .. '+ ·l 
•A:. I. ,115 ; 
~11-~L16:.J 
~ 1 I:~ l:i I J 
:>,:i,f.~l-)0.0 
'"11 p., lJ9•) 
M1 l~·ill J'.) 
tH,J:~lll:J 
""" f'llU.2;) 
r.i.ll. I \l l ~J 
~1I•'lll40 
"".!1~115) 
MA !'Ill &0 
~'1~117'J 
"" l~lld} 






























"It._ I~" 11- ~ J 
."11 1• .. 15 on 
"'~ l\! b 10 
MA 1 l-fl5 21 
M~ 11-•l5Jl 
'-1!1'11~41 
M1-1 I ;•15 50 

















1;-('_P{JX!).GT.1.a . .w.-~P(JXXJ.L::: •• !lf~'::, .. \C:[j);_X .::-;..u ":,'] TJ 34-J 
i"ii'•HJXXl.' •• ll.A!\J.(~P(JtXI • .:.lll~J TC 5J 
I! (('lflJA/'.).t:-J.2!.A\).(-.,i>(JXXI. Q.L)J.:;;i TJ li.J 
C.'.Ll. .Jf', nvtJXX) 
~c TJ 2JJJ 
CALL t,DQK(JXXJ 
" . l J 2000 
Ct:LL )VQtJ(JXX) 
G.J TO 2000 
cALL nRCRl JXXI 
IFlJEP>.(JXXl.EQ.ll vu TJ l'>JJ 
G0 T•J 2000 
ULL n~XlJXXI 
li·lJ=qq(JXXl.c0.11 G·J TJ 1500 
GO TO 2000 
IFI IP~.~r. u r;o TO 37) 
MuTPT=NFIJXXJ 





corn 1 NUE 
CALL PRINTlJXX) 
CONTINUE 
CONT I NUE 
CALCUL4TE THE MEAN AN,) SJ4,..;>ARO ilE\llAfl(}I; f{;R EACH HE.AT "EXCHA.~GE-R 
AP EA 
~TFl-<P::oQ 
Q!1 400 I=l 1NE:LMT 
JXX=N':L'-1{[ I 
IHNFlJXXl.Etl.l.A'·lD.C•PIJXXl.E;;.11 GO T'.J 410 
IFINF(JXXI .~Q.2.AND.NP(JXXl.E.i.21 GO TO "10 
GJ TD 400 
lFl!REAIJXXl.GE.11 CALL VAHXlJXXJ 
IF I I ~EA I J XX l • G F • 11 MT=~ P= l 
Cll'llT!NUE 
!FIMTEMP.GE.ll Gl Tl> 15JO 
CALCULATE THE MEAN A·'D STANJA") JEVIATION F~P EAC~ uUTLET STREA.-.. 
J X X='•[L ~ l'<E LMT I 
o·; 1400 IY=l,~OTPT 
I A= IF Dl JXX • IY l 
IHHAXllYl.cJ.T-~I~lIYll :,u TO 1400 
IJ<·• l GH=LU'I IT ( J XX l 
l~K=TM{N(JYJ/10.0 
A"'1K=MK*lO 
IF I Tl ;.C. ~ r • 0. ill GJ T .J 42 0 
T!NC•l.O 
P.:-IK=A1"K-TINC/2.0 
l"HL T=( T•AXI !¥1-ilMKl/Tl~C•0.5 
M'1Nl58J 
""~ J"d:)Cj') 
~'- I ~~ l ~ J J 
Ill\~ I »1161.J 
MO l~lo2J 
MO Pl1'>30 


















HA 1'1B 20 

















Ml I N2100 
MA IN2Jl0 
MA !NZJ 20 












IFtl'dLT.LE.lCOl ;~ TJ 42] 
r1:1C=TPr:+1 •. ) 
i;·, T') 42·'.'! 
4_::_, )~ l .. ZO °'il=l .'. ·~rLr 
'(.H" ('if J='J.·J 
..<:~ .:;; t 'J T J =1. ') 
1420 LISTI '<fl=C 
51">=).0 




-~- 145) IS::l,:...X 
L r = < r OPT l I Y , 1 _. J - o"\K ) / r I·~ c + 1 • ) 
d~T(LTl=LI:.T~LTJ+l 
::,J"':O.= TOPT( IY, I SJ+SIJM4 
t~?J :-..,·_;:~r 1 :tut 
) ~'. 1,. :i.2 r r = 1 , i "'r Lr 
r··'.= n-1 
T ·VI I T.l=A~k.i-('·i•f 1 ,.(. 
1-..'),:' :..·:,TI ·iui: 
l i ... r T = ! 'JT L l 
1.:.5':> :lLX=l"< 
.,. ;; ;:. £' = J. Q 
1456 ~1X=l1LIMTT 
.:.LlST::LIST f'~XI 
T :-i I< fi = Al I ST I t·.L X + TP:: ~ 
X:.tl~Xl=T,Vl'JXl 
y,;,, I <XI =TP'B 
l-1-J<.; (',·.Tl'·lU£ 
c 





OJ 1440 IL=l,LX 




Su MT l.::Tl+)u1n1 
<;,WT 2 =T Z+ SUMT2 
SUMT ,j=T J+su:~T3 
SU MT 4 =T t.,+~ U~T"t 
1440 C~·NTI :~UE 
TMQ~l=SUMT I/BL x 
T ·iOMZ =SUMT 2 / t:SL X 
T'IOM 3 =SUM T 3 /HL X 
l '40~4=SU~T 4/BL X 
t;Tl=P1U1~3/ ll~;JMil**l •5 
& T 2= T·J.Q"-14/ T11C"'12 
STOV=·iQRT(T·~:;~ZJ 
SlAHJIIYl=5TOV 
lot:'.. 1:. 2:12:·:.. 
-.~.:. I ',.:::: l 3-:..: 
-A·. r ;.z.1 4'\ 
"'I~ I -,21:.. J 
'-'1'· l '~21 l") 






~\ ['<22 30 
."'IA IN22 40 
M\ I '122 50 
•• I\i260 
MA lN2::!7J 







MA 1:,23 50 
~4!N2l60 
"' IN23 70 
"AIN2380 
MUN2390 
M; I~ 2400 






•A I N2"65 
M;IN2470 
MA 1" 24 8v 
htA l N2't 90 
~AIN2500 
MAIN25l~ 
.-.,A I r .. zs 20 
"11 I~ 25 30 
MAIN2:>43 




l.f'.. l\/ 2)90 
"!t. I~2~0ll 




I~ (l!P?B.1'"'': .J l C~LL G~~Prl '4AIN2t>40 
t·tJJ :::.:iTJ"j!J~ ._.,11\12650 
Ir p·~ .... r~.-Ji:.-:') .;_ T"J l:>~) MAJN2!>60 
rH 11!:-P~Pr<'·;T,37 5 l IJ MAINZ~ 70 
37·5 F_·R~AH•l 1 /"jX, 1 Px·rntE'~ iJE\iTlF-ICATION"'•-¢1•,l3A't,lX, 1 ••• )JTPJT LISPHl'12bd0 
lI··~G *~*'l fllt41N2)90 
JIX=~fL~l~EUH I MU>;Z700 
l:JNI T=LUNI TIJXXJ ~'1~2710 
Wi>lTEINPP~T,l4bJITU~ITllJJITl,TU~ITllUNITI MAIN272v 
14a0 FJ~'<ATl////5X,'RCS~LT; OF TEMPERATURE CALCULATWN FJ~ ALL iJUTLET SNHN2730 
lFE-A~S 1 //S.X, 1 !>TRCi'.M fl,,Y~~EK' ,5X,''1EAN TEMPERATJRE DE:i 1 9 A2,51C, 1 STA\!NllN2740 
zoaq_ .. DEVIATIU'• DEG •,.A,£//J HAIN2150 
DI! 1430 l=)\M:_'TPT M'1N271>0 
IJT=IFOIJXX,I) M~IN2770 
WRIT~( ... Pf.NT,[4251IOT,1MoA~l ll,STA~DI II MAIN2780 
1425 F'JRMAT(l0X,J3.!5X,Fl'1.3,l~X,Flv.3l M'IN2790 
1430 CCNTI ~UE HA IN2795 
1500 STOP 'O !NZ800 
E>;O Ml IN28 l0 
Bi.CCK DATA B<OAO)lO 
D~MO~/ ZAK/! A, T tlA~. S TDV, RVAR ('1 I BKDA 0020 
C')MM~V I OUN I T/NR EAD, 'lPt<NT, NPNCH 8< OAOJ 30 
COMMJN/PHUNIT/WUNITl2l,TUNITl21,TMUNIT121,EJNITl21,ALGTHl2l,KUN!TIBKOAOl40 
HOOl,LUN!TllOOl,PUllllHZl ··-· -----· --· ----j-,-- ,_.BllJ)AJl05ll. 
Dt· TA RVAR / 3HAL L .Zrl Tl ,ZH Tl, lti W2 ,2HW l, ZHHI, 2 HH O, lHRF I, 3HRFO/ B< DAOO bO 
DATA ~U~IT/2HLB,2HKG/ BKDAOJ7J 
DATA fUNIT/lHF,!HK/ BKOA0080 
OATA TMUNIT/ZrlHR,2H"~/ B<OA0)90 
lJAU EUNIT/3HbTU,lH KJ/ bKOAOIOO 
DA TA PUN! T /3HBTU,3fi •I B<DAOl 10 
DATA ALGTH/2HFT,2H M/ 8KOA012J 
DATA NREAO,NPRNT,NPNCH/<;,~.7/ BKDA0130 
END." -11~DA.0140 
S.~BHJUTl~E INPT(JXXl l~PTO)lJ 
l~PT0020 
C <;UBklUTINE INPT RO:AOS INPUT CONJITIONS iJF UP TO 20 FEED- STREA~S I'll~PT0030 
C !Hf •l"DER THoY H~~E ilEE~ ARRA~GE). l~PTOJ40 
C l~PT0050 
D!MENS!O'I F150l ,1'150l,CTl5JJ,>F(501,SEl5Jl ,'i.Cl(50l l~PTOJ&O 
C~MMJN//[0(181 l~PT0)70 
(~~MON/KEYS/l~qq(lOJ),~~lMflO~J,NXX,NETR~,NXelP~tlSC,LXrJK I~PTOJBO 
CJMMON/P'1U'H T /wUN! Tl n , T U"l Tl 21 , TM'-INIT I Z I, EJNIT ( ll ,ALGTH l ZI, KJNIT( I~ PT OJ90 
HOOJ,LU~ITllOJl,PVN[Tl2J •. INPTOIOO 
CLlMMON/I JUNI TI NR o,O, !""<'.H, NP'<C H I~ PTOl 10 
C l~MMONINUMA/NF I !OJ l, tji> ( l 00 I, I f-O(l00,20 J, l PO( DO, 2J l I~ PTOl 20 













;.~ i·-"~ 1, _ _,(. ;1,i:: I J,;..-;~~.J,f.Jll~iJJdiJ_L[,.:>'lJi"i-, 
) . ~ - ·~ i i ' .. ') . I .I. ') ) J • :.. : ( i. .: ; 1 I ... l. .i _) ) ' •<" I lj p I .Jl 5 J 
""'.;,/.,, /',.,{?)'J ,_,~( l)),.::i:_.-{,_LJ1)·< l -:_.1, '- (l.)j),;-ri(LU_;J,,:,--1':1-'f:)~C· 
.llVJ), lJll ;j l\PT.jl7J 
_;.:.T!. f-,!:, ... T,~._,)_,'.,,:,T/rJ~_,.),5•J:!-:.),),')_;>.:J, ;, :r:J.J.,5~*"0.'J,?'J*O.:J/ l\?TUI.G:l 
r ;.•)l,f('l'/:,i;t, 1 f·-< ·~t:.·• l'O~''TI:-1..:!T!':\~'!:~·.~3~;..~x.•tc** l\i'Jf li)J(l-.~T:Jl9J 
l ~ ' ~:t:.,... J 





-1. :.. ;_ l -. =<.-:-:. .) , ~ 1. J 1 ~ r ~ , ;ii ( : ~ r ·.111 , r ( ;, s. T '"". i , i: :.- l ; s r ~ ) • S.l" ' 1 s T . .,, J , :::. H I s T ~ J • s:.. Pf I \1 PT 02 40 
l! ,T'•I [;PT0250 
F<·P't,J(:.X 1 l-t./Fl0.2 1 ::J.u.51r-:F1_·,,"?,;:-l(;.':'>) P·iPT026·1 
!,O[;(J,(X,.M•J):of'..;T:1 I\lPTQ27Q 
f('A'~J:=ftllSTY) l~PTQ2d'J 
ft~.'-') ::-T (I) T'.\l t •:PTil?. '10 
C.T(M"'!J=CP( IST 'l l\IPT0300 
;>I'~'< l=S•I I ST'-11 l~PT03 l0 
::, :, (.~'.'I l =ST ( l ST·~ J I \JP T .J3 ~ Q 
>~Tl'nJ:;,L>'ll ST~J hPT0330 
C'NT irw= l ~ PTU3 4J 
WKITE(NPl\\iT,25JJXXt'<IFtJxXJ,.,NP(JXXl l'lPTOJSO 
F:JR"'·~ T (////IX, 1 I ~PUT T A\1K' // l Y., '~ LEME·'/l NJ M~ F..~,** ', IJ // ll{, ''JU"4 l 'iPT 03b0 
lBE~ JF FEr-1 STR~41S**',13, 1 r-"JMBt:P 1F P~'))U:T STREA~S**'113///// JNPT0370 
265X,' t-1t->1 .. 10UCT') 1-..PT0380 
J= l !~ PT0390 
~:=.lC INPTV'i-00 
WR1T£(1\iPl'\~H,3~J (fiJ[;( JXX ..... M!,~: .. =J,\i.) 1"'1PT0410 
F1P.~4T(//lX, 1 ST?.::A'"I :\jLJ"'i3!:.=l;',l<tX,J4,9(SX,lftJ) l\JPTO't-20 
I'HJIT=KU'~[T{JXXJ I'IPT0~30 
Wr! I TC UJ Pr-H lT d l I wur.i 1 T fl iJ'\J I-T J , T ..,U\' r T I I J J IT ) , ( F l "",M J, PiAM= J, NJ I 'IP T 04 40 
~.JP"\AT{///1X, 1 Fl')A ~Art: 1 ,A2, 1 / 1 1 A3,0X,1Jt lJ.Zt l-.PT.)4-50 
WR. IT f (NPk;'.iT ,~·LI TUIJ l r ( IJ.,_. IT J, ( !:: (MM), MV.~J, 'I l l \IPT0!+60 
FJJ<~AHlX1'Tf'-1PErl4TUF<.C JE:J 1 ,Al,7X,l.1FlJ.i~ l"PT0470 
ril< ITf (.'.!PR~J T, :n I C::LJ,"ilT ( IU'J IT) ,~;JNI T( I tJ"'ll Tl, TU\i IT (I Ul\I IT I, c:. T( M'°' J, M~=Jl"l:PTO!f-80 
l,"J l'PT0490 
1--'P'i\ T( lX, 11--<C.'':.T CA!'ltCTY •,:i.3 ,•I' ,Az,• •,Al ,JX,l:JFlo.;.1 I\iPT0500 
,,,~. Il.: CNP~\T' 31 .. 1wu:~ IT (l ;!~IT) t TV,LJ\! IT ( IU~ JT), ISFI M\t)' "4"1=J .r~J l'lPT0510 
F~~RMA.TUX,'fl.Jl-1 RATE STU I ,A2,•1•, ~.:3,'t-X, lJFt0.2J 1"1PT0520 
WR J ::: ( NP~~iT, 35fTUNl T ( l UN l T), l SE ( '-1:--t) ,HM=J, NI l'llPT03 31') 
f·JRMAT(lX,'1EMPPATURE STO lJEG 1 ,Al14X,10!=10.2J l'llPT0540 
"'"'I Ti' (~•PK'\ T '3l J !:i.J."i IT (I iJ:\I Ir J 'h'J ·~IT I I j f\; IT j 'T U'4 IT ( 1 U'J 1 r I ' ( s CT { "'~) ''-'M= I \j p T 05 50 
lJ,f\11 l"..1PT056~ 
F.;r.1:1~111x,H~£1lT CPY STO ',A,:it'/ 1 ,.',2, 1 ·.~l,3X, lJFlO. 5) l\IPT0570 
I!--t-N.GT.I.CJ G'l r:: 40 l~PT0580 
IFIMl,PT.LE.lJJ GJ TJ 40 l~PT0590 
wRITEINPR.flT,JBJ l•PTObOO 
f.·;RMATI !II/Ill l'PTOo !J 
J=ll l~PT0>2J 
'I= f'·I ._,~T . I·-~ P TOO 30 










~ J:J> ono 
\,Hr-" JTI\. "·' - .:1,jS -J? TL !t '>TK!:Al.\S. J"'1r=' G"JE Pt--.oouc.r ST'1r-EA'1. A)J~-JJ30 
AJDR.JJ4.J 
'<'f,L .<wllo.ci AJDR0050 
C. :;M'-1'J\l//l_( l.2J AJD?OJbO 
c.~"'1MiJ'.'1/~!5'r'S/ fF=-f<.P..(lJO),r-.EL'-4.[ l'10),··~xx.~1~·T=t .... ,Nx ,1 p~ ,1s.:. 1LX,JX AOOP.0070 
: : Me.'l v P'i'i »IT l>IUN! TI 21 • T ·m IT I 2 I • T •u~ IT 121. EJ NIT I 21. AL" TH I 21. < J\ 1 Tl AJD< 00 80 
HJOl,LU'dfl !OJI ,O,JN!Tl21 AJDQ.)]qJ 
(. :M/"Dr.../l'JJNJ-:-/ 1.J::<:Et.0,NPR_\IT,~P'J ... H l\.)DC>:JlO~ 
.:.i::M~Y~INU~·~t./r~~' 100) ,!JP! lOO) ,IF-0(1.J0,2:)),IPO{ mo, 2'.) t Aj[!~Jl l::l 
C"'MM:J~U ADt. TA I f'i ( .200 J , H 20 J) , :.Pl 2 JO! 1 Q( l 00) , U) ( l 00 J , HI ( l 00) , ~J ( l 0,)) •A) DR 312,j 
1Re111 JO) ·'FUllOQJ,DI liOJJ,'10110)1,TlSJllOOI. FTI 1001. TPl11n1,TPZllA)Ji<Ql30 
20J),.-l.SU(100J 1 1if~t lOJJ,~(lUOl,Al(l00),A0(13'J),KW AJ0Q0140 
CJM~ JN/ 5 Ill/ SW I 2001, 5 Tl 2 J OJ , SC' I 200 I , S-111 l 0 Ol ,5 He 11 OJ l , SU! 11 OJ l , SR A~OP Ol 50 
lF.'.:iClDf)t,StJ=J(lJO) t.)Di'Olb0: 
f-JF.MA.Tt'l'l?X, 1 Pt<·:.::!"1L::'" iiJE"-HI~ICATION***'•l3A+,2x,•e:~* JN?Jr Ll~TJAiiDR0170 
l~G-'*** 1 ) AJDR.CH80 
F.ORMA.T< 1 l'/5X, 1 PRD8LE-'tr\ IDEl\iTIFJCATION***'rlCiA4,lX,_'**• JUTPJT LlSTAJJ;:.CH9'J 
11\IG ***'I AJD?J200 
l ~I NETRN.EO.o l wR IT t I~>[(~ T .310 l ID A00< •l2 l 0 
IFINETP.N.F:J.l.ANO.NXX.E~.2lWKITcl~PRNfd75JID OO<Ol20 
!Flt<ETRN.~E.Ol GO TO lJd AJ~R023J 
P.!:AOINREAD1lOSJ{ lf-0{ JXX, Kl1K=l14), IPOfJXXr l) A)DK.0240 
FQR~ATf516X,!4l) A)DRJ250 
ICOI= IFDIJ'XX, l l AOOR0-260 
JF02= IFDIJXX.Z I AJORJ27Q 
IFD3= IFOI JXX,31 AJOP0280 
1Hl4= lrtJIJXX,41 A)OR0190 
IPO!=IPOIJXX,[J AJD?03JO 











SC P4= O. 0 ADO• 0420 
IF 11F03. EJ. O I G'l T ~ ll 3 AJDi<O• 30 
W3=WI IF03l A>DR0440 
Sw3=5Wl lFJ31 AJD'<0450 
Ti=T( IF03l AJOR0460 
ST3•STl!FD3l A)DR0470 
C?3=Cel IHJ31 AJOPJ480 
SCP-J=>CPI IFD3l AOD 0 0•90 
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. ..., = , ~ i F · 1- I 
-+"-'_...!( ;... 'tl 
-"' :,= J:.. \ Ir i '-ti 
:.,__; ;-; .. ")5 2J 
A·~"')"' y,:;; 
t. ~· -.):.. ·)·) 50 
!.J :.F )·, 6J 
.. : l '' 1 l J = .. , ( I r- Jt ) +·,J I IF J.~ ) t-,..,;, .- " 't t. J ~1 K 'J~ 7C 
"tl'. 1 ll=l;{IF_1 l)"".1(!F.Jll+-T(Ii:- .:.l ... ,,tri ,j)·· ;.tT4=.-,;)/,..tl?JL} i'.i.)J#J;ij:~ 
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l /SX. •TEMPE. R.ATURE 1JEG ',A 11 ZOX, 212.X, F 10 .211 cJX, 2 ( 2X1 Fl O. 2) /5X 1 ''iEA T tiX001040 
2Ci'.PACJTY,' ,.13,• V1A2 •' I ,Al,l:>X,2(2X,Fl0.5),8X,2 (2X, Fl0.5J) HXOJ1J50 
.,,ITECNP>-~T d30loUNl Tl !U~ITJ ,TMUNI TllUNITJ ,So(Nfll ,SWNF2,SWINPll ,SHXOOlJb0 
1 WNP2. TUN If I IU~l r 1.sT l·•Fl J, ST"i,f 2, ;r INPI J. s me 2, EUN( Tl !UNI Tl .wUNITI I HXOU 1070 
Zd'·:ITI ,TUN!TI IUNI Tl ,SCPINF!l ,;CPNF2.5CPl~<Pl J, SCPNP2 HXOJ1)80 
F.JF~AT(5X, 'FLU'rl RATE: :=,Ti),' ,A2, 1/ 1 ,A2,l&X,2(2X,Fl0.2) ,sx,2c2x,FIO • .tHXOOlrJ90 
l)/5X,•TE:,"4PC:k'ATUP~ 5TG,l)~G 1 ,hl115X,2(2X1Fl0.L:1,~X,2(2X 9 Fl0.2)/5X 1 ~XOJllOO 
2'HEt..T CAPACITY STJ, • ,A::S, 'I' ,Al.,• • ,Al,llX,2(2.X ,rI0.5) ,ax,212x,F10.H><OClll lO 
3511 HXOO!l20 
IF((UN(f.~<O.Zl GO TO 335 HXOOl130 
IFINETRN.EQ,QJ GO TU 333 HX001!40 
QIJXXl=OIJXXJ/3,o HXOOl150 
U}IJXXJ=UJ(JXXJ/3,6 HXCJllbO 
HI I J XX I: HI I J XX II 3. 6 rlX OC 11 10 
H"IJXXJ:HclJXXl/3,6 ~X001180 
SUDlJXXJ:SUDIJXXl/3,6 HX001!90 
SHIJXXl=SHllJXXI/ 3.o HX00120J 






WRIT~ C NPR~H, 34-0) PUN I T{ l U 1111 T j , A LG TH (I LI~ 1 T) , T 1~. U'·J IT (.I U\I IT J, T J :-.J l T ( Id'" l HXO'.J 12. 70 
!Tl ,HI IJXXJ, SHI IJXXJ ,PJ•;l Tl lJ'<I Tl ,ALGT,11 U"dl J, THUN!TI lUNlTJ, TUNITIH<0012BD 
] .J\ I T ) , ·-r { J X )') , S--1. I J .t.:-: l , C.L.,, T r-i ( I J'. I Tl , f ~ J"~ I H IJ ~~IT J , T J•\ 1T ( f J\I If J, fJ JHX OJ l~ 9U 
\;lT( I nIT) ,:·t-=! I JX,~J ,:>.Fi (JXXJ1AL::-OTHI IJl'ill I} ,rSJNiH IJ~l Tl ,fU\.jlT(iU'~-i(C;JUOJ 
' ; J ',) J'J IT i l -J j I T J ''. ro ( JX I. 1, s RF::.· I J :t x I' p JN IT t lJ '·d T) ,t. L.:, Tri ( I U"I l T) , T~ Uf~HXUO 13 l) 
{'!'"{(•J'd Tl,T'Jl-..lT{lJ""d l) 1UO(JXXl t5UtJIJXX) HJ(Q;JlJ2.J 
,., ,· IT:: I "~il i'.'.; T , 342 l ilJ tJ I Tl I J HT J , Al UT rl( l U'i 1 T) , Jj U'i IT 11 l.IN I Tl , Tur.fl T( I -J~l HX. GOll 30 
l Tl ,Kl'i(JXX.) ;x:i:l340 
j TJ 345 HXO:Jl35J 
.:. 3 S ,, ~- ; T '.:: ('~ D '<.·'-AT, 3;.) J ELIN IT i lJ.'\11 T J, AL GT rl( I 0\1 IT I , T"l lJl'ol IT (I U"4 l T) • TUNI T ( hJ NI HX 0013 60 
[T) ,rl IJXXl ,SHI IJXXl,O:JN!TllUN!Tl,ALGTHllJ'llT l,T~U><ITllU~ITl,TJN1TIHX0Jl370 
21 •J", l T I, rlJ I J XX I , SHJ I J XX J, ALG Trl.1 I UNI Tl , T MUNI Tl !UNIT J , TUN l TI IU~ IT I, EUHX 0013 8~ 
; ~ITC 1 UN IT I , RF I C JXX l, SR FI I J XX I, AL GT HI IJN IT I, T llJN I Tl IU~ I Tl<, TU'i IT I I UN~XOO 13 90 
41 TI • 0 UN l Tl l UNI T J ,KF 0 ( JXX 1, SRFG I JXX J • EU NI Tl I J ~l T J • Al~ TH I fLIN IT 1, T~U~HrnQ 14 Ou 
5 lf I I u:. IT J. TUN 1 TI !UNIT I ,uo1 J XXJ • suo I J xx J H• OQ 1'10 
:;.:.1 f_.RMAf(/////5X, 1 HEAT EXCHANGER OATA'//44X 1 1 \iO"ll~Al VALUE 1 1 l3X, 1 STJHX001420 
1 1 //5X,'ll'\ISIDE COE~f.,•,A:>, 1 / 1 , 1 SQR 1 1421' ',A2, 1 OE:; 1 1Al18(1f10.5HJ(00h30 
2.l2X,Fl0.5/:>X,'OUTSIDE COEFF.,•,43,•/ 1 ,•·sQK 1 ,A2, 1 1 ,A2,• DEG 1 1AlHJ(Q0l!t40 
3,1x,F10.s,12x,F10.5/5X1' INSIDE FOULING FACT-l.SOi': •,4.2,• 1 ,A.2,• ·JEGHX001450 
4 1 ,A.l, '/ 1 ,A3,2X,Fl0.5,L2X,Fl0.5/5X,•ouTSIJE FOJLING FACTR,SOR ',AZ,HX00l'r60 
'.:>' 1 ,A2, I DEG 1 .A1,•1 1 ,A3,Fl0.5,12X1Fl0.5/5X, 1 JVER4.LL :.OE.fF.,•,A HX0014'70 
631 1/','SQK '1AZ1' ',i\2, 1 DEG• ,Al,7X,Fl0.5,l2X,Fl0.51 HX001480 
WO I TE INPRH, 342 J EUN l Tl IUNI T J ,ALG H II UNIT)• THUNI T II UN I Tl oTUNI Tl !UN l HX 001490 
l TI oK~ IJXXJ ~X001500 
342 FJR~AH5X1 1 TUBE WALL THERMAL CO!'·WTY, 1 .A3, 1 /' 1AZ 1 1 1 ,A2, 1 DEG ' 1 Al,H><0015l0 
llX,Fl0.51 . HX001520 
345 WRITE INPRNT ,3601 ALGT HI IU NIT I, ALGTH I !UN IT J, Al IJ XX J, AL G THt llJNI TI ,ALGHXOO 15 30 
1 HI I UNIT J, ADI JXXJ Hx 001540 
3bJ F'JRllATC5X.'TUSE INSIDE WALL APEA SQR',A2,'/',A2,llX,Fl0.5/5X,'TUBtHl(0Ql'J50 
I JUT 5 IDE WALL AREA >QA' , A2 ,' /.~., A2, LOX., FUl.~ . ..iX.00 l!ibO. 
NTF=NFAI JXXI HX001570 
GJ fO 1351.352,353),NTF HX001580 
351 N: 1 HXOQ 1590 
M:2 Hl(001~00 
GO TO 354 HXOOlblO 
352 N:J HKOJlb20 
M:4 HX00lo30 
GD TO 354 HXOOlo40 
3 5 J N= 5 1'Xm"l lfr5!t· 
~:6 HK00!>60 
354 oOITEINPRNT,35511ARRGT 111, l=N,Ml,NSPIJXXI HXD01&70 
3>5 F'JRMATl///5X,'Fl0w ARRA'IGEMENT' .10X,2A'-l/5X, 'll!JMBER OF SHEL--PASSEHXOJlb80 
IS', 181 . HX001690 
IFllUN!T.NE.21 GO TO J57 HX00170Q 
nKI TE INPRN T ,3661 WI SOI JXX J, oUNI T 11 UNIT l , TllJNI Tl !UNIT I, HFG IJXX J, EUN IHXOO 17 10 
1 TI !UN IT I.WUN IT l IUN IT I, QI JXXI ,PU'll T II UNITJ ,Al :iitxJ ,AL; THI I.UNIT I H(0017 20 
360 FORMA Tl/5X, 'ISOTHERMAL 5 TREAM FL Ow RATE', F 10..Z,' 'oA2, •/,',A2//5X HX001730 
l, 1 ISOTHEkMAL STREAM ENTrlALPY',Ell.4, 1 1 1 A3,•/i 1 A2//5X1 1 KEAT TRANSFH~001740 
2i:REO',Ell.4,A3 //5X, 'AREA REQUl~EJ'rFl0.2,' SQR •,AZI HX001750 
!FINETRN.E0.01 GO TU 380 . HX001160 
UIJXXJ:QIJXXJ<3,6 HX001770 
UOIJXXl=UDIJXXl•3,b HXOOllBO 
HI IJXXl=Hl IJXXl*3,b HX001790 
HOIJXXJ:HJIJXXl•J,6 HX001300 
SUUIJXXl:SUDIJXXJ•3.b HXOOlBlO 





J XI I= I ·"ii·· 
- I J ;.l. J -= • ! l l_ .I\ JI 
( J .•.,_I= . ( j ."(£ / .)• 
_; < •) = ,- I / .' J/ 
( j/.;.)=·):.f- (j/;, /J.:... 
;.;._ .. ( J !.. • ) = o1,., t J Xi J ) • '-
-iXC'-i I..., Yt 
H'CJJ b 4 J 
i-tl.C;-'U '.J 




w~ IT:: t ~-J": . r, :.r. 51 ... 1 s .: ( j 1-..t .. l , ., ~; .i T ( l .__,''HT J , r __ . : H I J r.i T j , 11F:, l JY .( J, E:J !>t I Ht C'.J l ~OJ 
1 T { I·~' f11 IT ) , (°' 1_· --. I r ( I; J , IT j, J t J ~ X } , ll'; I T ( ! J"' i: I J , f "1 U'·1 I T l I U" I T j , 4 l J XX' , Cr. LG.H X OrJ l:.; l J 
2T-11ld.1Tl HXO·Jl'IZJ 
r;-.-:;i·.•.\f(/5"(, 1 1s . .:,T:i'._.l<··~4L ;r:-:_.~-., rL:i1 . .;;41~· ,'-- l~ .2 ,• I ,:.2,•1• ,A~//5X H;(O·JlJ3J 
i.·E~T~;:;::.-.1.:.L_ sri:-;:.~v. l:ild.\_;:;y•,i:11.4,• ·.~~.'/',A2//5X,'·H:AT T~A''ISFHX:O.Jl940 
2c .. f-::, 1 .-:1l..4,' 1 ,!\j, 1 / 1 ,;.~//Sx,•:::,-!r-A l".::.,,JlrE:;_1•,c10.2, 1 SI.~ •,A.2) Hxo:,1::i5J 
~--Tt_,-{'1 Ht.C0,l~60 
r:·;J rlXUf;lY7:J 
S.JD .. lJTI 1 ;£: r~E>. CA.LCULl.Tf::S THF: AR!:li O~ TE"1PE~lfU~-"f5 =-OK -H:AT 
;: xc.~.A·'lli.j,~~: fLE"'IFl\iT • 
'JI .\1-~JSI lt, XLMf U( lJO) 
He XOOJ 10 
H' Xl)Q) 20 
He XOOJ 30 
H; XOOJ 40 
t1~XOOJ5J 
~; X00060 
'-,::'AL l'\Wl L)rJJ HE:XOl)J70 
CJ~MLLUK f_ y s I!~ p Rt i 00 l 'i'·1::: u~' l 00) 'NX x' !\!: T K \I, :-.y_ '1 p::i 'I SC 'LX' JX HE XOO) 80 
c ·~l'OWA~'V/MEAl!OJ,50~1.Al'lll 1()01, IRfA( 1001 .. ~LJO(1001,NQ( IOJl.l'<F~HoX00090 
!Al 10.J),lllf.'d 100) HEXOJ!OO 
CUflM.Jf\/ I 1:lJ 1, IT I :~Pf:AJ, NP!:;,.\I T, '~PNC H HE XOOl 10 
C J~t.,J'.i/;"'·W.'1A/N' l lJ'J) i ~Pl l \J.J J, IFD ( lJO, ZJ >. (t> DI lJO, 20 J rt: XOOl 20 
cj M'.A,QN/ A:JA TI\ I"' ( 2 au) t T{ ,2:,) 3) , c Pl 2 J(.H t Q ( l 00 J 'UD u 00) • HI ( l O::J J 'HD (l 00)' HE XOOl 30 
1 kf ! I lJ~l ,e FJI 100 lo 01 llJJI, LJJ I LOJ), TISJI 1001, FT I 1001oTPll1001, fP2 ILHE X00140 
2G:)) ,w!S1.HI OOJ ,H~GI 10')),A..llOQ),AI (100),A,J( 10') J,KW HtXOOl.50 
C ,._,,MIJ~-.:/SF1 /Si--4l }!))l ,SHZ>Jl ,SC?I Z~W) ,S-iI I lJOJ- 1 5HlJ(l1JQ),SRFI llOOJ,SP.HEXOOl60 
lF'";(l'1)J,S1JQ(l'J 1J} "-i:.XOOl 70 
(: "'1~0'1/AJ t.? /CP (,j 2-J()j ,(. r1H !.-:: 00 I. SL PC lZOO), SC Ph (2 00 J, NF Al 2JO), "SP I 200HEX00180 
ll HEXOJ190 
'ff l =If-DI JX X, l l HE XOOZ OJ 
Nf"1=1CJ(JXX,Zl rlEX~OZ!O 
,\'-'l=lPJlJXX,1} HCX002:20 
·~. 1 2=1 !-';)(JXX,2) rl:Xao230 
I {:,,1~t..1 JXX) .f~t .J.JJC,P{i:f U =-Lf-'~. {J'fX) Hf-:X·J0240 
Ir { c p '·I( J xx ) • rH- • ·) "} I c iJ { ~ F 2 l = c i) ~' { J xx I H~ XO ·1! 50 
J!:.(JSC.FQ.l.A~Jj.f\ot:TR~f.':\J.Zl (:..LL QAl-.IUV(JXX) H£X!'J~260 
T{l'iPlJ=TPltJXXI HCX00270 
TINP2l=TP~IJX>d HoXOOZ80 
l'-(UIJIJXXl.C:t.i.O •. ))f'-.IUD(JXXl=l H~X.)J240 
lflOIJXXl.EJ.J.JllQIJXXl=l HEXOJJ00 
IFlf•U~IJXXI.NE.llGO l;J 30 H:X00310 
1r(HI (JXXJ .Eli). O.J.Ok.Hrd JXXI .t:.:iJ.O.Ot GfJ TO t:2' Ht:X00320 
R•=O,J HEX0033~ 
li-li<.~tJXXt .NC:.O.OJRW=ALLJG(JJ1:J(JXXl/DI (JXX)J IC 2.0""'3.14lb*K~( JXX)) H: X00340 










~ t:.. ·_ f J X XI I.:. I f J J::X l +- ;:.,f ~ l JAX l +~;,i *AO { JXX J J 
I lllJXXl.~J.J.01 lk~llJXXl=l 
r.:(l~tACJXX~ •. ·,E.11 G.:.; TJ 100 
H:O X00360 
HE XOJ3 7J 
Hf X003 80 
Ho xoo39o 
CALLJLAT~ &PE~ HEXOJ,00 
HE XOOHG 
I•iT(:<PLI.l"Q.J.O.At.0.TINP21.E:/.G.OIGO TO 76 HEX00420 
(flTl'<Pl).~E.o.o.•r·~-Tl~P21.Nc.O.OI GO TO 4J ti;oxJ0>3J 
lFITll<Pll.EQ.O.O.ANu.Tl,PZl.NE:.0.0) GO TO 3o :EX00440 
IFlTINP2l.EQ.O.O.AND.T!NPll.NE.Q.0) 1.0 TO 38 HEX00'>50 
IF (NO (J xx I .NE. 0101 JXXI =wl'F 21 •CP( NF2l *I Tl NF21-T I NP21 I H=xoO .. bO 
TI NP! l =Tl '1FI l+QI JXXI/ I WI NH I *CP INFll 1 tE X004 70 
Ge TD 40 HEXO·J480 
It- I NJ IJ XX) .NE .O )QI JXXI =W !'IF !I •CPI NF 11•ITl'IP!1-T( NF 11 l t<E X00>90 
Tl NP2 l=TINF21-0IJXXl/IW( NF2l•CP(NF211 ~=xoosoo 
G:J T·J 4·J HE XJ05 l0 
IF lt•·1 IJXX l .NE. J )0( JXXl=w "F ll*CPINF 11 •IT( NPI I-Tl NF ll 1 HE X00520 
IFITl'•Fll.GE.T INP!).ANO.TPllJXXl.NE.O.Ol ~o TJ 25 ~;xo0530 
IFITINF21.LE.TU<P21.AN:J.TP21JXXl.NE.O.OI t;U TO 25 HEX00540 
IFIT<NP21.LE.TINFlll GU TO 27 HEX00550 
IFITINPll.GE.T!fllF211 :;o rn 27 HEX005b0 
IHNFA(JXX) .EJ.l.AND.Tl~P21.LE.f!NP111 :;o TO 27 HEX00570 
GU TO 42 •EX00580 
IlERAIJXXl=llERAIJXXl+l H:OX00590 
GJ El 950 HEXOO;oo 
!NFNAIJXXl=INFNA(JXX!>l HoXOOblO 
GJ TJ 950 HEX00&20 
NTll='1FAlJXXJ ,-.• JiU'.00:.Ml 
GU TO C6l,62.&JJ,NTB i-EXiJCl640 
FTIJXXl=l.O , HoXOOb50 
XUHD ( JXX l = I IT I NF 2) -Tl NC ll l-1 T l:'P 21-TI N? 11 II II ALO~ (( Tl NF 21 -T (NF! 11HD00> 6J 
l/I HNP21-T ll<Pl llll <E XOJ&70 
GJ TO 50 HEX00b30 
FT (JXXl=l.O HEX0()(>9.0 
GU TO 45 H=xoo100 
P=IT( lF2l-TINP211/ITINPll-TINFlll HEXOJ710 
s~ IT I NP 1)-T INF 1111ITINFZ1-M ~1-n ·'Hn:007 zo · 
DELl=SUeTIP**Z+l.01 . HEX00730 
clel2=1 l•O-Sl/I l.O-P*Sl HEXJ0140 
Dt:l3=2.0-S*IP+l .O+DEU I HEX00750 
Dtl4=2.<J-S*IP+!.O-DEL1 l H; X00760 
DEL5=11.0-SJ•( 1.0-P*SI HC'XD017J 
Dfl6=DEL4/0EL3 HoX0078U 
IFIDEL3.LE.O.OI Gn TO 29 HEXJ079J 
IFINSPIJXXl.GE.2) GD TO 47 HEX0030J 
FT ( JXX) =DE LI •• LOG( DE LZ II ( ( P-1.0) •ALOG( DEL 4/U EL 3) ) H~ xooa lO 
G:· TJ 45 . HEX008 20 
DEL 7= ( 2 .01s-1.0-P+ 12 .O/S l*SQP T ( OEL 51+)EL11 /( 2. 0/ s-1. 0-Pt ( 2. D/SI• HEX00830 
1soRH'l<'L5I-DELll ;;xoos40 
It-IDEL7.LE.O.JI G:J TO 29 HEX00850 
1-f IJXXl=IJELl/ 12.0*IP-1.0) I l*ALOGIDEL21/~LO;l'1EL 71 HEX008b0 
DclTAl=TPIF2)-T(NPll HEX00070 
DELTA2=T(~P21-TINfl) HEXOOB80 
XLMTDIJXXl=lDELTAl-OELT42)/ALJGIDELTA!/uEc TA21 -i' X00890 
"J~ :.(JXX.J='~(j).·•.J/iu lJ~ (J-f:_T{Jt..()¥.·.~ .-':'-J(JA.•)) 
~t.-(\'=T;:;i.N.r:.:..ll :lo L!JX.<J=!tfJX!l 
I' llSC.G:.:.1.:...··.J. :r .. :-,.i:·ci.2.i.l"'.::~{J;i...x.Ir>.~J=".L.,1,,r) 
iJ__, r J 9 50 
-~· I~.FNA(J(XI =!'J~ ·,A( JXi.. Jt-1 
~J TJ 950 





I~ ( T ( ·~? l J • 'J:::: •. J • 0 • : '-l 0 • T ( ··1 ::> 2. ) •'. · • '). j ) 
1,.. l T (·~Pl). •:.J.J .J.<'Ud.T (;-:?Li.· ..• ; .J J C~, 
er 1rc:w21.Eu.n.a.ANO.T1'1Pll .'.o • .l.CI ~' T' 
G;. TO U5 
l.-, ..f. 
I ~ l .~1·J' J XX I • r\i:::. JI J( J XX) = ..._ <r~ F- 2 ) ""Ci-' C ';.F 2 I ~ ( T l · i Ft: J :--T ( ~.i-' 2 J ) 
T{ •:Pll=Tl"<cll +Q{JXX) II >11'.<'ll•:Pl~I' Ill 
~t' Tl l 50 
IF INJ(JXXl .:;E.<ll~I JXXl=Al~Fll•CPlr.Fll*lfl '<Pl l-TINFll) 
T ( ~~ P 2 J = T ( , F ? )- :)I J XX J I l Wl ·~= 2) *f. P ( '\if 21 ) 
Gfl TJ l'.:>0 
IFl•I JXXl .c •• j.Ql.lJXXl=wl ~Fll*CPC~Fll•CTINell-T l~Fl l I 
h~ .(.)'.)'1 Ju 
'10 XJO< U 
H2 )(,.)J:. 2:i 
rl~- ;t,:. 'J ~ 3 _ 
t-t:: )(J!)r::. 4·1 
HE: X:)O'i 5U 
H'.XUJ~6.J 
-<oX·J0970 
HE xoo• 80 
HEXOOJ90 
HE XO I.JOO 
HEXOIJ IJ 
rl= XOI020 
Ho XO I) JO 
HEXOIJ4J 
Ho XO lJ 50 
HE XO IJoO 
HEXO lJ 70 
C CALCULATF TE."P~RATURES HoXOI080 
C HEXCIJ90 
13'> Cl=•(o;Fll*CP{\Fll HEXOllOO 
C2=W(NF21*CPC'IF2) rloXOll 10 
IFICl.EQ.O.O.OR.C2.EO. J. Olu'.i T~ 140 HEX01120 
lt-IC1-C2H:7J,.o71,872 H=X01130 
870 CMIN=Cl HoXOll40 
C" AX= CZ HE XJ ll 5.J 
G;. TC 875 '1oXOll60 
J7l C·•IN=Cl HEXOll 70 
C•AX=C~IN HEXOll80 
SC TO a 15 Ho XOll 90 
ti72 C'~l~J=CZ H::xo1200 
C•AX=Cl HEXUl210 
a 75 A~TU= A CJ XX I *UL• I J.O:X II C"1 1·, rlo xo1ao 
.. ~TB=~FA( JXXI HoXOll30 
G~. TO (Bfo,d77,87d),NTB HEX01240 
876 EFF=ll.O-EXP{-ArHJ*ll.O+CM!N/CMAXI 11/I l.O+C• !VCMAXI HEX01250 
IH':SPCJXXl.GT.ll GO TC ddO HEX01260 
·G·" TJ 881 HEXO!l70 
o 77 EF F= 11. 0-' XI' (-MH J* I l. 0-CMH/C MAX l I)/ I l. J- CC Ml NI (.•AX l •EXP I -A ~T U"I lH= XOIZ 80 
~.;,-(•41·~/C'<AXll 1 rlEXO!l90 
!HNSPIJXXl.l;T.l) GC TO 880 HEX0l300 
GIJ T•J 881 HC: X()l310 
t 713GA.M~A=ANTU*'.::>r.FT(1.0+(~,,..d~VCMAX)**ll H~·XU1320 
ft- F =2 .01 ( l • 0 +L ·-1 I iU l "1 AX +SQ~ T ( l. 0 t-( .:..M l'U C \lA. A J >:: *2) * ( l. Jt C: X:> l -G\ M"1td I H:: XOl 3 3 0 
$/( l. 0-EXPl-GA'< <All) dEX01340 
IF (l<SPIJXX) .LE .11 GU TO 881 HD0!350 
d8·'l NSH=r<SPIJXXI HoXOl360 
EFI- ~I IC l. (J-EFl-*C ~l NIC•AXll C 1.0-oFf 1 l **:<SH-1. OJ/ I IC 1. 0-EFF•C~ IVCMAH~ X01370 
$X) /I l .D-EF FI)* •NSd-C ~l 1,1 (~A Xl HE XO lJ 80 
dBl TINPZl=TCNF~l-(EFF•C•IN•CTINF2l-Tltffllll/CZ H=XOU90 
TINPll=TINFll+IEFf•L:11t.•ITCNfd-TINfllll/Cl HEX0l400 
I c IQ ( JXX l • EQ .J , 0 I :l 1 J XX l =WIN F 21 •CPI Nf 21 *I TI M LI -T P< PL l l HE XO l4 l Q 
Gr~ T•J "150 HE: X01420 





""'I J): x) = ..t I '·J l),..;:;:. { ,.!= l '"":....: .)( T ( • ;.; l ) -T (.'if l ) ) 
TI o~ ~ l J = T ( \ c.?: J-':' ( Jr: X) /( "' 'It:: n .:r:_ /.' ( ~F ZJ ) 
•>f,(:. ,.i( jJ'X)=::{\i'~J"'::.t'l 1F2J-;.'..) :>( T(l'>iP2)-T (:\F2 J) 
T { i~/.' l J = .T (.,;: l J +·;,, ( J A A ) / l ., l ·..:~ l l *'.: P ( ~~f- 11 J 
r;sc -...cr~P2.J=:d'.=21 
we r,P l l=•l '.>' l I 
CPl'l.IP21=CPt·~F2J 
l PI NP 11 =U l'<F l l 
!ERP{JXXl=·J 
Gu T 'J 910 
9011 ll_'."RR(JXX)=l. 
76 wl<!TE INPP\T,BJI 
3J F~RMAT.C'l' ,•ts:JTH 01- THE: CkHLET TEMPE'tATJ~E:S A~E f'.4:JT SPEC·IFED 1 1 
G;-; Tfl 910 
l4G WA!Tf(NPR\T,14ll 
141 FURMATl'l' .'THE FLOW RATE OR THE HEAT CAPACITY IS ZEi<.O'I 
IERRIJXXl=l 
GG TQ 910 
625 W~ITE(NPRr.T,626) 
626 fOR"fAH'l'/////5X,•HC.\T EXCHAr;GER NUMBER•o:•,[3//5X, 1 HEAT TRANSF~R 
lCOEFF. IS ER.J'l 
I" RP I JXX I= l 
9 lO R<c TUR 'I 
END 
SUBROUTINE HRCRCJXI) 
SU~ROUT !Nt- HRCR CAL CUL AT ES THE AREA O'< JUTLE T TEMPERATURE FOR 
n: .r::Jl!.i-4·:.0 
H:: X) 11 :;,_, 
!'f: )'.0l!t ~D 
H::XDl.:..7) 
'-t:XJl.f.EsJ 







H~ XJ 15 6) 
Ho XOl'> 70 
Ho X01580 
HEX0159J 
rl= XO lo OJ 
Ht=:XOH.10 
HEXJ!S 2J 
H!: XO lb 30 
HEX0164J 
HE XOlS 50 
HEXOlbbO 
HEXJ1>7J 
HE XOlS 80 
-Ht:.. 1)J 10 
H~CeJJ20 
Hr< CROJ 30 
H!='.ATER. OR. CULLER ELE,'1ENT ;.H::(.0340 
HR ceoJ 50 
DIMENSION XLMTDllDOI H,c;<OJ60 
REAL KW(lJOI H'C~OJ?O 
COMMON/KEYSl!fRR' 1001,..,ELMI 1001,NXll,NEHN,WC ,I.PR,! SC,lX,JX H>CJl;iJ;,J 
COMMON/lOUNIT/NREAO,NryPNT,NPNCH ~~(.~QJ~J 
(._'MMON/ARAV /AR EA { l 00;soo1. ANLC 100) ,·!Rt Al 100) ,NUU llOJ I. NQ I Ii)) 1. 1'F~H< C'<Ol QO 
lAClOO),!L"RAllJO) H<C?JllJ 
CJMMU'J/NUMA/Nf llOJ) .~P(lOO), IFOll00,20), IPDI lOO, 201 •HCROl2J 
:JM•ON/ADAH/WIZJO), TILJO) ,CPI 2001 ,QllOOl ,UDllOJ),HI llOJI ,HJ(l0Jl,HURJl3J 
l Pc 11 l 00) , :< F ~I l 00 I, iJ! 11 OU l, 00 l l 001 o Tl SJ 1100 I, FTC 100) , TP 11 lOOl , T PZ l1 H;; Cf< Jl 4 J 
20.JI ,w!SQ(lOO! .HFGI lOOl ,AllODI. Al 11001, AJI !O:JJ,Kw H'lClGI 5J 
C.JMMON/STQ/SWI 2001,STI 2JJI .s:P12001,s~11100) •. SHOllOJI ,sf\'fl(l00),SRHRCRul6J 
lfOllDOl,SJOUOOl H'lCROl 70 
CUMMON/ADAP/CPCl200l ,CPHIZOOl,SCPClZOOJ,SCPH,200),NFAC2DOl,•SPC200HICR0180 
l l rlilCRJ19J 
!F=IFCCJXX .1) 
IP=! PD{ JXX, l) 
IF IC D Cl J XX l .NE .O .J l C Pl IF )= CPC I J XXl 
!FlliC.E~.1.A:,O.N':TkN,EU.21 CALL OANOHJXX) 
lFl~IJXX).EQ.O.Ol~CJXXl=~SOCJXXl•HFGIJXXI 
l'l~IJXXl.EQ.0.01 N~IJXX)=l 
















Tl !Pl =TPll JXXJ 
If-- t J J ( J Xx l • '.;_:. -J. 11 . ., -J l J Y.x i = l 
!~{'-,IJj(Jj:·<J.·,~ .. li -,:~ j O':>J 
11..tr·!IJX!-J.:-,,. :.1.~ .... :.. J(J'1XJ.:::r1 .. J.J) ~. T. ;..2;, 
H•C•J26J 
H-lC::O.·J~7_, 
H~ C-' ·J2 ~ J 
H" C >J2 go 
-;;..::.,.: J3 C:') 
11- (Kl!{JXX) ."'iE:.G.OJ~.~=l.vj;,;(LJJ(JXX:l/JI(J.iJJ I 1(2.0'~3.l'tl')*<rdJl(X)) 1-t;.r::: }310 
JG(JXXl=l.O/I l.O/rlQ( J.>l;O +lFl IJXXJ•(~JIJXXl l•I( J•Xl lt!l.cdHII JXXl )•H',[; J32J 
$AJ(JXXJ/Al lJXX )+RfOI J:(XJ+'<.W*ti-:-.fJXX 11 rHCFCU30 
lf:IAIJXXJ.E:.i.o.oi ll<'!:t..{JXXJ=l H;:;c~0340 
IF-(IRf4.IJX>..).~;=.1.A~~D.TI I?J.E::J.J.J) ::;, TJ c;o '-i..!(i;:QJ.50 
~<Cku36J 
Hr<(?.)370 
H,;. er... 03 isO 
I'- t Tl SOCJY.X) .:.:1o1.J • .Jl •3_. r_; t.li' H<.C-<~401 
IL(.J(JX,l.·~~.11,.) T~ ·j;,J) H~[i{j"f'lJ 
ff-"IT(lPl.:C.J.·)J ..;:-1 l' t>b -PC~!)42'J 
F ( T ( IF I • .:. :: • Tl IP) ) GU T::, J 'J J ~< C { .)4 3 J 
If IT( IP) .. ,,;:;.TIS•)(JXXIJ ·:.; '!"ll 57J H-lKJ;.4.) 
~(JXX)=WI IFJ~~Pf IF l:;:(T l i :lJ-T I iF)~ --t~C~0450 
IF(iJ( JXXJ .. :::,.i.0.01 .;"' f\._; oL:) HtiCR04o0 
G.J T J &t.S rli.! C~;Ji- 70 
l~ ITPl(JXX) .'l(: .:"J.,j.,A.\iJ.,. {IF1 .~--J.().,:J)fl( lF-l=<>I Jl.X)/((.J( IFJ*{ T{ IP)-T(t'i~C"<J480 
LlF)J) H;<( 0 0!'+90 
If-- IT :..i l( J XX ) • t .• ·; .J •A'\/). 1d If- l • \ ~ •. J. 0) H I tJ l ..:: T( 1 t- J +CH J-X .O It 111 ( IF ) * C? (I H" CR Jj OIJ 
IF JI ~<C<u5 lJ 
l r ( T ( JP L \ji-::. Ti ( J XX)) \j '_! T J ':.- 70 Hf.I CP :)'.;i 2.1 
!1 (Hr::;iJXX l .C,.i .. C.).A'd.tf !S'.JIJXXJ .'J~ .. J • .J)-;c-G{ JXX) =~.uS( \J{JXX) /\.I SJ (JHtCRU,30 
IXXll H<CR0540 
[ f ' ... l s··_! I J x A J • :: : • J. J. A~ .. :J. ~.JI JX x I • ~JE:. (l .. JJ .. 1 s. lJ xx}= Abs ( C; ( JX x) I rlf-G I JHK CR05 i;,o 
lXXll ~<CR0560 
DrLTAl=Tl::, ··(JXX)-T( ( P) H~CP0570 
Dt.LT.\?=TIS:JIJXK}-T(IFI H~C~0580 
XL ,. • .q ,} (Jxx).; ( 00:: LTAl-DELT t..21 I Al'.!G IU~ L TA L/JEL TL 2) .. HC.C; 0590 
~IJXXJ•t!l'il~IJXXl/IUJIJXXl•XL"TDIJXX)l l H•CRJ>OO 
lr-lNETRN.l'.::J.lJ .ANLIJXXl=tdJXXI H><CROOlO 
IF-C ISC.~E. l.A~J').,~ETP~>.F-J • .:'. ),\1-<r A(JXX, J;:>f.o.)=.l.lJXX) rH('<.iJ620 
GC, T!J,. 650 HRCRo:,25 
llEHA(JXXl=!Z"RA(JXX ltl H•.CR0!.30 
G·: n 650 H' c~ Oo40 
l'•P•AIJXX1·=1~'r;A(JXXJ+l HPCR0>50 
GG TO 650 -H:CP.0660 
CALCJLATE TEMPERATLlRE5 
H:oi. c:i. o•_... 10 
H-((.~(b8J 
~~CKO'.l~O 
!f (\JIJXXl .r·,F. t.A•W.WI IF J.NE.J.Ol 
11 
Tl l~l=T ( !f· l+ll(JXXJ/lw( !Fl*U ( !FlH<C,OIOJ 
H<CRJ/ D 
rl,[PQ/20 lt-(T(IP).r-.;~.O.JJ JJ TJ u5J 
lf-ITIS'.:IJXXl.~·J.0.0.C.J •. -.Uf).'.-:...1.1.0) :, .' 
X=U'11JXXl*~IJXXl/(W( IF PCP! !Fl J 
l7 
·rt !Pl =TISGIJXX l-(T !SC!J<Xl-T l!Fl l•EXPl-Xl 
Ir I<. I JXX l • t ". J. Ol JI J XX)= WI IF)• CP ! If l * { TI IP J - TI IF ll 




H'. CP 0700 
H:o;C..K0/70 
H<C<0/80 
Fl k"-'.A T < • l' 1111 t?x, 'HEAT ex: H!\ri(.C:: R NUMJ t--:1'.'* ::r. 1 , 1_)11sx,1 ~x c1-1,\,~G~ .J. :1J rv H-.ck;J790 
.. ~~ -~er SP~Cl~l~J 1 1~~.· ~~•~*~*******~*·~··~g·g~********•~••*****~H~C~JdOO 
L ·*t: 1,~--,,.*-;:1:;:::,;:.:,."'*"°'**:.:* I) H;;i.CR031J 
l~Rk(JXX)=l rt;tCG.0820 
-J: TJ 7L1U H~C~063C 
cdc N;::·JTf;;('11P;.,r,<.,::,J}JX:>:. H~C::tJ340 
b':.G F'.:R 1.1:i.T('l 1 //l//SX, 1 Hi:!T EXCHh'iGEP :~J~3E:~:¢:*•, I31/ll/5X,•)"!: )F T--iE :H:CR.0850 
ir ... o STk.t::i.~5 Tt:~PEKAT(fa.E:S IS lr:;(O t.NO CA'I r~OT 3E CALCtJlATEU'J t·NCR0~60 
IeRR(JXXl=l H~CR087J 
.,LJ T J 7tJU iH.CR0880 
6 .i. 7 "" l T!: L"•?!(,'J T ,ct., J) JXX HRCR0~90 
o.u F ;P.~ATI'l'/////SX, 'F!THc~ lHE ISCT>iER~AL SHEAl1 TEMPERATiuRE OR THEHRCRO'IOO 




(;_ TJ 700 H'ICROHG 
62.5 .,·'.:llTE(NPR~·tT,6€.'6) tHCRO~bO 
~Zl. F'.:-R~~ATt 1 l 1 ///llSX, 1 "1EA.T EXC.!"'iANGER NUMBER** 1 ,13//5X, 1 HEAT TRANSFER HKCR0::.170 
!C::EFF. IS LERJ• l H~CR0980 
I!' RP I JXXI =l H<CR 0990 
c58 wl!Pl=Wi!Fl H~CRllOO 
CP!fPJ=CPI !Fl HRCRlOlO 
I CRH JKXJ =O H~CR lOZO 
70J PcTUR~ HRCRlJ30 
f''D ~~CR1040 
Su8P,1UT!Nf RA«OV(JXXI HNDOOlO 
RANOOJ ZJ 
SJSf.·-):JTINE RA\IDV :;ENERATES RA"I00:--1 ~U"t:1Ei:t.S FDR SPE..:.IFIED VARIAbLES,.RANOOJ31 
R~~DOJ40 
RF.Al KW( luOI RANOOJ5J 
CIJMMOl\i/KEV S/ !ERR ll 00), NE LM( l 00 I. NXX, NETR~, NX, ! P<; IS:, LX,'JX RHIDOJbO 
CO MMo1·.i1 I OUNI T /NR EAD, NP KN T, NP NCH ~I\ ~DOJ 70 
COM~'.lNn.u•AtNFI 1081,NP(100), 1ro1100.zo1;TPO! ~ocr,2<n - . . "RA!'IDOJBO 
CUMMU:UADA TA/w !200 l, T( 23 Ol, CPI 2001 0 Q( 1001, UD 81001, HI! 1001, rlll 1 OOl ,Ra NJ0090 
10 FI( 100 l , k FrJ! l OOl , DI 1100 I, DO I l 001 , Tl SO I l 00 I, FT ( l 00), T Pl UOO l , T P2 llRANDOl 00 
20') l.W ISO( 100 ), HFGI lOOl, A I LOO l, A II 1001, AJ( 100),·K• , RHWOl lO 
COMMOl\i/STD/ SWI 2001 , S Tl 20Jl, SCP 1200), SHI! 1001,SHJ1100 I, SRF I I l 00 l, SR~ANuOl ZO 
lFJI 100), SUD( 100) RANuO! 3:J 
C1JMMON/Ml AN/HI• I l00J • HO'I U 00 Io RF IM 1100 J,UCM(l 001, WMI 200 I, T• 12 00) RANDOl 40 
l ,: PMI 200!, UMDI l 001 HNOOl 50 
COM'l8N/ ADAP /CP Cl 2:JOl ,CPH (200), SC PC (ZOO l, SCP~ 12 001 r NF Al200l ,NSP IZOORANOOlbO 
11 R'NJ0170 
c~MMnl\i//IXX RAN00180 
IF!~FIJXX! .t;E.Ol GO TJ 5J RAND019J 
IF I !Pe.GT .L J GO Tu 806 RAND0200 
'HNPT=NP(JXXl RANDOZlO 
D' I 5 N= l, ·" hPT RAND02 20 
!PT=! ?Q(JXX ,Nl R'ND0230 
WHIP Tl =WI I PT) PAN00240 
TMl IPTl=T( IPTI RANODZSO 
".:..,~·{I ?T}=(D\ JVT) 
C'"."H l"JUt: 
i;J~ ~l~~T=~P(Jt.() 
D lJ 1;=1,···1·.-··T 
l·~T= I:J'l{JA.i, ,J 
I~(511CIPT).":~·;.l) ~ T~, 2.J 
S1il=S1~( ~PT) 
fl·\l=.4-1( IPT J 
CALL (;.ALIS.SIJX,S;i1l,f'llKl,Vl) 
w( IPT l=Vl 
F-tIXX. 1-1F.;)J JX=IXX 
2\J ll-(STllPTJ.C:·,J.0.Jl G:.J TJ L) 
5Tl=STIIPTl 
T·H=T"'llPTl 
( ... 1.L ,A:JSS(JX.,l::>Tl,-rMl,V2) 
Tl!Pfl=V2 
lr!Ixx •• ~E.~J JX=lXX 
10 Cu"aI-~UE 
G.J TO 905 
50 NFl=l•OIJXX,ll 





~P 2=1POI JXX,2l 
lFtlP:.; .• ,;T.ll S,D Tl 807 
H l Ml J XX I =-i I I JX XI 
HQM I J XX l =H ~I J XX l 
RI-IM! JXX l= i<FllJXXI 
RF OM! JXXI =RFOI HXI 








Cr' ..... l=CP·"41'JF U 
CPtt,z=CPM(~.r?J 
SI Ii= SHI IJXXI 
. Sl1H= SHQ( JXXJ 
>l~"F=SPFllJXXl 
'.):;RI--= ')DF(J( JXXJ 
U.J'i=SUOI JXX J 
S~P-1=1.CP(Nfl I 
SC PZ=SCPINF2l 
11 ISCPl.EO.O.OJ G" TJ 7d0 
COLL GAUSSIJX,SCPl ,cor-11,v; I 
UINFll=Vb 
IFI IXX.NE.:JJ JX=IXX 
IFISCPZ.EQ.0.0l GO TO 79J 
C6LL uAUSSI JX, SCPZ,CP'l2,V71 
CPINF2l=V7 
JFllXX.NE.01 JX=IXX 
If IUOS.E0.0.01 G~ TU oJa 
Kt.:"'iD12o 
'6".JJ2 7 
R H· • .JJ~ C 
Rf'. ~HJCI? 9..; 











































RA IJU 07 30 










(,:.LL GA'JSS (J.X., tJCS, uo1i11, V7 I 
JJCJXt..l=VS 
IF ({XX. •iE. 01J JA==lY_X 
u).-J f.:(Sl>-1.€;...'.).Cl) (,_)TO.,.;;. 
-=l~'.))j'.)0 
::tAirnoj l.J 
"~. :_-j ')j 2) 
~~ \:JU:1 3 _l 
P.!i ~·)J] '+'J 
< >l~J Jo 50 




o{l. '-.j;J:)9 01 




Re. t,;~J1 SJ 
;n~•)0,61 
kA."W0'17\J 
?.i-. l'j~J~ 80 
i' . .l."4)0;;9() 
'-' NOlJ 00 
0 <.NDtno 
Cl.LL ';A.JSJ(JX,5,It-i,HMl,\Jl I 
-ii (JXXl=Vl 
IFllXX.NE.Ol JX=lXX 
d09 IF l>OH.o0.0.01 Gr, TG olO 
CALL '.JAUSS (JX,SOri,Hl'.C,VZ) 
H~(JXXl=V2 
!Fl IXX.~E.ill JX=IXX 
£Jl'J {::: (Sll{F.'::~.O.-llG,.l TO :313 
:ALL JAUS'liJX, SPff,::<r~l,V3J 
0 H IJXXl=V3 
1.:(IXX.N::.OJ JX=IXX 




le R1' I JXXl =·J 
9J5 RE TURN 
Er-JD 
3 7 ') 
410 
SUB<OUTINE VAHXIJXXl V~"XOJlJ 
VAttXOJ20 
SJRROUTINE VAHX CALCUL6TES THE •E6N AND >TA~D•RJ JEV!AT!0N FL• THEVAHXOJJO 
A•EA OF EaCH HEAT EXCHA~GER. Vl~XOJ40 
VAHX<lJ50 
CJH~ON//IJllBJ VIH<Jl&J 
CCM~.J"i/KE. YS/ It ;.IJ{(l 001' J\:E L"'1 ( 1 OJ J 'NXX .N~TK.:'t, "iX I I PR I I SC' LX, JX V!'l HXOJ ];) 
CJMMON/ ARAV /AP EA( l 00, 500 J, ANL I 1001 .I RE Al !JOI ,'IUD 11 n l ,1'Q l lJ:l I, I ,1- <Vh HX OJ Bil_ 
lAllOOl.!ZcRAll00.1 V~HX0090 
CJMMGVPH'JNIT/wUNITl21.fU~l r12J ,TMUNIT 121, EJNITl2l,ALGrn121.<uNITlliAHXOlOJ 
$lOOJ,LUNITllOOl,PUN!f!Z) VAHXJllD 
COMMO~/IOU~IT/NREAO,~P~~T,NPNCH V~HX0120 
U6TA 'lTLE/0/ VAHX0l3J 
F~IR~~kf{' 1'/<-_.X, 'P>-{UHL::r-1 lJt:Nl F iCli.TIU'4*'**' ,l!jA4,1X,''-** JUTPJT LISTV4HA·Jl4J 
1 I"-.G $** 1 J V\-iXOl 50 
lflNTLF.~f .Cl GG TC 410 VAHX016) 
nrt[:CH;P:;•,iT.l/5)(1.) \l~l-IX0l70 
~TLF=l V•HX0180 
Su"A= J.O VAHX0!90 
SJMA2:=0.0 VAHXO?OCl 
L~=O V'HXJZlO 
;),j 42Q K=l,LX 
IFll.PcAIJXX,KI .t:J.J.OI cM=LM+l 
SUMA:= SU"1A+ AR. f:A t JXX, K) 
AL X=L X-L ~ 
LX:.(==IHX 





















l l 5 
~:;, ~ ~' = • LI i .•. M,( JZ 3 ) 
l..;; { : :l ~.•.I J ( I(,_ J • = .. ; • .; ) _, , I ~ -d J v ~Ht. 02 q J 
.'...1=t . .:.~~(J ,l'.,!l..J-t ;.= V1.rlXtHOJ 
·. _ =' l "' l ~ < HX) 31 J 
:;._ ···.'.2.-=S·J"4!2+l.:'. VAHX032J 
,_:.·\T!'·•'J:: V~HX0330 
ST_,:.=s..;;T( )'.J~.:.z/(:.L ... -1. Jll Vl\HX'.J:l4.J 
rF l T:: I ;'l!Pk ·~ T 1 4:, J, JAX 1 L ;{, I l ~~A (J XX I 1 l'lf ~Al J 11) ,:. 11:. F' r AL '.j, TH ( I UNI T) , Vt..HX J3 50 
lSTO~r~L(;lHllU":IT) \/1.HX0355 
F.JPMAT(////5X,'EL-:"1ENT ,\lJ"ltH:i-<':(:*',13//5X, 1 TCT/li NUMBER Cf SIMULATIOVAHX036J 
11'.5*0' 1 ,13/5.X,n..;:J',.tH:R OF- ~PIJLATIO"~:l ~NCR:: Ht:'lT !::XLriA\IGER. IS -.JT ~E::V\HXU370 
2J::-~···,I3/'JX, 1 \lUM.iER .Jf- SlMUL~Tlrn~s ..-HERE T•:E:: SPECIFIED COtlJUITIJNSVllHXJJdO 
3 CA~ ~~T 9:: -"iET**' .l3/5X,•"1;::A~ 4.RE::A. F-OP THE fit:MAINI~::.. SlH'JLATIO"-i~*Vt.rlX039:J 
4*' .~l J.3,' SO..: 1 1A.2/5;(, 1 5TA.NDAR.IJ UEVIA.TLJN Ff':l-' THE =tEHAl'~IN:j SI-~ULV~HXOC..00 






5iJiJ,._Q~JTl~E P'-l~TlJXXl P~NTOJlO 
P'<NTOJ20 
Suo.R'.JIJTIN': PRi ~H CALCJLATFS THE r-1.lXl'1J:-t A.'-1.0 ~'.P·HMUM TEMPER.ATURE.>· P=t.NTO:J.30 
f__;~ EAC;-.t .'U"!'Lr. T ,';TP.!:::\'-1 P~NTOJ40 
P<NT0050 
~ -"'JMMU~~/i<.:: y SI I~ ~R ( 1 JC ) ':'\;[~ L.'-1C 1 OJ ) ';.,xx' NC T ~"'' NX: 'l PR I Is:' L x, J x P("' TO~ 00 
~;Mfl'IJ~/"lfU"'1A/t~f l lOOt ,~P( lOOt ,IF=Dil00,21)),lPO{ 100 1 20) PR.NT0-)70 
coMMJ\I/ AUA. r !..1,, < zou a, rt z o OJ, c Pc 200 >,.;; t 1 oJ) , uJ ' 1 oo >,HI c iool , HJ c 1 ooJ ·• p:i f'i r on eo 
I RF I I I 00) , •· F .. d l 00 I, 01 (l 'JO l, UU (I 00 I , TIS 0 I lJJ ) , FT (l 00 J, T Pl( 1001 , T P 2 I l P< ~T OJ90 
ZJJ l, .i I SJ I l JJ I, HF GI 10 Ol , A ( l JJ l , A I I l 00) , AD I l 00 J. K• (l 00 l P• NT Ol 00 
c-i~~1~/VA"1X "£/r1MAX't20 J 'WM IN( 20) 'T ~AX ( 2;) J' T ~ l\I { 2 0) ,wo> TC 20' 500) 'T'JP TP( NTOl 10 
s120,5ool P<~To120 
~JPT=.~FIJXX) P<NTOl 30 
o~ llo 11=1,HOPT P<NTOl40 
l',=IFUIJXX.Ill P<NTJl50 
T•AX( lll=A~AXllTMAXI II), Hl~ll P"NTOlbO 
T•!~illll=A~H'11T•!N!l!l,TllNll PlNTOl70 
T.;PTI [[,!?Rl=TllNl P'.Nt0180 
ONT l'<UE P> NTOl 90 
RF TUR~ PlNT0200 
E~D P' NT .JZ 10 
S'Jil.POUT I"!~ fJTD Tl .JXX) 
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